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1: SURPRISE

Surprises 1 are the fuel that powers research engines. Drawing upon data of 

millions of research papers, patents, and scientifi c careers, sociologists and 

computer scientists Feng Shi and James Evans concluded that “science and 

technology advance through surprise.”2 Decades earlier, sociologist of sci-

ence Robert Merton already noted “the serendipity pa� ern” in empirical 

research whenever an “unanticipated, anomalous, and strategic” observa-

tion becomes the basis for developing a new theory. Merton’s formulation 

was, as usual, insightful. While we may think about surprises as anoma-

lous, we typically don’t think of them as “strategic.” But the observer needs 

to be able to recognize the theoretical implications of a serendipitous fi nd-

ing strategically. Merton added that this “requires a theoretically sensitized 

observer to detect the universal in the particular.”3 How can we systemati-

cally cultivate surprising fi ndings? How do you sensitize yourself to detect 

emerging surprises? � is book helps you do just that.

Our fi rst book, Abductive Analysis: � eorizing Qualitative Research,4 

staked out a claim in an increasingly unrealistic fi eld of qualitative data 

analysis. Our major concern was that the conventional approaches to data 

analysis impoverish the potential of qualitative research. At best, most 

qualitative researchers pay lip service to an epistemic model that they don’t 

follow in practice. � e methods sections of research articles— both induc-

tive and deductive— are most o� en formulaic fantasies divorced from the 

real- life drama of analyzing qualitative research data.

Joining other scholars who had mined the work of the early pragmatist 

Charles S. Peirce,5 we argued that abduction— the mode of inference draw-

ing from surprise— is an underappreciated aspect of the research act, espe-

cially in the context of theory discovery. Focusing on abductive reasoning 

is a productive and logically sound way to rethink qualitative research and 

data analysis. Abductive analysis requires in- depth familiarity with a broad 

array of social theories and an intensive engagement with observations in 

order to develop theoretical contributions. Most methods books in quali-
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tative research are either about coming up with something from scratch, 

or about testing, verifying, and generalizing theory. Instead, abduction in 

abductive analysis refers to the process of cra� ing theory— fi guring out 

both what surprising observations are a theoretical case of, and where the 

theoretical case and the fi ndings diverge in interesting ways.

While not quite philosophically precise, a cooking metaphor is useful 

to explain the diff erence. If you open Yotam O� olenghi’s bestselling cook-

book Plenty, you will fi nd his famous recipe for poached baby vegetables 

with caper mayonnaise. � e recipe begins: “To make the mayonnaise, place 

the garlic, egg yolk, vinegar, mustard, salt, and lemon juice in the bowls 

of a food processer. Start blending and then very slowly dribble in the oil 

until you get a thick mayonnaise. Fold in the capers and lemon zest and 

set aside.”6 If you follow the instructions, using the given ingredients, you 

should be ge� ing the meal O� olenghi describes. � at’s a deductive logic. 

You have a good idea of what you’re going to eat; it’s pre� y delicious, but 

is o� en estranged from the local foodstuff s. Even though O� olenghi is 

an Israeli- English chef with several delis and restaurants in London, his 

recipes remain the same whether you live near the Park Slope food co- op 

in Brooklyn or have access to the farmer’s markets from Los Angeles. By 

contrast, a purely inductive logic would probably have us grab something 

from the fridge; fry, roast, or boil it; and hope for the best. Perhaps, in the 

grounded theory tradition, we would compare the fl avors of diff erent food 

combinations for pa� erns.7 If the resulting dish grows on us, we may de-

cide to include it in the family rotation of meals, following the recipe that 

we “discovered.” While deduction starts with a theory and makes empirical 

predictions, induction generalizes from observations.

An abductive logic is diff erent. You are craving those poached vegeta-

bles with caper mayonnaise. You have memorized O� olenghi’s book pre� y 

much by heart, with grease spots on the pages of your favorite recipes. His 

book is tucked in among other cookbooks on your kitchen shelf. You open 

the fridge and scan the food in front of you, push the caulifl ower aside to 

see what’s behind it, notice that you are out of garlic and that the baby car-

rots are way beyond their prime. But look, there is a basket of kumquats 

you purchased impulsively during last Saturday’s shopping trip. What a 

pleasant surprise and interesting cooking challenge! You don’t have the in-

gredients for O� olenghi’s dish but maybe you can make something novel 

that incorporates the sweetness and tartness of the kumquats. What would 

be the best way of using these grape- size fruits? You’ll skip the caper may-

onnaise and maybe try a citrus syrup instead. � e fl avor palate of the dish 

is going to be completely diff erent from O� olenghi’s poached baby veg-

etables. You invent your own dish. Abduction, then, is a creative moment 
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where you take what you know and go beyond it to try out something dif-

ferent. It occurs when you have a surprising observation and formulate the 

most promising hypothesis. Of course, the original recipe inspired the new 

dish, as did the diff erent cookbooks on your shelf, but the moment of real-

ization of the local possibilities is exhilarating.

Abduction in scientifi c research is a logic that organizes the process of 

coming up with a new hypothesis based on surprising research fi ndings. 

Abduction intervenes in the tension between knowing what you are inter-

ested in by chasing usual suspects and remaining open to new unexpected 

fi ndings for which a usual- suspects explanation is inadequate. It requires 

in- depth familiarity with a broad range of theories that help you navigate 

familiar landscapes and point the way when you run into alien terrain. � e 

logic works best when you gather data in an innovative way— a new site, a 

new set of questions, an overlooked group of stakeholders. You also need 

to have enough data to examine variation across analytical dimensions. In 

short, theoretical surprises do not grow spontaneously but are seeded by 

how you read your theoretical peers and how you conduct your research.

� e purpose of Abductive Analysis was to carve out a new epistemologi-

cal position. We developed the pragmatist semiotics of meaning- making, 

explained why the defamiliarization generated by coding procedures is 

helpful, and emphasized the critical importance of writing with an eye on 

a community of inquiry. We included some examples, but it was more a 

rethink than a how- to book. Observers pointed out that some researchers 

were already doing something that resembled abductive analysis. In that 

sense, the book met its promise: it found an audience across disciplines and 

most references to abductive analysis are from researchers relieved that 

they can report what they did as a legitimate methodology. However, we 

were and are more ambitious than repackaging current practice. Our pur-

pose was to stimulate theorizing that plays to the strengths of qualitative 

research. But, we admit, you would not know how exactly to do this from 

the fi rst book.

� e challenge is that we don’t— and indeed can’t— have a simple fool-

proof protocol for surprise. � ink back to the cooking example. While a 

deductive approach gives you a recipe to follow, and an inductive approach 

might tell you what a meal could look like if you combine the stuff  in your 

fridge, the fl ash of abductive insight that we depicted requires careful at-

tention to what’s in the fridge, a deep knowledge of diff erent cookbooks, 

and insight into how to coordinate cooking time for various ingredients 

in order to come up with a new dish. How can something like this be ever 

taught in a book format? � is is the kind of knowledge that comes from 

years of apprenticing in diff erent kitchens. You do not become a chef by 
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memorizing recipes. Yet while there are no abductive culinary shortcuts, 

we can still tell you something about how to go about organizing your 

shopping trips, what to look for in your fridge and pantry, and how to 

read cookbooks.

� e current book aims to translate our ideas about abduction into con-

crete research practices. We contend that abductive analysis means doing 

qualitative research diff erently, not just relabeling what you were already 

doing. Abductive analysis means designing research explicitly to maximize 

the chance of data surprises; engaging the literature in a diff erent way; ap-

proaching data coding with a mindset aimed at defamiliarizing the famil-

iar; and writing research up deliberately and refl exively to evoke abductive 

insights. We show in the next chapters how working abductively perme-

ates a research project from the moment you muse about doing research, 

through collecting the fi rst observations, through the fi nal write- up. It de-

mands an analytical sensibility that immerses you in the literature, guides 

the collection of empirical materials, and requires working with these ob-

servations as they come in. Surprising fi ndings do not fall out of thin air: 

you will need to cultivate them. � is book shows you how to discover sur-

prises by thinking diff erently about your research.

What this book is, and what it isn’t

Our kind of qualitative research intertwines empirical and theoretical nar-

ratives. We agree with Loïc Wacquant when he wrote that “far from being 

antithetical, vivid ethnography and powerful theory are complementary 

and that the best strategy to strengthen the former is to bolster the la� er.”8 

We presume that you share our goal of theorizing based on qualitative re-

search; why else would you be reading this book? But maybe we shouldn’t 

assume a shared purpose; maybe we should make the case fi rst that theo-

rizing is a worthwhile endeavor. � ere are, a� er all, other compelling ways 

of working with empirical materials where theory isn’t really at the center 

of the work.

In many of the hotspots of qualitative inquiry, researchers don’t pri-

marily theorize but engage in applied research. Plenty of qualitative health 

researchers, for instance, work towards be� er outcomes within a public 

health, medical, or health services framework. � ey examine why patients 

are noncompliant with medication regimes, or how direct- to- consumer 

advertising sells pharmaceuticals.9 Other qualitative researchers apply 

their skills for technology companies to make products that will fi nd a 

market. For more than twenty years, Xerox had a research division that 

included ethnographers to study human- computer interaction in order 
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to design copiers that would be intuitive to use. While some of this work, 

especially by the principal investigator Lucy Suchman,10 engaged in theo-

rizing, the purpose of the unit was to help engineers design user- friendly 

machines. Globally, many, probably most, qualitative researchers conduct 

contract research, write bids for government projects, apply to founda-

tions, and submit proposals to granting agencies. Since such agencies are 

rarely interested in advancing a theoretical agenda, this renders a qualita-

tive researcher much more of a consultant or expert working towards an 

institutional portfolio. Grant agencies o� en pay for data gathering but pro-

vide few funds for analysis, and the resulting publications provide mainly 

 descriptive insights.

Some superb research also doesn’t aim for novel theorizations but 

convincingly proves what many people already suspected. � e research 

of  Devah Pager on the racial profi ling of job seekers using experimental 

 methods is such an example. She found that employers were more likely 

to hire a White man with a felony conviction than a Black man without a 

 criminal record.11 � is research is not theoretically innovative, but it is crit-

ically important to uncover institutional racial biases in the labor market, 

and Pager’s work meaningfully intervenes in an important political strug-

gle. At Pager’s memorial service, the writer Ta- Nehisi Coates talked about 

how her research validated the experiences of people of color— giving 

them a decisive argument against people who said discrimination was “all 

in their heads.”12

Still other researchers are a� racted by the humanistic side of qualitative 

inquiry rather than by the goal of abstracting and theorizing. Whatever 

else we do, qualitative researchers closely chronicle the human condition. 

In that capacity, we are not alone but part of a crowded fi eld of journalists 

and documentary makers, as well as fi ction writers. Chronicling is done 

by people from the outside looking in, but also by people from the inside 

looking out. � ey tell their own and each other’s stories on social media, in 

interviews, blogs, documentaries, news articles, op- ed pieces, refl ections, 

diaries, internet groups, videos, and memoirs.

While humanistic, exemplifying, and applied qualitative projects con-

stitute alternative goals for conducting qualitative research, they also ben-

efi t from theoretical engagement, even if the goal is not developing novel 

theories. Maybe they should be more theoretically adventurous. In fact, 

some of the strongest exemplars of these research traditions engage im-

plicit theoretical agendas.

It is no accident that Suchman’s work for Xerox was so infl uential; it was 

due, in large part, to her deep engagement in sociological interactionism 

and ethnomethodology. Applied studies that sidestep theories risk short-
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ening their reach. Similarly, some of the best studies that seem to only 

“ exemplify” theory actually do more than that. � us, for example, Anne� e 

Lareau’s excellent Unequal Childhoods13 can be read as an exemplifi cation of 

Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of habitus formation and cultural capital.  Lareau’s 

book is notable for its innovative methodology: she inserted herself into 

the homes of working-  and middle- class parents to observe class- based so-

cialization in action. While methodology is surely part of what makes this 

book such compelling reading, Unequal Childhoods specifi es, empirically 

and theoretically, the mechanisms through which classed socialization 

 occurs in the home and at schools.

As for humanistic research, a common warrant for qualitative research 

is that the work itself reveals and bridges a discrepancy between what an 

audience thinks about a community and how the members of a commu-

nity behave.14 � e researcher shows through the richness of observations 

that those ostracized as deviant are human a� er all, and those in power or 

exalted in the media are actually more fl awed than we imagined. � is kind 

of interview study or ethnography folds the extremes of behavior into a 

universal humanism, while still mapping cultural idiosyncrasies. It is diffi  -

cult to pull this off  without engaging theories and concepts, even if they are 

banished to the endnotes. Some of the most popular works of qualitative 

research— Mitch Duneier’s Sidewalk, Ma�  Desmond’s Evicted, or Tressie 

McMillan Co� om’s � ick15— draw extensively from social theory but you 

need to know this literature to recognize who they are in conversation with 

in the text. Again, not just inserting but also developing a theoretical di-

mension in such a humanistic project may expand its reach beyond those 

already interested in a substantive research area, as well as help distinguish 

it from the journalistic human interest stories.

While there are many warrants for qualitative research and all of them 

benefi t from a strong theoretical backbone, the path we advocate fully em-

braces the theoretical cra�  of academics as scholars. � e theoretical con-

tribution of qualitative research is the endeavor’s protection against irrel-

evance. � eory is how research travels beyond a small substantive niche. 

� e warrant for our kind of research is that we fi nd something counter-

intuitive, unexpected, or surprising and develop theory from it. We aim to 

foster a particular cra� smanship of working with qualitative data in light 

of existing bodies of scholarship in order to make a theoretical and concep-

tual contribution. � ese concepts and theorizations not only abstract rele-

vant experiences but, if successful, can open new perspectives and produce 

new research foci. If theory shows how a pa� ern found in one place illumi-

nates what happens in another, then there is something deeply  humanistic 

about it.
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To take one example we both admire and that we return to later on in 

this book, Leigh Star and James Griesemer coined the notion of “boundary 

object” when they studied the acquisition of bird specimens for a natural 

history museum. � ey conceptualized the boundary object as a negotiation 

strategy for situations where parties with diff erent interests do not need or 

want to confront each other. A boundary object is unifi ed enough that it 

has a common meaning but also suffi  ciently plastic that it may have vastly 

diff erent meanings in diff erent communities.16 � e concept of boundary 

object exemplifi es its own power as a boundary object. � e notion traveled 

and was used to mediate very diff erent situations. � is concept caught on 

in dozens of studies. Researchers incorporated boundary objects to exam-

ine how the same issue is able to mean diff erent things for diff erent groups 

without splintering or se� ling as one dominant trope. At the same time, 

the concept illuminates a deeply existential aspect of social interaction: the 

productive role of ambiguity in facilitating action and bridging perspec-

tives. Well- cra� ed theories and concepts are useful and transcend their or-

igins. � ey become intellectual passage points, ways of seeing and framing 

the world, extensions of traditions and inspirations for future scholarship.

Buckling down as scholars does not mean that we greenlight a jargon- 

heavy, impenetrable academese or favor rigid theoretical frameworks. 

Despite our a� achment to Peirce, who had an unfortunate penchant for 

abstruse terms, we aren’t in love with his terminology. As will become 

clear, we much prefer nimble concepts that abstract observations by li� -

ing salient dimensions and middle- range theories that prove their me� le 

through repeated usage. But it does mean that thinking explicitly about 

theory— and starting from a bedrock of alternative theoretical framings— 

characterizes our approach.

We search for surprises in observations. � ey don’t just pop up; we 

cultivate serendipity by analytically interrogating and comparing obser-

vations in light of existing theories. When we encounter an anomalous or 

puzzling set of fi ndings, we need to adjust our theoretical framework to do 

justice to these fi ndings. We examine alternative explanations while gath-

ering more observations. Abductive analyzing is then as much a research 

orientation and a sampling strategy as an analytical approach. Following 

pragmatist thinking and more than a century of social science history, we 

view theorizations as work in progress.17 � ey are introduced in a com-

munity of inquiry and their value depends on whether they capture your 

sociological imagination and inspire more research or end up forgo� en in 

dusty library stacks.

But again we return to the same questions: How, exactly, do we get 

to theorize surprising fi ndings? If we do not follow the routine stages of 
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grounded theory work, what do we do? One set of answers, which we have 

found useful for our own work, focuses on tricks of the trade.18 Several 

methodology books are crammed with heuristics— which we recommend 

as a source of inspiration— and focus on diff erent ways to jog your observa-

tions and limber them up so you can look at them anew and fi gure out how 

to go about your work. If you return to our cooking metaphor, it’s some-

thing akin to the writer telling you to see what happens if you organize 

your ingredients by texture, then by basic fl avor, then by cooking time, and 

see how that would allow you to think about your cooking opportunities 

anew. In many situations, this is exactly the inspirational muse you need to 

get your culinary imagination going.

� is book goes beyond heuristics. We aim to give advice on the core 

practices through which you organize the fridge, how you can structure 

your shopping in ways that would allow you to experiment with interest-

ing recipes, and how you learn to think about the possibilities that diff erent 

cookbooks provide. Leaving the cooking metaphor aside, our aim is to or-

ganize the research arc to sensitize you to appreciating surprises with theo-

retical potential. While tricks are useful, they o� en are only part of a re-

searcher’s repertoire and they o� en come too late in the research process. 

Prepping for theorizing occurs at every act of the research journey—from 

the moment you decide that one fi eld site is worthier than another to your 

decision to ask this and not that question in an interview.

As a qualitative researcher, you mediate a relationship between your re-

search and readers. Your contribution will likely contain insights that vio-

late how some people assume their world worked. You make connections 

where others see clear divisions. You show that consequences people pre-

sumed were common are actually only exceptionally achieved. And at the 

same time, your research violates not primarily the folk representations 

of the world, but those of your fellow researchers. Qualitative research 

is therefore o� en intellectually subversive on theoretical grounds. As we 

show, the potential for subversion resides in the questions you ask, the per-

spectives you take in your research, and the materials you gather.

Coordinates

� is book walks you through diff erent moments of the research process. 

A� er outlining some of the basic tenets of abductive analysis in the next 

chapter, we dive right into how to set up research for surprises. We begin 

with the question of theory: what you should read, how to engage readings, 

and when to stop reading. Using the metaphors of map and compass, we 

show that literature provides you with “landmarks of expectation” against 
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which new theoretical paths may be tracked. We advise you to familiarize 

yourself with the layout of your subfi eld. Besides substantive theories, so-

ciology also contains more abstract navigational tools. � eories like Bour-

dieu’s habitus- capital and fi eld, interactionism’s defi nition of the situation, 

or actor- network theory’s view of assemblages don’t really tell you what 

any particular fi eld would be like. � ey do tell you, however, how to tra-

verse diverse terrains and what kinds of phenomena you can expect.

Social scientists are not the only people in the business of constructing 

theoretical maps to make sense of social life. We all devise theories in the 

course of everyday life, to help us learn how to act based on what has already 

happened. We urge you to pay careful a� ention to the ideas of the people 

you study, and to their ongoing concerns. We term this the principle of en-

gagement and return to it throughout the book as one of the most impor-

tant methodological precepts of qualitative research. While you shouldn’t 

defi ne a particular social world as your interlocutors inside it see it, we ar-

gue that you will benefi t from seriously engaging their concerns and ideas. 

� is is not just a good ethical position but a practical analytical standpoint 

too. Listening to how people order their world is as generative for surprises 

as reading in your research area. Moments of abduction emerge in relation 

to all these sources of theoretical inspiration. We encourage you to read 

literature strategically— as a staging ground of expectations for your own 

research.

Our next chapter addresses questions of research design. Taking eth-

nography and interview research as our two primary methodological an-

chors, we argue that the crux of qualitative research design is an interplay 

between focusing and defocusing research, between zooming in on specifi c 

questions and zooming out at the interconnectedness of social life. All re-

search needs to gather data rich enough to provide possibilities of surprise, 

but diff erent qualitative methods face diff erent challenges. In participant 

observation, a method that is almost infi nitely fl exible, we need to focus 

our evolving research. We might achieve this by adding a site as a compara-

tive case or by shadowing our participants across the places where they live 

their lives. In interview design, which due to question format and time con-

straints is much more rigid than ethnography, we build breadth into our 

interview questionnaires, strategically defocusing our questions, especially 

early on, to maximize possibilities of surprise. � e interplay of focusing 

and defocusing leads to organizing our research diff erently than how these 

methods are commonly practiced across the social sciences. We advocate 

a constant agile adjustment of bringing the phenomena into sharp detail 

and a move back to explore aspects others have ignored to note surprises.

Moving beyond research design, we enter the analytical labor of coding 
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in chapters 5 and 6. We begin our coding with a more systematic version 

of grounded theory’s open coding. In the initial rounds of coding, we at-

tempt to get a deeper, defamiliarized sense of the data. We do so primar-

ily by mapping and detailing the dramatic structure of our data. � ink-

ing through a modifi ed version of Kenneth Burke’s grammar of motives,19 

as well as rhetoric passed along since at least Aristotle, we focus on who 

does what, when, where, how, and to what practical eff ects. � is rhythmic 

questioning of our observations raises aspects of our data that we either 

took for granted or ignored in the interview or the fi eld. Such open coding 

produces two more benefi ts— fi rst, it allows us to ask about how action and 

inter action move forward in our data, priming us to look for processes and 

privileging mechanism- based explanations of our fi eld. Secondly, it helps 

us to see what we still don’t know— both in terms of what our interlocutors 

refer to, but also in terms of the silences and gaps in our data. Coding then 

gives us marching orders of where to go next in our data collection eff orts. 

� at’s why it needs to happen early and steadily throughout the fi eldwork, 

not at the end.

Complementing the discussion of open coding, chapter 6 centers on 

focused coding and the index case. Where open coding tries to decipher a 

promising theme in the noise of your observations, focused coding elabo-

rates on a theme you surmise— from experience and your familiarity with 

the existing literature— as promising. While such themes capture pa� erns 

in your data, they do not “emerge” from the data, but already stand in 

relation to the theoretical traditions you engage. An index case, a kind of 

“ patient zero” in our data, serves as an anchoring device for the empirical 

and analytic narrative that your work ends up telling. Choosing and assess-

ing the power of your index case, and then examining variation in light of 

the index case, constitute the thrust of focused coding.

In chapter 7, we show you the single most promising path to take when 

you are still not sure what is worth pursuing in your research project. We 

return to the principle of engagement— your responsibility to take your 

research subjects seriously. Based both on a rich tradition of theoretical 

writing and on our practical experience as researchers, we focus on tensions 

within the social world we study as a way to deepen our familiarity with the 

social world. Relying on cultural anthropologist Mary Douglas’s work on 

humor and ritual, we outline the value of looking for “jokes in the struc-

ture” of the worlds we study— not as a way to expose what is really going on 

but because understanding the pa� ern underlying these tensions clues us 

to theoretical questions tailored to our research project.

In chapter 8, we show that the process of writing is rife with analyti-

cal decisions on what to include, how to narrate, how to respond to the 
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dreaded reviewer 2, and how to engage your audience. � ese decisions are 

not mere window dressing; they quite literally constitute your theoreti-

cal contributions. Writing up your research becomes a trial of strength: Is 

what you considered surprising actually that novel and unanticipated? It 

may require extensive revisions to what you thought your surprising fi nd-

ings were and what your theoretical intervention is. Abduction lends itself 

to an organizational format of se� ing up a surprise followed by a theoreti-

cal denouement in the text. We encourage you to work with this format, 

and to adopt a writing style that reinforces rather than obscures your theo-

rizing. We argue for a refl exive writing engagement with words- data- ideas 

to persuade your audience of what you want them to walk away with.

Chapter 9 wraps the book up with refl ections on qualitative research, 

and we add an appendix about the place of abduction in the emerging world 

of computational social sciences, where abductive “big data” approaches 

have been developed over the past few years.

Finally, our own approach needs to pass though the sieve of the prag-

matist maxim: what diff erence does it make to the research process if we 

highlight the moment of surprise? � is book will be judged by its ability to 

make you work diff erently, both in designing the big picture of the research 

and in a myriad of small ways— in the folders you will open on your com-

puter screen; in the questions you add to your interview questionnaire; in 

how you structure the writing of your data in the articles and books you 

write. It’s our hope that these small and bigger diff erences contribute to 

innovative and creative theorizing.





2: BEGINNINGS

One of the core elements of abductive analysis is theorizing while engag-

ing a community of inquiry— the fellow travelers who read your work, 

who write the books that inspire you, and whom you interact with. You do 

not start from a blank map as the fi rst social explorer, but enter a terrain 

already charted by multiple researchers. Creativity, as pragmatists saw so 

well, stands out against habits.

Abductive analysis similarly builds on the work of others. We have been 

inspired by other approaches to qualitative data analysis— from Glaser 

and Strauss’s grounded theory through the current elaborations and ex-

tensions of grounded theory by Kathy Charmaz and Adele Clarke; from 

Jaap van Velsen’s and Michael Burawoy’s renditions of the extended case 

method in ethnography through Jack Katz’s and Howard Becker’s takes 

on analytic induction. While we are inspired by these traditions, we also 

look at them critically. Major approaches to qualitative data analysis carry 

the epistemological baggage of their origins. � e point is not that they are 

old— there is quite a lot of “old” work that should be reread, not ignored. 

� e problem is rather that given the lay of the land when those works were 

wri� en— given their communities of inquiry— their arguments have been 

warped over time and distort some valuable aspects of logical inference. 

Both inductive and deductive legacies in qualitative research have shown 

their limitations to the point that researchers ritualistically mention them 

in their methods sections but almost invariably do very diff erent things 

in practice.1

� is isn’t just a ma� er of closing the gap between what researchers re-

port and what they do. As researchers, and especially students, follow the 

recommendations of such approaches to qualitative research, they may 

fi nd themselves in a tight spot. Perhaps nowhere is this problem more ap-

parent than in grounded theory’s admonishment to let the theoretical nar-

rative arise from observations inductively. � e problem is that all too of-

ten, the analysis does not contain a theoretical kernel— and when nothing 
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is surprising, all we can do is endlessly collect and classify observations. As 

we were writing this chapter, we found the following cry for help on a bul-

letin board aimed at qualitative researchers:

I have been utilising in- vivo codes on various established defi nitions in two 

fi elds of study in order to determine if theories derived from the code analysis 

can be grouped into the two fi elds of studies. What has emerged is 141 codes that 

have been grouped into 11 logical categories.

� ese categories can be linked to some prominent theories such as [ . . . ] but 

others cannot.

I need assistance with:

1. Are there any principles in linking coding outputs to established theories?

2. Are there any principles in handling code categories that do not logically link 

to established theories?

“In vivo codes” is grounded theory jargon for codes that your respondents 

articulate, an abstract insight grown out of self- refl ection.2 As the re-

sponses to this slightly lost soul noted, description is not enough. But the 

danger of turning data analysis into a kind of bu� erfl y collection of themes 

and subthemes is a risk inherent to methods that eschew theorization. � e 

problem wasn’t that this scholar didn’t read grounded theory carefully 

enough. It was, rather, that they read it too literally.

In this landscape, abductive analysis is a way to bring what many good 

qualitative researchers already did closer to what they said they were do-

ing when they pored over interview transcripts and fi eld notes. Abductive 

analysis gives qualitative researchers a language to describe their analyti-

cal practice, not just to please funders or reviewers but also to think dif-

ferently about how they were conducting their research. While varieties of 

grounded theory may help you say something about what is going on in 

your observations, abductive analysis shows in detail what it would mean 

to tie this question to another: “what are these observations a theoretical 

case of?”3

We do research to be surprised, not to confi rm what we already know, 

theoretically or empirically. � is is absolutely fundamental for anything 

that follows in this book: research is about asking questions to which you 

don’t know the answer. You may have a hunch, but if you are unwilling to 

ask questions that may give you answers you didn’t expect or, worse, want, 

you are not doing research.

� e concern that the established data analysis approaches tried to 

solve— unsupported theorization— is real. � ere are still scholars whose 

main purpose for doing research is to illustrate some grand theorist’s mus-
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ings or to implement a preset theoretical agenda. � ese scholars know be-

fore they even gather any observations that W. E. B. Du Bois, Pierre Bour-

dieu, Karl Marx, or Judith Butler was right and will explain their fi ndings. 

� ey are convinced of what they will fi nd and selectively ignore all signs 

that may suggest otherwise.

Our ambition, however, is diff erent: we aim to conduct research that 

breaks new ground while building on those who came before us in order 

to inspire others. You may think of this position on professional and career 

grounds (value of originality, impact of research, etc.), but for us, this is 

fundamentally an existential issue: life is fi nite, research takes a lot of time. 

Are you going to spend the good years of your life saying something most 

people already know, or are you aiming for things that inspire others— 

not to mention yourself— to look at the world diff erently? � e moments 

of surprise, and our ability to account for them, are thrilling. Puzzling out 

research surprises is what keeps us going.

As a scientifi c logic of inquiry, abduction complements inductive and 

deductive scientifi c reasoning. Inductive reasoning, and this is o� en mis-

understood by grounded theorists, looks for more facts based on resem-

blance and strengthens the empirical base of a research project. It’s a 

bo� om- up logic that helps us reject or gain confi dence in a theory. It is, as 

Charles S. Peirce put it, ampliative. � e accumulation of facts makes a theo-

retical premise probable, suggesting that individual observations inform 

more general conclusions. Deduction, in contrast, interprets facts in light 

of predictions drawn from theory. It’s explicative. Deductive reasoning sets 

an expectation of what we should be able to fi nd based on prevailing theo-

ries, which can then be falsifi ed if our observations violate hypotheses, or 

accepted until further notice. It’s a top- down logic to test theories.

Abductive reasoning, like induction, starts with an observation and 

seeks a likely explanation. � e observation is unlike others we have. It is 

a surprising fi nding in light of our expectations. Abduction is contextual: 

something is surprising in light of what should have happened. As Bura-

woy points out: “A good theory makes predictions and fosters surprises.”4 A 

surprise by defi nition is a foiling of expectations. Our current theories can-

not fully account for this fi nding. � e analytical task is to puzzle out what 

these fi ndings could mean, how they could fi t, and what consequences they 

produce. If these observations are robust, then something else— a theoreti-

cal conjecture— is required to make sense of them. Abduction refers to the 

interpretive leap we make when we have a surprising fi nding and come up 

with a provisionary theoretical claim that may make sense of this anomaly. 

It takes us away from the known and into the realm of inference.

Peirce explained that the leap from facts to a provisionary hypothesis 
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rests on a logical relationship that can be postulated. He put it in a syllo-

gism where C is the surprising fi nding and A is the abductive inference: “If 

A were true, C would be a ma� er of course.”

� e surprising fact C is observed.

But if A were true, C would be a ma� er of course.

Hence, there is a reason to suspect that A is true.5

� e abductive inference is an educated guess that renders the surprising 

fi nding understandable as a ma� er of course: “Abduction,” Peirce says, “is, 

a� er all, nothing but good guessing.”6

An abductive inference thus cannot be where we come to rest. At best, 

it’s a plausible hypothesis focusing on the surprising aspects of the fi nd-

ings to be pursued with additional research. Abductive reasoning by itself 

is only provisionary: a hypothesis on probation. To strengthen an abduc-

tive inference, researchers need to change or refi ne their theoretical appa-

ratus to incorporate the new claim and then deduce what could be expected 

based on the invigorated theory. Abduction thus leads to deduction: an ab-

ductive inference specifi es what you should expect to fi nd in your research. 

� en gathering more observations can strengthen the theory inductively, 

although it is more likely to be falsifi ed with more fi ndings through a pro-

cess of continuous refi nement that requires new abductive inferences. � is 

is why abduction complements deduction and induction. In every research 

project, even quantitative projects that are wri� en up as hard- core deduc-

tive hypothesis testing, you will fi nd some deductive, inductive, and ab-

ductive moments.7

� e point of abductive analysis is that we should practically and ana-

lytically center the process of creativity, the moments of discovery of new 

theoretical insights. But how do we produce those novel insights? Should 

you close your eyes and wait for a muse to inspire you? � ere isn’t some 

mysterious “context of discovery” that is the realm of mystics or psycholo-

gists. Abduction is also not an intuitive fl ash of insight. In fact, this is one 

point where we part ways with Peirce. For all his a� ention to the context 

of discovery, he was too enamored with instinct, thus inserting a magical 

black box into the heart of his philosophy of science. Infl uenced by Dar-

win’s evolutionary theory, Peirce argued that people have evolved to pre� y 

much instinctively come up with a likely fi � ing hypothesis. But this mys-

tifi es the process exactly where we need clarifi cation. Instead, we argue, 

abductive analysis follows from reasoning and depends on how plausible a 

preliminary explanation is. It is something that we can hone in our work.

� ere are countless abductive inferences possible, so how do we know 
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which one to pursue? Despite being smi� en with instincts, Peirce provided 

some elementary guidance of what constitutes a good abductive inference. 

Since abductive hypotheses are tentative, their consequences will need to 

be deductively traced out and inductively compared with the results of new 

observations. An abductive moment thus suggests what we should observe 

and, once collected, how these new observations can be theorized.8 � is 

sounds good in principle. But how do we go about abducting? Ultimately, 

we need to go with what seems the most promising abductive inference, 

but there are ways to make the process more eff ective during the research 

journey. Before we get to how you can stack the deck in your favor in the 

next chapters, we outline some of the central tenets of abductive analysis 

we developed over the past decade. You’ll need to understand these in order 

to grasp what comes next.

Cultivating abductive reasoning

Rather than waiting for muses to whisper abductive inferences in your ear, 

abductive reasoning can be stimulated by organizing favorable research 

conditions. While spontaneous surprises are possible, many surprises such 

as marriage proposals or birthday parties are meticulously planned. Sur-

prise takes coordination and quite some work behind the scenes.

To favor abductive reasoning, we play to the strengths of qualitative 

methods. Compared to the strengths of other social science methods, 

qualitative research has distinct disadvantages. It is virtually impossible 

to generate a random sample in the way survey researchers value. Conse-

quently, qualitative research is vulnerable to the criticism of sampling on 

the dependent variable, selection bias, and having limited generalizability.9 

You similarly set yourself up for a losing ba� le if you make causal claims 

with the same conviction as experimentalists. Researchers manipulating 

one variable in a controlled se� ing using double- blind procedures are go-

ing to have the upper hand over your convenient “natural” observations of 

unfolding events.

Yet qualitative research off ers an opportunity to observe social life in 

its full complexity, as you and others experience it, and as it ricochets off  

in diff erent areas and directions. Playing to the strength of the method 

means taking advantage of the close contact and probing while you go 

along, examining alternative explanations, and working closely with your 

observations as they unfold over time. It also means being aware of when 

an extrapolation crosses into a fi gment of a theorist’s imagination, when a 

theory is no longer grounded in your materials, or when you just don’t have 

the evidence. In Abductive Analysis, we emphasized four key elements that 
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take advantage of the strengths of qualitative research and tip the scales in 

your favor for abductive insights:

1. Familiarity with multiple theories

If you want to contribute to a literature, you must participate in a commu-

nity of inquiry; you need to familiarize yourself with the prevailing ideas 

and theoretical notions. � ere is no way around it. A surprise is surpris-

ing only in light of a set of expectations and, by default, those expectations 

will likely be commonsense notions of how people should behave. In order 

to make theoretical sense of a research fi nding, we also need to have theo-

retical groundings of what we hope to fi nd in a site. Each research project 

is embedded in a theoretical library of relevant readings.

Here, we want to distinguish between situating a project in an empiri-

cal and a theoretical literature— between reading “theory” and “the lit-

erature.” All researchers need to query databases for studies on similar or 

related subject ma� ers. For instance, a researcher studying the stigma of 

having a bipolar diagnosis may do a keyword search in a medical database 

and fi nd fi ve similar studies. � e researcher then summarizes what these 

other researchers found: whether or not a bipolar diagnosis was associated 

with stigma. Exactly because this literature review extracts exclusively em-

pirical fi ndings, it is not what we have in mind.

As an aside, o� en the researcher justifi es a study by stating that there 

is a gap in the literature; no one else has looked at the specifi c variation of 

stigma and bipolar disorder. Filling such a narrow gap is o� en presented 

as a warrant for a study. Generally, trust us here, this is a terrible warrant. 

� e fact that nobody looked at a particular phenomenon does not mean 

that you should. We are not in the business of faithfully copying the world, 

looking for nooks and crannies that went unnoticed by past cartographers. 

What makes a study worthwhile is that you have something interesting to 

say, not that you point to its existence.10 Who knows, maybe no one looked 

at your topic precisely because it is so similar to other cases that it makes 

your proposal pointless.

Another, more practical, reason why the “no one has looked at it” war-

rant for a study is a weak one is that it depends on your ability to review the 

entire literature. Chances are, in a world full of social researchers, some-

one, in fact, did look at your topic, or one that is quite similar to it. Imagine, 

then, a reader or reviewer of your work who thinks that she has done a study 

very similar to yours. Now you are at double disadvantage: you have shown 

your ignorance of the literature, and you have likely annoyed a reviewer by 

implying that her research does not count. A much stronger justifi cation 
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of a research project is a positive reason. A study is interesting because it 

solves a consequential puzzle and thus adds something new to a preexisting 

conversation. Your job is to convince your readers that your study creates a 

new road, not that it fi lls a pothole.

To return to our example, in a study of the stigmatization of having a bi-

polar diagnosis, we would of course want to know what others have found 

in order to avoid restating what is already known. � e more relevant lit-

erature we are interested in, however, explores underlying theory. What 

are the stigmatizing associations of mental health conditions? Where do 

they come from? How are they anticipated? What are their consequences? 

� is is an enormous literature where some of the best sociologists of men-

tal health have le�  their mark.11 � is abundance of literature is both a chal-

lenge and an opportunity. On the bright side, you have a lot of interlocu-

tors to engage and potentially a large audience of readers who already care 

about your research topic. But this presents a challenge: you also have the 

responsibility of mastering an extensive literature and fi nding your place 

within it. To be surprised in a populated fi eld, you need to be able to see 

how your observations relate not just to one theory, but to a complex land-

scape of writing and thinking.

We cannot emphasize this strongly enough. � e only scenario worse 

than claiming to go into the fi eld without a theory is entering it with only 

one of them— your “favorite” theory. A single theory or theoretical tradi-

tion means a limited range of observations that can surprise you. � is, in 

turn, leads many good researchers to rediscover social capital, hide a lack 

of originality behind fl owery prose and a string of citations, or make con-

tributions that are so painfully obvious from the get- go that the reader just 

prays that the empirical data will be strong enough to keep their a� ention.

Moreover, as theories and concepts travel across substantive research 

projects, simply reading the literature immediately related to your topic 

is not going to be suffi  cient because of selection bias. You will insert your-

self into a network of like- minded individuals who have already agreed on 

what the topic or site is about and on what a surprise looks like. But think-

ing more widely opens up possibilities of surprise— and as importantly— 

expands your ability to think of how you would explain what you have 

found. As we will outline in detail in the next chapter, we are advocating 

for far- out reading, outside the comfort zone of subdisciplines, outside the 

confi nes of your fi eld, into the domain of other researchers.

Here is an example we like: Anna Mueller and Seth Abrutyn conducted 

a study of suicide. Coming from a background in social networks research 

(Mueller) and social psychology (Abrutyn), they initially envisioned their 

work as a social psychological elaboration of Durkheim’s pioneering writ-
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ings on suicide. � ey proposed a study of the role of emotions and dyadic 

ties in suicide clusters— communities in which a number of suicides take 

place in close proximity in time and place. � ey se� led on “Poplar Grove,” 

an affl  uent neighborhood in northern California that had an ongoing clus-

ter of teenage suicides.12 As Abrutyn told us, when they conducted focus 

groups with Poplar Grove residents, they realized that the stories they kept 

hearing didn’t fi t a focus on the emotional dynamics of “dyadic ties”: “Anna 

and I had both independently become aware of (a) a massive awareness of a 

suicide problem within the community, and not just some dyadic dynam-

ics, (b) the level of solidarity was quite high and, like a small rural town, 

everyone was in everyone’s business.” � is was an unanticipated puzzle.13

Faced with a community with strong cultural and social cohesion, 

Durk heim’s categories of “altruistic” and “fatalistic” types of suicide should 

have been most relevant, but these categories did not fi t the kinds of nar-

ratives of intense shame, tremendous pressure to succeed, and desperate 

a� empts to fi t in that Mueller and Abrutyn found in their observations. 

� ey also noted li� le assistance in the epidemiological literature, as it 

tended to be too descriptive and talked of correlations rather than pro-

cesses. � ey were fascinated by this puzzle, and the themes of their analysis 

emerged as salient precisely because of its uneasy and puzzling relation to 

prevailing theory.

At the beginning of the research project, we consider these concepts and 

theories mostly as heuristic tools to orient us, help us think, focus our ob-

servations, develop questions, and form research puzzles. One way of being 

innovative is to bring something from a diff erent fi eld or discipline to bear 

on your own site.

2. Methodological kneading of observations

� e complementary key to stimulate abductive inferences is to work in-

tensively with the empirical materials the fi rst day you start your research. 

Such work was emphasized and developed usefully in the coding paradigms 

of the grounded theory program. For abduction to work, however, we need 

to rethink some of the ways grounded theory suggested we consider the 

analytical categories and sets we “discover.” Whereas in grounded theory, 

coding o� en seems to be the destination of data analysis, in abductive anal-

ysis the point is to open up moments of surprise and help determine what 

kind of case you have. By slowing yourself down and becoming mindful 

of your observations, you can grow more deliberate about what it is that 

you see, fi nd puzzles you glanced over, and allow yourself time to focus on 

what makes them puzzling. Coding is the analytical labor of data analysis. 
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By  abstracting your fi ndings in light of existing theories, you oblige your-

self to determine what kind of theoretical claims you can support and to be-

come more precise about how and where your fi ndings deviate from what 

others have claimed. Coding then forces really close reading of your own 

observations. It is a process of fi guring out what you have: defamilarization 

by isolating observations, and refamiliarization by pu� ing observations in 

dialogue with each other and your ongoing reading.

Field notes and interview transcripts do some of that work. Researchers 

sometimes feel that perhaps they should really just transcribe the “impor-

tant bits” of an interview, or that they can skip a lot of the “boring” details 

in their fi eldwork. Now, while you may feel that the twentieth time you saw 

the same observation you might not need to write it up in as much detail, 

writing and transcribing the specifi cities can’t be replaced. Beyond theo-

retical preparation, in order to be surprised you o� en have to strip away 

some of the ways you take the world for granted. And as researchers in lit-

erary theory have shown, defamiliarization techniques are ways in which 

we can nudge ourselves to appreciate anew aspects of the world that we 

thought we already knew.

Beyond defamiliarization, in this book we advocate two diff erent kinds 

of coding: a more rudimentary form where you interrogate your data with 

a pragmatist variation of the basic rhetorical questions since antiquity of 

“who does what, when, where, how, with what kind of consequences.” Go-

ing systematically through your observations alerts you to the range of par-

ties, actions, and consequences present in your fi eld site. It helps the pro-

cess of defamiliarization by bringing into relief what is taken for granted 

and le�  implicit by participants because you force yourself to spell out how 

diff erent parts of social action have an impact on people’s lives. But more 

than that, it shows you what kind of claims your data can support by show-

ing you pa� erns and exceptions. Are you capturing the actions you think 

you are? Are there other places you should be? � is is why coding occurs 

during the process of data gathering. If you wait until you have wrapped up 

your observations, you can no longer go back and ask new questions. Open 

coding thus also gives you marching orders on where to go next. Open cod-

ing prompts you to read other people’s research and theories when you 

start feeling that a theme is emerging in your observations. � is, in turn, 

will further stimulate new ideas of what to look for in your materials.

� e second form of coding starts with a specifi c theme that you feel is 

particularly promising in your observations based on an index case that cap-

tures that theme particularly well. In focused coding,14 you examine your 

materials for similar scenes, interactions, and situations and then code 

them as a group. Reading pertinent literature also becomes more focused. 
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Again, the goal is to fi gure out systematically what kind of theoretical 

claims your materials can support.

Coding aims to discover the pa� ern and variation in your observations 

and explain both the dominant forms and their deviations. We are particu-

larly keen to encourage qualitative researchers to explore variation in their 

data because qualitative research with its repeated observations is particu-

larly good at fi nding variation across seemingly similar situations. To get a 

handle on variation, you build a dataset of cases based on similarities and 

dissimilarities. Qualitative researchers also are able to follow phenomena 

over time and therefore can also map processes across temporal variation. 

� e third kind of variation is most unique to qualitative research: we can 

switch se� ings and see how the same people act at home, on the street 

corner, at work, in the park hanging out with buddies. Or we can follow a 

grocery item from its origins through its journey in stores to its fi nal con-

sumption. We call this intersituational variation.15 Coding across tempo-

ral or situational dimensions for variation will give your research project 

analytical he� . However, mapping variation is insuffi  cient as an abductive 

research strategy because it gives you a typology of what you have in your 

observations but does not lead to a theoretical argument.

3. Finding puzzles

You read other people’s work and you code, but to what end? What are you 

reading or coding for? As social scientists, qualitative researchers want to 

both show something and explain something, implicitly or explicitly.16 Our 

explanatory work rests on identifying a puzzle in the form of a poignant 

moment or pa� ern and then examine how this puzzle could possibly get 

resolved. � e puzzle is about the particular pa� ern we fi nd in the social 

world, and the explanation is an argument about why social life works the 

way it does.

We refer to this as the Jeopardy principle of qualitative research. Ana-

lyzing observations is a quest to fi nd out what your research is an answer 

to. You have the answer; your job is to ask the right question. In the Jeop-

ardy quiz, participants answer a clue with a question. � us, the quiz master 

may state: “Unlike the tech version, there’s no ‘A’ in the name of this apple 

named for the fi nder of the fi rst seedling in 1911.” � e contestants phrase 

their answer in a question format. In this case, the correct answer in the 

form of a question was “What is McIntosh?”17 Similarly, in qualitative re-

search you acquire some ideas of an answer to a research question over the 

course of the project. Your observations are your clues. Now you need to 

come up with a question that fi ts those clues. Analyzing your observations 
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is then a process of casing, fi nding an answer to the question “what is this 

a theoretical case of?” that leads you to theorizations. Unlike the quiz, ana-

lyzing observations is not just a hit- or- miss clue. You don’t really passively 

receive the clue: as we will show, you create your own clues by collecting 

observations and cultivating abductive insights through coding and en-

gaging existing theories. � e key issue is that each project is good for an-

swering some questions rather than others (though, inevitably, more than 

one question). What argument do your observations support? What is the 

strength of your data?

You need to answer this challenge as honestly as you can because of-

ten researchers realize at the end of their project that they wish they had 

probed their data more in a particular area and they really, really want 

their research question to address that area. Your best shot is to go with 

where your data is strongest, not where you wish it would have been stron-

ger. And gathering more data in an adjoining area may risk se� ing you on 

a pursuit of that ever- elusive greener grass because when you add more 

data, you may fi nd that if you just keep adding data in yet another area, 

you  really can answer the most interesting research question. But when you 

get there, you fi nd that if you just got some more data. . . . � e problem is 

that you have much too narrow a vision of what makes for a good garden. 

Stop looking for greener grass, and start watering and fertilizing the pas-

ture in front of you.

And, of course, it is not just observations that can set up a research 

puzzle. Some research puzzles originate from a theoretical riddle. � e 

dominant story in the immigration literature is one of assimilation with its 

challenges, moments of racism, achievements, and discontents. New im-

migrants orient to the norms of the dominant White culture.18 Research 

overwhelmingly treats White Americans in the U.S. as the standard bear-

ers, defi ning the norms and parameters of academic achievement against 

which to compare minority achievement. Blackness and Latinxness are 

measured against White achievement (and o� en fall short). Asians are con-

sidered a model minority, but still Whites set the norms of success and re-

main gatekeepers to belonging. Researchers have marshaled these theories 

to explain the academic achievement gap between minorities and White 

Americans.

Studying East and South Asian immigrants going to high school with 

third- plus- generation White students in the heart of Silicon Valley, how-

ever, Jiménez and Horowitz’s results did not follow this pa� ern. Rather, in 

light of the earlier literature, the fi ndings were not merely surprising but 

truly astonishing. � e schools were academically hypercompetitive with 

the Asian immigrants se� ing the norms of achievement of which their 
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White fellow students fell short. An Asian “fail” in high school was receiv-

ing a B or B+ on a school assignment while a White “fail” was receiving 

an F. “Being White” meant opting out of AP (Advanced Placement) courses. 

Students referred to White students who were studious as “Asian at heart,” 

while Asian students who partied or emphasized extracurricular activi-

ties “acted White” and were “Americanized” or “Whitewashed.” Teachers 

would be more lenient with White students, making sure they passed the 

class. Cupertino’s students, parents, and teachers had embraced an inver-

sion of White and Asian norms of achievement: Whiteness stood for lower 

achievement, laziness, and academic mediocrity while Asianness was tied 

to high achievement, hard work, and academic success.19

� ese fi ndings are staggering in light of the received theoretical con-

sensus in the migration literature that treat White Americans as the gate-

keepers to belonging, determining the ethnoracial and class segments of 

U.S. society into which immigrant populations will assimilate.20 � ey also 

run counter to what would be expected from the infl uential racialization 

theories that view a historically rooted racial social system of White hege-

mony as relegating minorities to a subordinate status.21 Jiménez and Horo-

witz explain this dramatic inversion of achievement norms with the large, 

concentrated immigrant population (Cupertino was 29 percent White and 

63 percent Asian at the time of their study). However, relative size is not 

suffi  cient: in other se� ings, White students have been able to defi ne norms 

of achievement when they are in the numerical minority. � e class struc-

ture also ma� ered: the immigrants’ socioeconomic status equaled or ex-

ceeded that of the dominant group. � ere was no third competing ethnic 

group, although the researchers’ predicted that even if Cupertino had large 

Latino or Black populations, Whites still were unlikely to set the achieve-

ment norms. Jiménez and Horowitz’s work supports the immigration lit-

erature that emphasizes a more dynamic exchange. Some assimilation 

theories, building further on the original theorizing of Park and Burgess, 

relax the notion of assimilation as a process of group absorption into the 

dominant culture for a process of group convergence.22

Again, the detail of your observations will facilitate such explanations 

and theoretical developments. Jack Katz reviewed how ethnographers 

develop explanations through the rich and vivid particularities of their 

observations.23 An observed scene may prompt curiosity about why it oc-

curred, but the answer to the why resides in the how, the process by which 

things come to be. You ask a student why she opted for law school, and most 

likely you will receive an answer, o� en reiterated in a personal statement in 

the application fi le, that refl ects a cultural repertoire of motives related to 

why people pursue higher education: making money, helping clients, pur-
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suing justice. If instead you turn the question into a how question— how did 

you end up in this law school program, what was happening in your life, 

what other choices did you have, and how did you end up here?— you are 

more likely going to receive an answer that combines planning with seren-

dipity, covers loose ends, failed a� empts, and other potential careers. You 

will uncover a process where confi dence is mixed with doubts, and other 

much more interesting aspects that open rather than foreclose an analysis. 

Juxtaposing how the people answer the two kinds of questions o� en pro-

duces yet more puzzles.

� e idea is to examine observations for luminous events that may take 

the form of unexpected interactional turns, paradoxes, confl icts, contra-

dictions, enigmas, dilemmas, absurdities, uncertainties and then to work 

backwards or, “retrodict.” � e researcher examines what is needed to make 

this observation a ma� er of course within the situational specifi city in 

which it occurred. Turning the saying “necessity is the mother of inven-

tion” on its head, the researcher’s task is to search “for circumstances of ne-

cessity” in order to explain moments of inventiveness.24 What could other-

wise be crude explanations based on social forces becomes instead fl exible, 

playful, and unexpected explanations. Sounds familiar? Indeed, this is the 

abductive logic applied to processual explanations.

One implication is that abductive analysis does not start with a single 

research question but ends with one as the result of a process of chipping 

away at what you are studying. You start with hunches, supported by lit-

erature and your own stamina. Maybe you lived, worked, or volunteered 

among the people you are interested in studying. Your own position, never 

completely reduceable to the categories sociologists o� en look at, shape 

your expectations and where you could be surprised.25 Your hunches may 

be quite specifi c. But fi guring out what exactly it is that you are studying, 

what your site is good for, is an outcome of the research process. � rough-

out the analytical journey you are refi ning the question.

4. Peirceian semiotics and research

� is is a book about abduction, and about how to make abductive analysis 

actionable. But our work also draws from other aspects of pragmatism. And 

so while you don’t need to subscribe to any of that in order to read the book, 

it might make our examples and our thinking throughout more legible.

Besides abduction, we also build upon a semiotic foundation from 

Peirce. � is elucidates the most fundamental unit of analysis for qualita-

tive research. For conversation analysts, the most basic analytical element 

is the turn construction unit (TCU): a turn in a conversation that completes 
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an u� erance. In the small exchange between two people, “How are you?” 

“Fine. But my back still hurts,” there are three TCU’s, the question, the ini-

tial response, and the elaboration, as long as there’s a new intonation con-

tour at “but,” and the u� erance does not run straight through. Conversa-

tion analysts studying disparate topics from presidential press conferences 

to police- citizen interactions will slice their data into these basic units.

� e equivalent basic “bo� oming out” unit for ethnographers and inter-

viewers is the processes of meaning- making: the semiotic act where a sign 

signifi es an object and produces some kind of eff ect in the world. Peirce 

conceptualized this basic act of meaning as a threefold semiotic partition:

I defi ne a sign as anything which is so determined by something else, 

called its object, and so determines an eff ect upon a person, which eff ect 

I call its interpretant, that the la� er is thereby mediately determined by 

the former.26

Meaning- making thus consists of three interlinked parts. � e fi rst of these 

elements is the sign— whether an arbitrary convention or a characteristic 

that is more intimately tied to the object. � e sign, in turn, does not ex-

ist on its own but is always in relationship to an object: a sign signifi es or 

provides meaning about an object. A sign reveals something, and due to 

the limits of human perception this revelation is inevitably partial: the sign 

focuses only some aspects of the object. � e second element, then, is the ob-

ject, any entity about which a sign signifi es— including both actual things 

out there in the world as well as ideas in our head and in public culture.

Peirce’s most original insight in this tripartite division, however, was 

that meaning- making is a practical achievement. To capture this point, 

Peirce argued that every act of meaning- making includes an interpretant— 

the eff ect of the sign- object through which any act of meaning- making is 

completed. We cannot talk of meaning- making unless it has some kind of 

eff ect upon actors— an emerging understanding, emotion, or action. With 

the interpretant, Peirce argues that future semiotic chains indicate whether 

a particular signifi cation had an eff ect. To understand meaning, we need to 

follow the sequence of signifi cation. � e three elements of his semiotic the-

ory form an irreducible triad. A sign thus stands for, denotes, or represents an 

object and shapes an interpretant. An object, in turn, constrains the range 

of signs that are possible in the situation at hand.

To return to the short exchange about the hurting back, there are two 

basic semiotic units: the question leading to a response, and the elabora-

tion of the response, which qualifi es and signifi es the word “fi ne.” Semi-

otic acts of meaning- making go beyond u� erances. � ey include behav-
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iors such as a person running away from a barking dog (as well as the dog 

barking), turning on the stove to boil water, noticing smoke on the hills 

while listening to music. � ey include shi� s in thinking and emotional re-

actions such as the feeling of desire when a lover touches your inner thigh. 

� ey can be mechanical, intentional, or accidental; human or nonhuman. 

Anything that gives meaning to something else or adds an interpretative 

dimension to a previous thought, action, or feeling spurring some kind of 

eff ect is a basic semiotic act of meaning- making. Compared to the TCU, the 

basic semiotic unit is less cleanly delineated and more comprehensive.

Exploring the semiotic underpinnings of meaning- making as a start-

ing point constitutes a theoretical heuristic to help qualitative researchers 

make sense of the minutiae of observations. Taking on the key insights of 

this semiotic legacy— that we can approach action and interaction as itera-

tions of meaning- making in action— provides a fl exible set of sensibilities 

that fi ts the strengths of qualitative research particularly well. Regardless 

of whether you are interested in the pa� erns of confl ict between workers 

and management on the factory fl oor, or in how African American Mus-

lims navigate the challenges of a rapidly gentrifying neighbor hood, your 

observations will consist of acts of meaning- making in the moment, antici-

pating future use, and building on past experiences. Pragmatist semiotics 

gives you a way to tease out, isolate, and relate these basic units. � ey pro-

vide a granular way to see how action unfolds.27

Where do you start?

Jorge David Mancillas, then a doctoral student who had just fi nished his 

fi rst quarter in graduate school, sat down at the table in Stefan’s offi  ce, 

pulled out a copy of Abductive Analysis, then made some space to put down 

two transcripts of interviews. � e interviews were with two men who were 

affi  liated with a gang, one a thirty- eight- year- old OG, or original gang-

ster, and another with a younger friend. Jorge had asked them questions 

about how they lived with the possibility of dying. He opened his bag again 

and took out some more books. All about death and dying. He had Ernest 

 Becker’s Pulitzer Prize– winning book, � e Denial of Death,28 a general soci-

ology textbook on death and dying, and a couple of other books. Pointing 

to the orange cover of our fi rst book, Jorge began delicately, saying how 

much he liked reading the methods book over the break but it was clear 

he had a burning question. “How,” he wanted to know, “do I generate these 

abductive insights? Where do I start?”

� is question about beginnings is a good one. Jorge was eager to get a 

head start. So where does he start with abductive reasoning? One way to 
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think about this question is to look at the things Jorge spread out on the 

table and pick one up as the place to begin. Should he start with the inter-

view transcripts or with � e Denial of Death? It depends on what drives your 

research: are you fascinated by how a psychoanalytical theory about death 

withstands time and illuminates the contemporary moment during Black 

Lives Ma� er and the COVID pandemic, or are you more commi� ed to the 

people you interviewed? � ere is no wrong answer, but the next steps will 

diff er based on how you can tie the two together.

Jorge’s foremost commitment was to his interviewees. He wanted to 

study his childhood friends in the gang— and how they dealt with the close-

ness and omnipresence of death at such a young age seemed a promising 

theme. One good start is indeed to begin with the transcripts. In most re-

search projects, the transcript is the object requiring signifi cation. As such, 

it will constrain the theoretical signs that are possible. If the data motivates 

the project, it does not make much sense to spend months in the early 

stages of a research project trying to master a theoretical literature because 

it may turn out to be irrelevant to the project. You defi nitely will need a to 

get a working acquaintance with this literature and then delve deeper into 

it once you see resonances with specifi c literatures in your observations. 

But the data will show whether this literature is a relevant orientation point 

for the project.

Jorge and Stefan looked over the transcripts together. Jorge’s fi rst ques-

tion was about associations with death but the response of the younger 

man immediately veered off  into poverty:

Death? I mean. . . . It kind of scares me— I mean it doesn’t scare me but like, I 

fear death because I’mma leave my family alone. I don’t want to leave my fam-

ily without being able to support them or being able to leave anything that makes 

them happy. Like let’s say money, money- wise. I know my family’s fuckin’ poor, 

so I’m afraid of dying because they’re poor and I’m not leaving them with mil-

lions, you feel me? I want to accomplish something in my life in order for me to 

not have to worry about money so my family could stay straight.

� e OG also touched on feeling poor:

And like I told you, dog, I didn’t know I was fuckin’ poor until I came over here 

[the United States] cuz over there [Oaxaca, Mexico] my childhood was never 

about “aw shit I got some fucked- up shoes.” Sometimes I wouldn’t even wear 

shoes, I’d run on the street with no shoes! You know, second- hand clothes. . . . 

Nobody was over there trippin’ like I got fucked- up second- handed clothes from 

a thri�  shop, or fuckin’ shoes, or huaraches [Mexican sandals]. Sometimes 
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I don’t even have shoes. You ate, you go to sleep, and you’re fuckin’ happy. It 

wasn’t  until here [USA] till we’re like “Fuck. What the fuck? We’re poor!” Like, 

I got a scar on my hand, dog. Cuz my mom couldn’t aff ord to buy me a shirt on 

my twel� h birthday and I punched a fuckin’ glass on a door— not cuz I hated my 

mom but because I was frustrated at that age and I was thinking like, “Why the 

fuck are we so poor?”

When he talked with Stefan about the poverty theme, Jorge explained that 

this particular gang used to call one of the wealthy Westside Los Ange-

les neighborhoods its home but the members had been priced out of this 

neighborhood and were spread out in East Los Angeles, even though they 

would regularly return to their home turf. � e family he was closest with 

was living in a small motel room with eight people in Southeast Los Ange-

les. � e transcript teemed with references to being poor, needing money, 

and wanting money. Maybe Jorge needed diff erent books. Instead of read-

ing an anthropologist’s integration of Freudian theory about death in the 

mid- seventies, it made more sense to think about poverty and death, about 

absolute and relative poverty. � is brought up diff erent literatures on the 

economics of gang life29 and the reproduction of social class,30 and even 

Merton’s on reference groups.31 � e Denial of Death needed to stay on the 

table for now, but there were other books and articles that went to the top 

of the pile.

� e second way to answer Jorge’s question was to retrace his research 

project and think when it began. Jorge didn’t actually start with these tran-

scripts. As an undergraduate student, he had wri� en an article as part of 

the McNair mentoring project on how gang members anticipated and con-

sidered the possibility of an early death.32 � e current project built on these 

provisionary research feelers. Jorge also had been hanging out the entire 

fi rst academic quarter with a family of gang- affi  liated young men. How-

ever, the observations were all over the place. Some of the gang members 

tried to break into the formal economy by se� ing up a marijuana dispen-

sary. Jorge also had observations of the confl icts between the family and 

landlords, and between the brothers in the family. Since he had a driver’s 

license, almost every set of notes included a run to liquor stores and the 

troubles of fi nding a parking spot in Los Angeles.

� e point is that the analysis did not start that day in Stefan’s offi  ce. 

Some projects truly begin when we offi  cially enter the fi eld, but many 

more don’t. Researchers shape their interest over time. It is usually not a 

dramatic moment of choice. � ey serendipitously read something here, 

take a class there that exposes them to some other literatures, and more 

or less wander into their project, rather than making a momentous deci-
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sion. Jorge had already had made countless choices of what he was going to 

study, and the range of possible tracks to take had already been narrowed. 

He hoped the study would be related to living with death, dying, or addic-

tion. If the goal of abductive analysis is to fi gure out what kind of case one 

has, the parameters of this project had already been quite well- defi ned.

To answer Jorge’s question most directly, abductive insights are not go-

ing to pop up right away in a research project, a� er you have transcribed 

the fi rst two interviews or read some books on death and dying. Neither 

are they going to develop on a daily basis. � e reality is that you spend a 

lot of time laying the groundwork for abductive reasoning with a combina-

tion of coding observations and reading various literatures. Most observa-

tions are going to fi t with what others have observed and theorized. Most 

reading will be off - target. You may get excited for a while about a possible 

connection to the literature but then you drop it again. � e bar for making 

creative inferences in increasingly maturing fi elds such as urban ethnog-

raphy is growing higher and higher as much of the low- hanging fruit has 

been picked and the literature accumulates. � e answer is to sit with your 

materials, go to the fi eld, read widely, and discuss your thoughts and fi nd-

ings with your community of inquiry. � ere are ways to discipline these 

processes, as we outline throughout the book, but there are no shortcuts to 

the abductive process.

Abductive insights are going to be few and far between, but, and this 

makes it worth pursuing them, they are likely disproportionally infl uen-

tial. � e corollary is that even if your ambition is not to move the theo-

retical goalposts but to make sense of your data on an elementary level, you 

will still fi nd much useful advice for conducting qualitative data analysis in 

this book because most of the groundwork of working with data and inte-

grating it into a literature is helpful regardless of theoretical aspirations.

In medical school, physicians warn each other not to go for out- of- place 

diagnoses when a more common diagnosis is more likely. � ey say: “If you 

hear hoof beats, think horses, not zebras.” Abduction looks for zebras but 

most of what you will fi nd is horses, and that is how it should be. Zebras, 

though, may pop up in unexpected places, as many people driving High-

way 1 from San Francisco to Santa Barbara experience when they pass 

Hearst Castle. � is book is a fi eld guide for fi nding the lone zebra in the 

herd of horses.

Refl ecting on this advice, a colleague and friend of ours, Pamela Prick-

e� , added, “Zebras, yes. But not unicorns.” Indeed, we are not interested in 

chasing fantastical beasts but in empirically observable life.



3: THEORIES

A paper that does not have references is like a child without an escort 

walking at night in a big city it does not know: isolated, lost, anything 

may happen to it.

bruno latour, Science in Action 1

Too much of what researchers do when they think they are theorizing is 

illustrating observations with more or less impressive abstractions. Such 

work “uses theory” to make fi ndings more compelling and legitimate. 

Even this chapter’s epigraph, in Bruno Latour’s signature evocative prose, 

assumes that citations to other scholars are fi rst and foremost a ma� er 

of strength rather than of intellectual discovery. While it is true that, as 

Latour would put it, each reference is recruited as an ally to bolster your 

claim,  such a view overlooks a more compelling point. “Using a theory” 

is not only about strengthening your argument, but about your ability to 

see surprises in your data and join an intellectual conversation. � eorizing 

should not repeat what you have found in other words. Neither should it 

primarily solidify your work through a string of citations, though it will do 

that too. Rather, theorizing should allow you to join an ongoing disciplin-

ary exchange about the world, and to say something interesting.

� e best theoretical engagement achieves two goals: (a) it gives you a 

be� er understanding of your own empirical fi eld, opening up new ques-

tions, new surprises, and axes of variation; and (b) it allows other scholars, 

both within and beyond your subfi eld, to recognize and anticipate new pat-

terns in their own work. In other words, theorizing needs to do some “in-

ternal” work, pushing your own work forward, and some “external” work 

that has to do with how well your arguments travel.

Yet if theories need to travel in order to be thought- provoking, do they 

always travel in the same way? To the same destinations? To be thought- 

provoking, a� er all, is not an intrinsic property but a relational one: 

thought- provoking to someone.2 Who, exactly, is that special someone? And 

beyond everything else, if abductive analysis is partly about entering the 

fi eld with theories, what theories should we carry with us?
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Have theory, will travel

Scholars have divided theories, or even what the word theory may mean, 

in diff erent ways. When Gabriel Abend realized how many versions of the-

ory he found as he was scouring the qualitative research literature, he just 

numbered them all the way to seven.3 We fi nd it more useful to think about 

two ideal types of theories: those that are directly aimed at others working 

on similar topics within a subfi eld, and those that cover a broader area of 

social life at a more abstract level. � ese constitute diff erent types of theo-

retical engagement that move in diff erent ways, to diff erent audiences, and 

thus require a diff erent kind of preparation. Here, Latour’s quote is inspi-

rational because a theory allows us to navigate diffi  cult terrain. But how? 

Pushing the metaphor further, we would like to suggest that one way of 

highlighting the two kinds of theories is to think about the diff erence be-

tween two orientation tools: a map and a compass.

Let’s decide you’re going somewhere in a woodsy park for the fi rst time. 

You might look up the park on a mapping app, to orient yourself to the lo-

cation and what’s where. � e map will give you sets of possible directions, 

both to get to the park and for trails inside the park. Like a child lost at night 

in the city, losing your way in the woods could be dangerous. And if you’re 

visiting a park in a land far from home, where you don’t speak the local lan-

guage, a map is essential. A compass, on the other hand, is a very diff er-

ent kind of instrument. It will give you less guidance in fi nding an exact 

desired destination (unless you are going to the north or south pole), but 

it will help you get where you are going across diverse landscapes. What it 

lacks in specifi city, it gains in fl exibility. While a map links a description to 

a landscape, a compass provides direction but requires continuous adjust-

ment to make it work in the moment.

Map theories produce a picture of the social world as the general co-

ordinates of what is out there. In other words, these are substantive theo-

ries about what a particular slice of the world looks like. Examples of map 

theories are most middle- range theories that form the backbone of any 

discipline and constitute subfi elds. Organizational sociology will have 

theories such as “institutional logics,” “resource dependence,” or “institu-

tional isomorphism.” � e sociology of religion will have its own set of the-

ories, people arguing about varieties of the “secularization theory,” about 

the “subcultural theory of religion,” and so on. In whatever subfi eld we 

fi nd ourselves, we have to locate ourselves in relationship to one or more 

such theories. Without doing so, we would be coming into the fi eld, me-

ticulously mapping things that everybody who has looked at a map would 

have been able to tell us. One can imagine such a modern- day cartographer 
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victoriously presenting us with a map of the eastern shoreline of the USA: 

nicely done, but a li� le pointless.4

But there’s a hitch. While a map theory describes a set of studies and the 

relationship between them, our site is always unique and diff erent from 

places others have mapped. It may be tempting to think that by mapping 

it, we are necessarily doing something diff erent and theoretically interest-

ing, but this is only true as a descriptive a� empt. “Yes, there may be a for-

est,” you are eff ectively saying, “but won’t you take a look at this beautiful 

tree!” � is is fi ne if you see your contribution in a variety of nontheoretical 

ways, which, as we noted in the fi rst chapter, also presents viable warrants 

for qualitative work. But if it is a wider- ranging theoretical contribution 

that you’re a� er, then you shouldn’t be taken aback when others are not 

impressed.

Compass theories are diff erent. � ey are what we think of as grammati-

cal theories, in the sense that they provide the social grammar of life.5 � ey 

tell us how social life is organized beyond a specifi c fi eld. � ey lay out the 

general way in which you should approach the terrain— how you should 

walk, rather than exactly where you should walk to. � e mark of such a 

theory is the set of keywords that it evokes. Rather than belonging to a sub-

fi eld, a compass theory highlights general concepts: think of “exchange,” 

“interaction,” “boundaries,” “class confl ict,” or “structure.” � ese are also 

the kinds of theories that graduate students o� en think of fi rst when they 

think about what “theory” is— Foucault’s general approach rather than his 

specifi c genealogies; Bourdieu’s general sociological insights beyond his 

contributions to education or class; Latour’s actor- network theory instead 

of his sociology of science. In this sense, theory does not circumscribe the 

boundaries of the case, but rather provides the grammar for a broad range 

of possible stories that transcend a unique case.

One example of such a theory, which we are both partial to, is the 

pragmatist- inspired theory of interactionism. � e symbolic interaction-

ist teachings are, as Anselm Strauss writes, “open ended, partially unpre-

dictable . . . interaction is regarded as guided by rules, norms, mandates; 

but its outcomes are assumed to be not always, or entirely, determinable 

in advance.”6 Symbolic interaction is thus a theory of the ways in which 

the social becomes both partially embedded in structures and negotiated 

in every day life, always open- ended and subject to rearticulation by the 

agents in the fi eld. In this sense, symbolic interaction answers questions of 

process. Remaining agnostic to the actual structure of the fi eld and inter-

ests of the agents within it, symbolic interaction provides a theory of the 

social grammar of everyday life.7

Substantive and grammatical theories diff er as to what counts as a theo-
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retical contribution, and to whom. In the case of substantive theories, the 

contribution is aimed at a relatively well defi ned subdisciplinary audience. 

It needs to convince a set of researchers who work in a similar fi eld of two 

goals: one easier, the other harder. First, you need to convince them that 

you really did encounter something surprising in the fi eld. But then, what 

makes it into a theoretical contribution is that you ask these researchers to 

change or at least closely examine the maps they have been using. � at 

is, you need to show researchers in your subfi eld what makes the feature 

you have found transposable to the substantive fi eld as a whole. And while 

there are diff erent ways to do so, the explanation for the feature found in 

your site needs to be on a level that is more generalizable than the substan-

tive specifi cs of your data.

Grammatical compass contributions are harder to pull off . While not 

all compass theorizations are as all- encompassing as interactionism, they 

still need to transcend the particular map of the fi eld. A compass should 

work just as well in California as in New York. � is means that there are two 

tasks involved in their production. First, much as in substantive theories, 

you have to show that there was an interesting and unexpected feature in 

your fi eld. But then, in the second moment, you need to make the case that 

across diff erent subfi elds there are a family of problems that researchers 

should now approach diff erently; that there is something about how you 

navigate the social terrain that requires rethinking. � is is more diffi  cult 

for a simple reason— the audience is less well defi ned. It will be composed 

of people within the subfi eld who would read the work because of its sub-

stantive resonances, of theorists who will read it for its coherence as a gen-

eral contribution and its resonances with other such theories, but also by 

a diff use audience of people in diff erent subfi elds whom you are trying to 

convince should adjust the grammar of the social, even though they are 

dealing with diff erent substantive concerns.

� e diff erences between these theories are relatively clear. � ey do dif-

ferent things, operate at diff erent levels of generality in relation to specifi c 

research sites, and ideally reach diff erent audiences. Articles developing 

map or compass theories end up being published in diff erent journals. 

Moreover, as we outline in more detail below, they also aff ord researchers 

diff erent kinds of surprises and lend themselves to diff erent forms of ab-

duction. � e metaphors of map and compass are useful for one more rea-

son: if we are serious travelers, we do not go into the fi eld with either a map 

or a compass. It is not really an either/or kind of decision. Instead, a traveler 

to the wilderness should obviously both study her maps and have a good 

compass to work with. In other words, we never go to the fi eld with only 

substantive or grammatical theories. We go in carrying both.
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Choosing maps and compasses: choices and surprises

As with actual travel, you need a diff erent map for every new place that you 

visit. � e idea that you stay with one map is like saying that you will only 

take your vacations in one li� le town in Connecticut. Possible. Even if you 

are partial to the Northeast, you would probably want to go to diff erent ar-

eas. And even if you stay in one li� le town, you will have to update your 

maps every so o� en. New places keep popping up even in narrowly demar-

cated spaces. Subfi elds are constantly evolving.

But how do you know which map to choose? Every social world is com-

plex, full of overlapping phenomena that are all going on at once. Imagine 

a neighborhood map that only contains the sewage system, another map 

that locates each form of vegetation, a third map that shows the foot traf-

fi c, a fourth map that lists the toxic substances, and so forth. � at’s what 

substantive theories do: they each draw out some aspects of social life. Take 

a morgue, or an ad agency, two places we spent some time in. A morgue 

is about death and dying. But it’s also a workplace, not that diff erent from 

other workplaces. It’s also, broadly speaking, a medical facility. Since there 

are people in the morgue (the living ones, we mean) who are categorizing 

other people (the dead) following scientifi c protocols, it may also be useful 

if you brush up on your sociology of knowledge. An advertising agency is 

also a workplace, but it is a workplace in which public culture is produced, 

as is knowledge about what “culture” even is. A� er two minutes in the fi eld, 

or reading any book on advertising professionals, you realize that there are 

interesting questions of professional jurisdiction among diff erent posi-

tions in the organization. And then, there are defi nitely also critical gen-

der dynamics and racial politics that deserve a� ention (there are very few 

women in “creative” jobs and almost no people of color in the advertising 

industry). You quickly realize that there are many maps to consult.

Taken to the extreme, this is an Alice in Wonderland rabbit hole of epic 

proportions. � ere is simply no way that you could read everything that 

is relevant to every possible framing of your fi eld. You can’t look at every-

thing that is going on. It’s endless, and a li� le dispiriting. So what do you 

pack? What maps should you defi nitely carry with you?

In our experience, there are two complementary ways to fi nd out what 

maps are most relevant to the work you do. First, go for what is obviously 

relevant. If you are planning to start an interview project about people’s ex-

periences at work, you simply need to get some handle on the sociology 

of work and occupations. Whatever else is going on in your data, given 

that your choice of site is determined by occupational activity, this is a lit-

erature you need to know. � e same goes for ethnography. If you study a 
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church group, you be� er immerse yourself in the sociology of religion; if 

you study poverty in an inner city neighborhood, you be� er have a sense of 

urban sociology and the rich sociology of race and ethnicity.

� is may seem self- evident, but you would be surprised how o� en re-

searchers enter a fi eld without reading the obvious. � is is not necessarily 

because they are beholden to grounded theory, lazy, or clueless. It is be-

cause sometimes people think that they can ignore the obvious because of 

the special angle with which they enter the project. For example, they want 

to study fi ctive kinship and thus focus solely on the sociology of the fam-

ily in an ethnography of a street gang, ignoring the large literature on ur-

ban gangs. Or they want to study the organizational structure of churches, 

and thus read exclusively in organizational theory without familiarizing 

themselves with the religion literature. Or, and this drives one of us crazy, 

researchers study social health networks without consulting the sociology 

and public health literature on health and illness. � ey limit their reading 

to social network ideas under the assumption that the substantive issues of 

illness and mortality don’t ma� er.

Instead, it’s your responsibility to acquaint yourself with what oth-

ers have wri� en about your topic and related topics. � ere are really no 

shortcuts to doing this: when we contemplate a new research topic or set-

tle upon an analytical theme, one of the fi rst steps we take is to check an 

academic database of articles to see what others have wri� en. We plug in 

some keywords and start scanning titles and abstracts, pick out a couple 

of articles that may be useful, branching off  their references to slowly re-

veal the terrain. We check some syllabi in a fi eld we don’t know; we look 

at award- winning books and articles to get a sense of what people in that 

world think of as representing some of their best work; if we are lucky, we 

ask a colleague who knows the fi eld more intimately and try to get an ini-

tial footing. When we wrote an article that uses Peirce’s semiotic categories 

to trace and parse out videos of racist encounters in the United States,8 we 

spent months reading in the sociology of race and badgering colleagues 

who knew much more than we did for recommendations, even though the 

primary reason for writing the article was to outline the contours of a semi-

otic interactionist approach.

� e second, and no less important, way to fi gure out what map theo-

ries you will need is what we call the principle of engagement.9 � is is one of 

the key marks of serious analytic work in qualitative research. Our work as 

qualitative researchers takes as it starting point what our interviewees or 

research subjects fi nd central. Yes, we see the social world through theoret-

ically tainted lenses; we ask certain questions and not others. But still, the 

people we talk to will go about their life, and share what they care about. 
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� e principle of engagement is simple: qualitative researchers have to take 

these emic preoccupations as seriously as they take the obvious theoriza-

tions of the fi eld.

Here is a counterintuitive example: people struggling with drug ad-

diction lie. � ey lie about taking drugs, about where they were, who they 

were with, what they did, where their money went, and they lie about ly-

ing. What do you do with these lies as a qualitative researcher? Should you 

give deference to lies? How should you engage them? In a project evaluat-

ing the eff ectiveness of a substitute drug for people addicted to opioids and 

other drugs, anthropologist Todd Meyers examined how lies operate in the 

context of addiction treatment: not just their destructive potential within 

personal and clinical relationships but also how the drug treatment system 

aims to “trick” the body into accepting a treatment drug as the real drug. 

� ese drugs are double agents: embodying both healing and poison, creat-

ing a deep ambivalence about the purpose of treatment. By listening care-

fully to the work lies do and accepting lies as lies rather than as distortions 

of a truth to which the researcher has access, Meyers showed that deception 

is closely tied to hope and is embedded multiply in the therapeutic context.10

� ese fi eld explanations, however, have a diff erent value than existing 

theorizations within your community of inquiry. We do not look to our 

inter view ees for theory. � ey will theorize their lives, inevitably and of-

ten perceptively. People in a morgue will have an idea of why they autopsy 

some people more than others; people in an advertising agency theorize 

why some clients are considered “good clients.” However, if all we have done 

is to repeat such fi rst- order theorizations, then we have failed as research-

ers. Indeed, this is one of the most common hallmarks of mediocre qualita-

tive research: a repetition of the categories and folk theories of our inter-

locutors.11 Instead of treating these concerns as social theories, you need 

to treat them as pointing towards social science literatures to consult. For 

example, when Sonia Prelat, one of Iddo’s students and coauthors, found 

out that the Argentinian businessmen that she was interviewing kept talk-

ing about past economic crises to make sense of their current precarity, she 

had to take a break from reading the literature about work and occupations 

and dive into the literature on collective memory. When another student, 

Eliza Brown, found that her ethnographic fi eld notes of doctor- patient con-

sultations of IVF treatments constantly returned to the question of money, 

she had to read up on economic sociology. As qualitative researchers, we 

need to treat our interviewees and research subjects’ concerns as pointing 

towards other possible mappings of the terrain.

� ese two modes of fi nding maps are not the only ones available. � ere 

are other areas of literature that you may want to consult as the research 
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twists and turns. As we show throughout the book, the actual work of qual-

itative research— both fi nding surprises and making sense of them— is the 

work of coding, teasing out variation, and constructing theoretical narra-

tives from data excerpts. As we carefully a� end to our data for emerging 

themes and puzzles, we may fi nd themes that our interlocutors don’t par-

ticularly stress, but that come up again and again in observations. � ese 

moments may call for their own maps.

How do we choose a compass- like theory? � is is a question of a diff er-

ent order. � ere is relatively li� le in the fi eld that forces you to think in 

Bourdieu’s terms rather than as a rational choice theorist; to compel you to 

read interactionism rather than Marxist theory. � is, of course, may make 

it seem overwhelming. You can’t possibly read everything in general the-

ory, especially not if you are a graduate student under time pressure who 

also needs to get a fi rm grasp of the maps of the land.

Here are some guiding principles. First, as you will quickly fi nd out, 

maps and compasses o� en come as a package deal. Buy two maps, get a com-

pass for free. � at is, there are subfi elds that have an affi  nity for one compass 

rather than another. Much as Adele Clarke and Leigh Star once called in-

teractionism and grounded theory a “theory- methods package,”12 there are 

“compass- map packages” that propel researchers to certain compass theo-

ries based on their substantive area of research. For example, whether or not 

this is a passing fad or whether there is a deeper affi  nity between the map 

and the compass, most contemporary work in science and technology stud-

ies today needs to contend with actor- network theory. Beyond such fi elds, 

the pressures toward specifi c compass theories are more diff use, though 

they o� en still exist. While not all urban ethnographers are inter actionists, 

any cursory review of the subfi eld will show that this compass theory shaped 

the fi eld. Some understanding of such theory will be important. Similarly, 

while education scholars don’t absolutely have to read Bourdieu’s œuvre 

deeply, it allows them to be� er understand the map of their terrain.

So much for the choice of theories. Such navigation tools diff er not only 

in their specifi city, but also in how they lead to surprise. One crucial point 

of abductive analysis, as we laid it out in the last chapter, is that surprise al-

ways emerges against a background of theoretical expectations. If theories 

diff er in their fundamental structure, then we must ask ourselves about dif-

ferent classes of surprise that emerge in the research process.

Working through diff erent surprises

What are the kinds of surprises that people encounter when they use a 

map? What are the modes of abduction in subfi elds? Generally speaking, 
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maps— especially when you follow the read the obvious rule— present two 

complementary kinds of surprise. � e fi rst happens when something that 

we didn’t see on the map is evident in the fi eld. You go somewhere you don’t 

quite know and prepare by studying the map. � en, when you are navigat-

ing the terrain, a gorge that wasn’t supposed to be there is painfully obvi-

ous. You check your map again to make sure that you didn’t just miss it. 

No, there simply wasn’t a gorge there. Or else, the opposite might happen. 

According to the map you follow, at the center of the area you traverse is a 

raging river, but when you get there, it’s more like a shallow stream, which 

people are crossing without even stopping to gauge the currents. Surprise.

Of course, it is not enough to say “Surprise!” Encountering a surprise 

is not the end of inquiry. It is the beginning, or perhaps the middle. Once 

a surprise has set in, the theoretical contribution is in map making, not 

simply pointing out fl aws. From a substantive theory standpoint, making a 

theoretical contribution is about showing not only that the map is fl awed, 

but how it is fl awed, and something about what changed (or what was 

wrong to begin with), ultimately off ering a revision to substantive theory. 

Still, the key moment of abduction here is the moment of surprise.

One example of such a substantive surprise can be found in Cecilia 

Menjívar’s book Fragmented Ties. � e book, an ethnographic and inter-

view study of Salvadoran immigrants in the United States, makes a striking 

statement. � e literature on immigration o� en thinks about immigrant 

networks as a source of support and aid (both emotionally and in terms of 

labor opportunities) under the assumption that immigrants share the same 

status. Yet the war on undocumented immigrants in the Unites States has 

created a diff erent picture. Legal status, as Menjívar discovered, percolates 

into the structure of immigrant networks, creating new and invidious dis-

tinctions that the notion of “immigrant networks” misses. In relation to 

the literature, the diff erences between the legal status of documented and 

undocumented immigrants paints a far less rosy picture of how co- ethnic 

ties work. Against the romantic view that immigrant networks materially, 

fi nancially, and emotionally support each other, Menjívar fi nds that the 

ties between newly arrived Salvadorans and their established friends and 

family are tenuous, rife with confl ict, and quickly exhausted.13

� e surprise here is precisely in fi nding pa� erns that did not appear on 

the map. � e immigrant networks Menjívar studied don’t behave as they 

“should” based on the prevailing literature. � en, of course, the trick is to 

explain it. Here, Menjívar operates through a double strategy. � e fi rst is to 

say that substantive theory was not careful enough. Immigrant networks 

are always less simple and tidy than the idea that “immigrants help each 

other.” � is is a common trope in qualitative research— things look more 
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complex and varied under the microscope of interviews and ethnographic 

fi eld notes. But second, and more powerfully, by focusing on legal status, 

Menjívar also argues that changes in pa� erns of legality have reconfi g-

ured the ways ties work: the US government has diff erentiated immigrants 

along legal categories. In a sense, the map doesn’t work out because a politi-

cal earthquake had changed the landscape.

Another example of how researchers encountered and worked through 

surprise in the fi eld can be seen in Colin Jerolmack and Ed Walker’s “Please 

in My Backyard,” an article about the politics of fracking (hydraulic drill-

ing for natural gas) in rural Pennsylvania.14 � e article was based on Jerol-

mack’s ethnography of a community that became a central point for the 

fracking industry. As he spent time in this community, he found that many 

of the families were directly hurt by fracking: their drinking water be-

came polluted by methane gas, trucks constantly rumbled through their 

property, or the pumping noise and the burn- off  fl ares kept them awake at 

night. And yet, as opposed to the literature he was reading in the subfi eld 

of environmental justice, which focused on the powerlessness of the weak 

in resisting environmental hazards, the people in Jerolmack’s fi eld site wel-

comed fracking and stood by it even when they were personally hurt by the 

industry. Rather than a “not in my backyard” (NIMBY) story, he found the 

opposite, a “please in my backyard” (PIMBY) story.

� is surprise was a fi rst spark of a surprising fi nding. It located Jerol-

mack in a story that was as emotionally compelling as it was theoretically 

puzzling, at least as far as environmental sociology was concerned. But 

where Menjívar accounts for her theoretical puzzle by describing the tec-

tonic changes in the political environment, Jerolmack moved in a diff erent 

direction. Rather than looking at history, he looked at other processes he 

was seeing in his data. As opposed to the largely individualistic discussions 

of NIMBY- ism and PIMBY- ism, Jerolmack saw a host of situations in which 

people came together to talk about fracking and make sense together of 

their community. � ese gatherings and conversations were, he realized, a 

form of mobilization. Along with Ed Walker, a sociologist of political ac-

tion and social movements, he then related the environmental sociology 

surprise to literature on mobilization and collective action. � ey showed 

the “quiet mobilization” of residents in support of fracking— support that 

was based on an ethic of libertarian individualism and a suspicion of le� ist 

environmentalists and government intervention, but also on a solidarity 

with those who made money from leasing their lands. � e surprise in light 

of the environmental justice theory, in other words, is partly explained 

through the social movement literature— not only explaining why it is dif-
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ferent in this case but also asking environmental sociologists to consider 

forms of mobilization that they did not pay a� ention to before.

� us, as we crisscross our research fi eld we see that our maps are off . 

People, organizations, or institutions are not behaving in the ways our pre-

decessors expected. As we spend more time exploring the fi eld, we realize 

that actors face novel problems that direct us to a diff erent literature. We 

then read through that literature, trying to get a fi rmer theoretical grasp. 

In some cases, such as Jerolmack and Walker’s, the second literature helps 

explain what happens in a domain that was supposed to be secured by the 

obvious fi rst literature. � e point here is not that we “connect two litera-

tures” as graduate students are sometimes told to do. Drawing lines be-

tween literatures has no intrinsic value, except for showcasing the writer’s 

ability to perform mental gymnastics. � e point is rather that a surprise 

that emerges with one map is partly answered by connecting it to another 

map, another body of substantive theory.

A substantive surprise is thus relatively straightforward. Either some-

thing appeared that shouldn’t have, or something didn’t appear that should 

have. While there are diff erent ways to work through the surprise— the ex-

amples above are but two strategies of many— there is something simple 

about the nature of surprise.

Flaws with grammatical compass theories, in comparison, are less neat. 

Given the diff use nature of those theories, the researcher is less likely to 

know in advance where to look for surprises in light of grammatical theo-

ries. � ere is necessarily something more serendipitous about such sur-

prises. Yet importantly, at least for the theoretical contributions that this 

book highlights, grammatical surprises, much like substantive theory, 

emerge from empirical fi ndings.

Let’s return to Star and Griesemer’s notion of boundary objects. � ese 

two researchers did not start with the idea of the boundary object; rather, 

it was a conceptual innovation to a theoretical puzzle. � ey wanted to un-

derstand the emergence of the research museum in the United States. Early 

forms of the natural history museum became popularized in the nine-

teenth century in America through the work of amateur naturalists. But 

constructing the professionalized museum required a diff erent approach. 

How was this done?

� e Berkeley Museum of Vertebrate Zoology (the MVZ), founded in 

the early twentieth century, was a fortuitous case to study because its fi rst 

director, Joseph Grinnell, le�  detailed accounts of his decisions and their 

implementation. � e archive also contains extensive correspondence with 

the museum’s patron (and avid amateur animal collector) Annie M. Alex-
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ander. � rough these archival sources, Star and Griesemer began to see 

how very diff erently the trappers, director, and amateur collectors went 

about the work of collecting species. � e puzzle here was the divergence 

between the intent of the director to turn the museum into a scientifi c en-

terprise, the rummaging collections of amateur collectors, and the liveli-

hood of trappers, who knew how to capture animals, but o� en treated 

them with li� le care beyond their valuable pelts.

� e practical work, as Star and Griesemer describe it, was thus to create 

a kind of lowest common denominator of collecting that diff erent actors 

could converge on while still cultivating the ideal of a professional scien-

tifi c approach. While scientists, collectors, and the general public were all 

interested in preserving a complete record of California’s mammals, birds, 

and reptiles, for example, collectors were less interested in the scientifi c 

rigor of the work. Grinnell thus needed to work hard to standardize tech-

niques in order to ensure the quality of specimen collecting. � e trappers 

who supplied many of the specimens, for their part, were interested more 

in the money than ge� ing the recording and preserving work done.

Star and Griesemer discovered in the archival records that a set of ob-

jects, including standardized procedures, but also wildlife charts— which 

could be used by trappers, collectors, and scientists alike— acted to smooth 

over collective action. But what to make of this theoretically?

� e starting point of the research, of course, is not theoretically inno-

cent. Two strong grammatical theory infl uences are immediately appar-

ent. � e fi rst is a pragmatist theoretical bent brought in by Star (a student of 

Anselm Strauss) and Griesemer. Much like Howard Becker in Art Worlds,15 

the authors looked at the work of diff erent actors in the museum’s history. 

Rather than assuming that they already knew who those key actors were, 

they le�  this question open and created a list based on people’s role and 

infl uence. From this pragmatist tradition they also took the assumption 

that the answer they were looking for was an eminently practical one. � at 

is, not what people believed in their heart of hearts, but how they actually 

went about se� ing up a research museum. Second, throughout the paper, 

Star and Griesemer are also indebted to the emergence of actor- network 

theory and its focus on nonhuman “actants” as important elements in any 

such world.16

� e theoretical insight Star and Griesemer developed looks simple in 

retrospect. It wasn’t that the diff erent parties negotiated their diff erences 

at regular intervals and reached a consensus on the meaning of scientifi c 

collecting. Rather, things like wildlife charts, minimal regulations, and 

even pelts facilitated the coordination of a collective act precisely because 

they were a kind of lowest common denominator of a joint project that 
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didn’t need to be negotiated carefully by everyone involved. Boundary ob-

jects are crucial for coordinating action across widely diverse perspectives. 

“Boundary objects,” they wrote,

are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and 

constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough 

to maintain a common identity across sites. � ey are weakly structured 

in common use, and become strongly structured in individual- site use. 

� ey may be abstract or concrete. � ey have diff erent meanings in diff er-

ent social worlds but their structure is common enough to more than one 

world to make them recognizable, a means of translation. � e creation 

and management of boundary objects is key in developing and maintain-

ing coherence across intersecting social worlds.17

Star and Griesemer’s theoretical innovation has become a go- to con-

cept for sociologists fi nding objects and tools that help coordinate multi-

ple social worlds without hashing out all their intergroup diff erences. In a 

theoretical context in which the coordination of action between actors was 

theorized primarily in terms of negotiation and a shared “defi nition of the 

situation,” Star and Griesemer showed that it is sometimes the under defi ni-

tion of the situation— not achieving a consensus—that facilitates people’s 

ability to act in concert. � is insight opened a whole new terrain that soci-

ologists could explore, going far beyond the specifi c map of the sociology 

of science subfi eld. Like good compass theories, boundary objects work 

just as well in diff erent places, such as, for instance, resilience theory.18 

Star and Griesemer’s example also shows that making a “compass theory” 

contribution does not require us to replace the compass we have been us-

ing, but to recalibrate it. � e notion of boundary objects is still rooted in 

interactionist theory but it allows for a diff erent orientation. Not all com-

pass theory innovations lead to “grand theories.” � e point of theorization 

isn’t to throw our old ways of navigating overboard. Much as most contri-

butions to map theories don’t require completely new maps, few contribu-

tions to more grammatical theories demand completely new compasses.

When to read? When to stop?

� is chapter clarifi es what we mean by theoretical surprises in the fi eld, 

and turns a hazy desire to make a theoretical contribution more tangible. 

A sizable chunk of what stands for a theoretical contribution based on em-

pirical research is captured here. � at doesn’t mean that there aren’t other 

ways of writing theoretically, e.g., increasing levels of abstraction that 
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culminate in modes of writing where the empirical never seems to dare to 

show its face. But much of the best theorizing, including some of what peo-

ple think of as “pure theory”— the work of Pierre Bourdieu, W. E. B. Du Bois, 

or Erving Goff man, for example— began in data surprises and theorizing 

that are similar to those we have shown.

Finally, this way of thinking about theorizing also has consequences for 

how we read.19 In many ways, the problem with abductive analysis is that 

it requires you to read, and read widely, in a world in which you can read 

endlessly. If the aspiring grounded theory researcher is in danger of being 

eternally buried in ever- longer lists of themes and subthemes unencum-

bered by reading theory, an abductive analysis researcher may feel that 

they never read enough to be properly surprised. How then should you 

read? And when? And can you ever stop?

Substantive and grammatical readings follow diff erent rhythms. Sub-

stantive theories are usually read in bursts. � e fi rst burst of reading will 

happen before you enter into the fi eld. Dissertation proposals and “compre-

hensive exams” in graduate school training in the US do some of this work. 

You have to read widely within the subfi eld you enter. You’ll need a good 

few months of immersing yourself in the literature. � en it is a ma� er of 

following interesting citations and bibliographical references, and— every 

couple of months— looking to see if something interesting was published 

in the subfi eld’s outlets. In some disciplines, aspiring researchers are told 

to look at new abstracts as a way to start their day. While we wouldn’t go 

so far, checking some of the subfi eld journals every month or so is useful. 

� en other bursts of reading occur as you spend time in the fi eld, follow-

ing interesting observations you have found in the notes or transcripts that 

throw you into another substantive area.

In comparison to this semipredictable reading graph, with its bursts 

and its relatively quiet periods, the rhythms of grammatical reading are 

diff erent. Sometimes months can go by without any grammatical reading; 

sometimes you will fi nd yourself completely taken over by a set of writings 

or a debate around a concept. Partly, as we outlined above, this is a ma� er 

of being a� entive to substantive- grammatical theory packages in the fi eld. 

But this does not cover it. � e truth is that grammatical theories are always 

there, waiting to be read. � is, in turn, may feel like a constant, low- grade 

pressure to read and consider the relevance of diff erent grammatical com-

pass theories. It need not be onerous, though. Treat compass theories— 

theories of action, of practice, of power, of structure— as an ongoing part of 

your work. You need not read them fast to “get it all,” as there is no defi ned 

endpoint to that reading. It’s more a constant hum of intellectual life. � is 
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curiosity to fi nd out what some deep thinkers wrote is, probably, why a lot 

of us ended up in graduate school.

If you encounter what seems like a grammatical surprise in the fi eld, 

however, the pressures for reading change. If you aim to contribute to 

grammatical theory, you need to read a lot, and read carefully, around the 

concept or processual approach you aim to contribute to. Indeed, to make 

sure that you are not reinventing the wheel, you need to treat the gram-

matical concept or process much like you treat a subfi eld— you need to 

know how it has been argued, and why, in real depth. � us, the peaks of 

reading grammatical theory emerge through your encounter with the 

fi eld, but are only possible through the background of ongoing forays into 

such theorizations.

But then, a harder question. When do you stop reading? � is is both a 

practical and an existential concern. A� er all, as we outlined above, there 

are so many possibly important things that you encounter in the fi eld. � e 

factory workers you interview, for example, may have families— something 

that keeps popping up in the interviews. Should you become a sociolo-

gist of the family? But they also talk about themselves as “men.” Should 

you become a sociologist of gender? And then, there is also the ma� er of 

education— crucial, actually. So, what now? Should you just go on substan-

tive binges of reading forever?

More existentially, the idea of stopping and writing is, for many peo-

ple, terrifying. One of Iddo’s mentors when he was a master’s student in 

Israel, Avi Cordova— an incredibly brilliant and charismatic teacher who 

has shaped the thought of generations of students at Tel Aviv University— 

once told him that he always thought that to write you need a combination 

of ignorance and arrogance. Cordova had neither. He always felt there was 

more to know before he wrote; he was never arrogant enough to assume 

that his way of understanding the phenomenon was the right one. And so, 

he rerouted his energies and kept teaching, thinking, and reading. But he 

never wrote.

Fears about reading enough or not enough may waylay the best of re-

search projects. But fi nding a balance is less troublesome in practice than 

it might seem in the abstract. One practical answer is about surprise. You 

stop reading for other substantive topics when you encounter a surprise. 

� is doesn’t mean that you will stop for good, but at least for a while you 

focus on the surprise and the substantive fi eld that formed its necessary 

background.

� e other answer, to both the practical and the existential concerns, re-

quires us to take a step back. � e drive to cover all aspects of your respon-
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dents’ lives, and keep fi lling the vast swaths of ignorance we all face, im-

plicitly assumes that writing is a solitary thing— that at the end of an article 

or a book, the author needs to imagine that she has made the decisive and 

everlasting contribution defi ning her fi eld. An immutable map, bu� ressed 

by an unfailing compass. If that is how we imagine our work, then each fail-

ure to cover an aspect of the fi eld is irredeemable, the possibility of igno-

rance is devastating.

Our writing is part of an ongoing conversation in a community of in-

quiry. While we hope to have presented a be� er map at the end of the con-

versation, we would be poor conversationalists if every time we say some-

thing we would expect the conversation to end. � at’s like hoping that our 

map is the only map people will every need. If we are in an ongoing con-

versation, then the answer for when you stop reading and start writing is 

less existentially fraught. You stop when you feel like you have something 

interesting to say in relation to the literature you read, and to the col-

leagues who hear your presentations, and whom you engage in conversa-

tions about your half- baked work. � en, you write. And, as importantly, 

you present what you write for a variety of audiences. It very well may be 

that someone will then point you towards something you should have read. 

� is is something to be welcomed, not dreaded. And then, if and when that 

occurs, you will have a fi rst dra�  to work with rather than only anxiety and 

heaps of articles and books piling up on your desk.



4: COLLECTING

It is by now a cliché that, as Louis Pasteur put it, “in the fi elds of obser-

vation, chance favors the prepared mind.”1 While surprise also requires 

preparation, it is not only our minds that need to be prepped for the un-

expected. � e mind of a social scientist can be thoroughly primed. She may 

have read all there is to read and developed all the theoretical maps she 

could ever wish for (well, she couldn’t possibly, but let’s give her the benefi t 

of the doubt). And yet, for all the texts in the library, if this extraordinary 

mind does not encounter observations that propel her to see the world in 

diff erent ways, then her preparation has largely been in vain. She may write 

interesting tracts, but the kind of theory she will develop will be the theo-

retical constructions of an armchair sociologist rather than theory devel-

oped when you get your hands dirty in research. Acquiring a sense of the 

theoretical maps of your fi eld is crucial, but it is in the relationship between 

observations, theory, and your community of inquiry that provocative sur-

prises emerge.

A� er exploring theory in the previous chapter, cultivating abductive 

inferences leads us to research design: how to collect data if we want to be 

surprised. � is is harder than it looks. While consulting theoretical maps 

from the get- go is important, there is no magic spell that ensures that 

your site or respondents will generate surprises. Indeed, we would caution 

against knowing too well exactly what is interesting in the site if surprise is 

what you’re a� er. We cannot tell you how many people to interview or how 

long to spend at a site. We cannot advise you without knowing more about 

your project.2

We can, however, say something about how to collect data in the fi eld if 

you are looking for surprising fi ndings as well as warn you of some research 

practices that would make surprise harder to come by. Much like the com-

puter programmer’s dictum— garbage in, garbage out— the quality and 

scope of your observations will help determine how much distance you can 

cover in your analysis. � e basis for an abductive inference is a surprising 
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observation in light of prevailing theories. � erefore, the entire scientifi c 

process of discovery will be for naught if you don’t know what to observe.

In this chapter, we start with some thoughts about sampling that are 

aimed at in- depth interviews and ethnography. Next, we off er diff erent, 

actually opposing, guidelines for studies that are primarily interview based 

or ethnographic in nature. While ethnography and in- depth interviewing 

have commonalities in analysis, as approaches to gathering data the meth-

ods are vastly diff erent,3 and there is also tremendous variation within 

these methods as well as in their combinations.4 � e diff erence is not as 

simple as doing vs. saying, if only because talking is itself a situated action 

and ethnography is fi lled with people conversing. � e issue here is that 

the methods put diff erent demands on the researcher to reach intriguing 

observations, counterintuitive claims, or surprising fi ndings. Interviews 

give you limited data, which you can seldom revisit, and your job is to de-

velop an interview guide that will provide the best, and broadest, platform. 

Ethnography, with its freewheeling observations of groups, is fl exible in 

accommodating multiple foci, even overly fl exible, and therefore needs 

sharpening of an analytical focus.

We argue that taking abduction seriously in an interview study means 

that researchers need to strategically defocus their data gathering a� er they 

have sharply focused it. Such defocusing, which means going beyond what 

others have done in their projects and exploring seemingly less relevant 

topics, provides space for surprise. Ethnographers need to do the oppo-

site: we encourage them to pay careful a� ention to the observations they 

have by focusing their materials while they are in the process of collecting 

data. For both qualitative approaches, we point out ways to build a meth-

odological “confi dence interval of surprise” into research design. � inking 

about how data collection triggers surprise leads us then to the question 

of positionality— how our own complex positions shape both surprise and 

research possibilities. Finally, we warn against some common practices we 

increasingly see in qualitative research such as reliance on video, qualita-

tive analysis so� ware and large- N interview studies, all of which may set 

you up for excerpt analysis, a fragmentary way of looking at observations 

that fails to do them justice.

A shared focus: who and where?

Sampling is o� en ignored in qualitative research (at least in practice; it’s 

o� en discussed extensively in methods books). In many cases, researchers 

study a place close to where they are living because it is convenient or they 

snowball sample interviewees from a few initial contacts that they happen 
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to have.5 � e number of people they talk to is set for both practical and 

traditional reasons: twenty- fi ve or thirty- nine6 respondents sounds like a 

respectable number that would assuage potential reviewer concerns and 

allows them to examine some variation, and so they try to fi nd twenty- fi ve 

people who meet some preset inclusion criteria. We cannot cover the full 

literature on sampling in qualitative research, but here we want to empha-

size how important it is to understand the limitations of how you select 

people or sites, while also thinking of sampling as a methodological path-

way to stimulate abductive insights.

One of the most anxiety- provoking scenarios for qualitative researchers 

is that someone will stand up when you give a talk and ask whether you 

cherry- picked your data. A telltale that prompts such a concern is that your 

respondents all sound identical or that you keep quoting the same respon-

dent. Or that other data, say survey research, reveals that what you claim 

is the most common concern is actually an extreme instance of a pa� ern. 

Once exposed in such a way, it is very diffi  cult to recover because the im-

plication is that your research is not empirically supported but driven by a 

biased (because nonrepresentative) agenda.

Even though in interdisciplinary se� ings the question of bias is a com-

mon challenge, many qualitative researchers fi nd this an unfair critique 

that applies inappropriate criteria to their research. � ey are right to some 

extent: there is no way an ethnography of one or two neighborhoods or 

an interview study of twenty- fi ve respondents is going to be statistically 

representative of a large population, and very li� le will be gained from 

randomly selecting a small sample. You may as well select one “average” 

or “typical” neighborhood/American and have them stand in for the entire 

country.7

And yet, even as you should not aspire to statistical representativeness, 

you should have a sense of how you selected your observations, and there 

are be� er and worse ways. As Cliff ord Geertz reminds us, the fact that 

there is no completely aseptic environment doesn’t mean we should con-

duct surgery in a sewer.8 For sampling, this comes down to being deliber-

ate in recruiting people and refl ective on how these recruitment processes 

may not just introduce selection bias into your fi ndings but also hamper 

abductive inference.

First, concretely, this means that you should plot not only the sites you 

plan to observe but the other sites that you could have observed but didn’t, 

and examine the diff erences. A good way to wrap your head around this 

is by asking yourself, “If I were one of the people in my study, where else 

could I have gone?” and “Do other people do the same actions in other 

places or ways?” To keep it simple, let’s say you conduct an ethnographic 
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study of a grocery store to understand how everyday markets work: Where 

else do shoppers go to buy their groceries? What do you gain and lose from 

studying the store you are observing? Do other people in that area do their 

shopping elsewhere? How is it diff erent from the places you did not study? 

How many are there? Where are they? What do they sell?

� e same goes for an interview study: if you interview men who have 

sex with men using an HIV prevention program, the way you gain entrée to 

this population is going to color who you get to interview and likely misses 

a large population of potential respondents.9 You are going to talk to people 

who are engaged in preventive health or have reasons to think they may be 

at increased risk for infection. � e question then is: who are you missing 

and how does that aff ect what your respondents tell you? � is is not to say 

that the HIV program is out of bounds, but it does mean that you need to 

be aware of how this will frame your fi ndings and what other venues exist 

for fi nding these men. Similarly, if you study how people facing eviction 

take advantage of free legal aid clinics and you focus your research on the 

interactions in the legal aid clinic, you need to know whether the people 

that make it to the clinic are typical of people facing eviction.10 It’s perfectly 

fi ne if they are disproportionately facing eviction for withholding rent, 

if they are more educated, live closer to the legal clinic, or are more net-

worked than others, but you should have an idea of how the people you see 

compare to those who are absent. If you don’t, any kind of explanation you 

propose for what the clinic does for a person facing eviction is going to be 

overshadowed by the concern that it’s not the clinic but the kind of person 

in the clinic that explains the outcome of the eviction proceedings. You can 

get a sense of this by asking how clients fi nd out about legal aid. Selection 

bias in qualitative research o� en mirrors institutional self- selection bias: 

sites select for certain kinds of people and, in turn, those people are more 

likely to have the resources and cultural capital to enter particular sites.

� ere o� en is some kind of consensus on whom you should talk to in 

research, but it may pay off  to break out of this taken- for- granted frame. 

Here is an example based on some very old work. Much of the notion that 

homosexuality was a mental illness in the early twentieth century came 

from clinicians seeing homosexual patients in their private practice or en-

countering them in mental institutions. In the early 1950s, Evelyn Hooker 

broke this mold by interviewing men who desire and have sex with men in 

the community. She then found a comparison sample of heterosexual men 

that she matched by age, education, and IQ with her self- identifi ed homo-

sexual respondents. She did not engage in the qualitative research we ad-

vocate here. Instead, she asked all the men to take several personality tests 
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that measured their a� itudes, emotions, and thoughts. She then asked 

experts in these tests to determine who of the pair was the homosexual. 

� e clinicians couldn’t fi gure sexual orientation out be� er than by chance, 

leading Hooker to tentatively conclude that homosexuals were psychologi-

cally as healthy as heterosexuals.11 It still took until 1973 for the American 

Psychological Association to remove homosexuality from the DSM as a 

psychopathic personality disorder, but by going outside the typical clinical 

population for respondents, Hooker contributed to this change.12

So how should you select a site or respondents? To stimulate abduc-

tive thinking, you would want to go beyond the obvious ways of studying 

a group or site. Returning to the example above, rather than focusing on 

a site catering to men who have sex with men in an HIV prevention pro-

gram, you may want to ask how men sexually a� racted to other men fi nd 

each other and try to trace all the diff erent ways by which they locate part-

ners. Your sampling strategy mimics how people in their daily lives make 

decisions and fi nd each other. By following this advice, you make sam-

pling itself an analytical theme: it becomes a process of discovery of how 

people connect and make choices. You go beyond what others have done to 

 increase the odds of fi nding something unexpected.

Second, you pick a fi eld site strategically for its presumed theoretical 

relevance, for extreme or negative cases, or for internal variation. Mario 

Small advocates for sequential interviewing where a fi rst set of interviews 

points you to a next set of respondents and questions, and then you fol-

low that trace until you don’t fi nd anything new.13 If you are interested in 

how African Americans view immigrants, for instance, you may want to 

look for African American respondents who experienced discrimination 

from Latino immigrants, move on to those who did not experience such 

discrimination, then talk to African Americans who felt threatened by an 

infl ux of East European immigrants, and so forth. � e key here is that what 

you learn in the interview suggests where you should go next. You build up 

a theory until you reach saturation, until no new insights appear. Such an 

approach violates all questions of statistical representativeness but off ers a 

strong defense to the question of how you selected respondents: on emerg-

ing theoretical grounds.

Small’s notion of working sequentially also pays off  if you are thinking 

of doing a comparative study.14 Many, probably most, comparative studies 

start off  in the design stage with the explicit goal of comparing two sites 

or groups. � is is o� en done because of the conviction that if one site is 

good, two or more sites should be even be� er— in the sense that a com-

parison will guarantee stronger lines of analysis because it highlights what 
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is unique and diff erent about a site. However, because the comparison has 

been decided prior to the observations, you may discover that the sites or 

groups are either very similar (which renders the comparison moot) or too 

diff erent to facilitate a meaningful comparison. Hence, many comparisons 

in qualitative research falter, and too many others present two cases side by 

side, while weakly depicting the work as comparative.15

� e key practical diff erence between sequential comparison and most 

comparative qualitative research is that the decision to expand to a second 

research area is not made in the early research planning stage but is de-

cided halfway through the research project based on accumulated analyti-

cal and theoretical insights. Sequential comparative qualitative research 

requires you to fi rst fi gure out precisely what case you have in your original 

site and then decide whether it would help to add a second comparative site 

for analytical purposes, and which kind of site it should be. � e benchmark 

for initiating a comparison should be high. To convince readers that a com-

parison is necessary, you should show that your study would lose critical 

analytical insights if the comparison is not pursued.

� ird, sampling itself may produce unexpected fi ndings. In Peter Bear-

man’s interview- based study of New York’s doormen, sampling should 

not have been an issue. Doormen are highly visible and they do the kind 

of things we think doormen should do: hailing cabs, standing outside, and 

wearing a recognizable uniform. Yet, in the backs of buildings and storage 

places also work “invisible” doormen. � ey don’t wear a uniform but do 

jobs similar to those of their uniformed counterparts. Consequently, if you 

want to understand doormen, a convenience sample of the highly visible 

doormen would be biased because the invisible doormen would not be part 

of your study.16

Bearman’s study shows that sampling itself can produce surprising fi nd-

ings: in his case, the discovery of the coexistence of two kinds of doormen 

with diff erent levels of public visibility. Bearman found that the nonuni-

formed doormen were less likely to join a union. � is could be an interest-

ing analytical nugget to explore: What is the hierarchy between those two 

groups? Is there a common identity? How does being a particular kind of 

doorman aff ect the relationship with tenants, the reputation of a building, 

and the kinds of secrets doormen keep?

Being strategic, thoughtful, and refl ective about who you talk to and 

what you observe serves two purposes: it allows you to change the discus-

sion when critics question the representativeness of your sample because 

you know who else you could have interviewed/observed, and it sets the 

stage for surprising fi ndings because you go beyond how others design 

their studies.
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The design dilemma and techniques of defocusing

� e research design stage is a crucial place to set up analytical surprises. If 

you think narrowly about design and follow well- trodden paths, chances 

are that you are going to fi nd similar data to those whose path you have 

faithfully followed. � is isn’t necessarily bad, but it circumscribes the pa-

rameters by which you could be surprised. � e time that passes between 

research projects may give rise to interesting shi� s and transformations, 

two sites will always diff er somewhat, and diff erent respondents elicit 

varying fi ndings, so you could still get surprised at some junctures. Still, 

narrow design stacks the deck towards a narrow version of normal science. 

And so there is an incentive to do things diff erently. At the same time, in 

order to intervene in a theoretical and empirical argument in a meaningful 

way, you will also need a shared point of reference and comparison. Varia-

tion is always a variation of something held in common. How do you bal-

ance these countervailing pressures? How can you both think within the 

parameters of earlier work and set yourself up methodologically to think 

outside them?

Becoming an interview

Interviews in qualitative research elicit narratives, accounts told from your 

respondents’ perspective. Each question that you ask is a bet on social life: 

you ask because you presume there is something socially relevant there. 

� at means that you want to ask respondents about issues they know and 

have experienced. While there are multiple ways of conducting good inter-

views, a successful interview is one where the interviewee develops a narra-

tive line in ways that aren’t completely defi ned by your questions.17

For interview studies to generate surprising fi ndings, our recommenda-

tion is to strategically defocus your research design. What we mean is that as 

you design your interview study, you build additional layers of data gather-

ing that go beyond what others have typically done in this research area. 

Given that the researchers are constrained by what they asked and didn’t 

ask in an interaction that usually only occurs once, careful planning needs 

to go into interview design. While interviewers o� en change their inter-

view protocols in response to surprising fi ndings while they are in the fi eld, 

and while some respondents can be contacted more than once, interview-

ers, from survey researchers to in- depth interviewers, need to cra�  their 

questions carefully in order to capture surprises.

How, then, can interviewers generate openings for surprise in their de-

sign? � e challenge is, again, that two contravening pressures operate at 
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the same time. As interviewers know, a completely open- ended interview 

provides endless opportunities for surprise. If your interviewees have un-

limited time to spend with you, then such an approach presents your best 

chance for surprise. Of course, you don’t usually want to know everything 

about a person’s life. � ere is a reason why you want to talk to that particu-

lar person, and this has to do with a certain aspect of their lives. Below, we 

suggest two complementary strategies for maximizing surprising fi ndings 

in the research design phase of an interview study.

First, in order to provide interviewers with avenues for surprise, you 

need to distinguish between the kind of questions you ask during the initial pilot 

interview stage and the questions you ask later. For abductive purposes, the 

pilot stage needs to be substantively more open- ended than the actual re-

search. You can then identify surprising moments and pa� erns that you 

have not seen earlier and work them into the shared interview guide.18 You 

need to spend time with the pilot interview transcripts— code them in both 

open and focused coding as we develop in the following chapters. Only af-

ter such analysis should you return to the fi eld and restart interviewing. 

� en, during this second stage, in order to allow for workable variation, 

semistructured interviews are much more useful— interviews that allow 

interviewees to develop their narratives, while making sure that they speak 

about similar experiences or processes, to generate workable variation 

among interviews.

As an aside, it’s OK if a pilot study kills a research project. One of our col-

leagues planned to retrospectively interview fi rst- time parents about the 

stress of having their fi rst child a� er some of the infants had grown into 

four- to fi ve- year- old kids. We were skeptical that parents would still re-

member what they were stressed about such a long time ago. Together, we 

designed a pilot study where our colleague would have an open- ended pilot 

interview with some friends: one parent of a newborn infant and one of 

a four- year- old child. A� er the interviews, our colleague realized that the 

interview with the mom of the four- year- old glossed over the neonatal pe-

riod. She received great data on the challenges of parenting a four- year- old 

but very li� le on what interested her. Worse, she had talked to her friend 

four years ago and remembered the confusion and diffi  culties of the early 

period, but in the interview all was forgo� en, qualifi ed, and overshadowed 

by the challenges of daycare and keeping a mobile child in check. � is expe-

rience required a retooling of the research project. It’s be� er to fi nd this out 

in the early stages than to waste time ge� ing data with limited usability.

If spli� ing the research design into open- ended initial work and semi-

structured subsequent work is one important strategy, a complementary as-

pect of abductive interview design is to strategically widen and deepen the scope 
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of the questions you ask in the interviewing stage. � is may take on diff erent 

forms depending on the specifi cities of the project: asking about other 

actors in the fi eld even if you think that they likely are irrelevant, for ex-

ample, or extending the temporality of the processes you study by digging 

deeper into the past. In this sense, a� er you know what questions you want 

to ask— a� er you have focused— you need to slightly defocus your design, 

allowing “noise” to enter the interview.

Still, before adding noise, you need to make sure that you get a strong 

signal. Doing abductive research means, as we noted in the last chapter, 

that we need to take the principle of engagement seriously— while you can 

write about something that your interlocutors aren’t very routinely ori-

ented towards, you are in a much be� er position to fi nd surprises if you 

have a rich database and variation to work with. And this, in turn, means 

that you need to think carefully about what people in the fi eld are actually 

orienting toward in their daily lives. While studying medical examiners, 

Stefan noted that when he explained that he was observing autopsies he 

o� en received one of two opposite reactions. Some people did not want to 

hear about such a gruesome topic while others were fascinated with what 

they presumed was the underbelly of crime. � e medical examiner’s offi  ce 

is a place where people end up who are fatally shot, stabbed, and hit. But, 

as Stefan needed to explain again and again, this was not the majority of 

deaths, and there are many situations that have a diff erent emotional va-

lence: abandoned and abused babies, kids who drowned in pools or in the 

ocean, unfortunate falls, people who did really stupid things, and just un-

lucky people who were at the wrong place at the wrong time. For Stefan, 

this was a research project and not his complete professional life, so even 

though he got exasperated by the questions, they didn’t inundate most of 

his interactions. Medical examiners, however, have no escape from such in-

quiries. � ey have to explain or obfuscate their job. Stefan wondered: if you 

are a medical examiner, how do you explain on a fi rst date what you do for a 

living? � at became an interview question that caught medical examiners’ 

a� ention and that they talked about at length. A� ending to what people 

care about not only produces more data, but also o� en opens up theoreti-

cal questions.

So how can we add more noise to such signals? An example of strate-

gic defocusing through a widening of research scope is Iddo’s work with 

Michele Poulin. � e research puzzle emerged when Michele and Iddo 

compared notes about their work in Malawi. Talking about condom use 

(a research topic Iddo was writing about) and nonmarital relationships 

( Michele’s research interest), they wondered how sex workers navigated 

the demands of the clients to forgo a condom— which a lot of clients pre-
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ferred, even with the threat of AIDS still hovering. Iddo and Michele hy-

pothesized that since the indigenous chibwenzi relationship (roughly 

translated as sexual partner or girl/boyfriend) assumed exchange of sex 

and gi� s, the sex work and condom use would be negotiated through these 

relational categories. Negotiating condom use was particularly poignant in 

the local sex work industry, with “freelancers” who were not institutionally 

embedded and “bar girls” who worked at bars and also worked as sex work-

ers. How did these positions refract relationships and sex?

Unable to conduct the interviews themselves (neither spoke ChiChewa 

or ChiYao well enough), Iddo and Michele trained interviewers and sent 

them to the fi eld with a semistructured interview guide. And, especially 

in such a situation, some defocusing was crucial. � e interviewers were 

trained to ask the sex workers in as much detail as possible about the eco-

nomic exchanges that took place between them and their clients and sexual 

partners, and also about how they negotiated fi nancial issues in their day- 

to- day lives. Capturing step- by- step details of the exchanges of sex and 

goods, Iddo and Michele learned that the story about condom use was the 

least stimulating part of the interviews. While they received some confi r-

mation that bar girls (who also got a small salary from the bar) had more 

control over their relationships than freelancers, and thus could ask for 

condom use more forcefully, a much more interesting pa� ern emerged 

in the question they added into the interview guide about the specifi c ex-

changes. Instead of assuming that people exchanged money for sex, the in-

terviewers asked what exactly was exchanged. � ey found that in the case 

of bar girls, where clients o� en tended to be repeat clients, small shi� s in 

payment dramatically changed the relational defi nitions of the situation. It 

was enough for someone to be short on cash and off er to “pay” with a pair 

of jeans for the relational defi nitions to shi�  dramatically from sex work to 

a chibwenzi relationship. � e resultant article was about diff erent monies, 

relational defi nitions, and gi�  exchanges— not condom use.19

Sometimes it is not just noise but simple silence or questions about ab-

sences that end up most revelatory. Asking about the road not taken al-

lows you to get at the social structuring of careers, which are work biog-

raphies that take place over time. � e point here is that you need both to 

think about the advantages of a pilot study and to build extensions of the 

research focus into semistructured interviews. Make sure that you provide 

enough defocusing to allow space for surprise, while still asking interview-

ees similar enough questions to allow you to work through variation, and 

avoid the frustrating situation where you have a wonderful theoretical lead 

but failed to ask other interviewees about a similar set of issues.
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Techniques of focusing

In Abductive Analysis, we stressed the danger of ethnographers falling into 

the assumptions they carry into the fi eld: to only hear what we want to hear 

and disregard the rest. Some taken- for- grantedness, however, is unavoid-

able. We always and already carry prototheories into the social worlds we 

enter. We necessarily fi lter our perceptions through preexisting categories 

and expectations. You can put such prototheories to use (as long as you try 

to be self- aware about the way they structure your data collection). As you 

collect observations, there are ways to trick ourselves into seeing our ob-

servations anew: to interrupt the process of assuming that things just are 

the way they are because you are familiar with them. Interrupting what 

you assume because you are a member of a social world constitutes an 

opening for surprises. As we discussed earlier, we think of these as modes 

of de familiarization. Such techniques provide an opening through which 

you can look at apparently familiar objects in a new light.

We want to push our advice further. We highlight ethnography as an 

instance where focusing is particularly helpful in simulating abductive in-

ferences because writing fi eld notes is quite diff erent from looking at inter-

view data. While interviewers o� en write notes about the context of the in-

terview, transcripts are by far the most crucial piece of evidence. Seen from 

that perspective, there is more leeway in writing up observational notes in 

ethnography, more ways to observe, more things to note. Even the most 

predictable and sterile research site has an overstimulation of action with 

too many potential clues you can follow. How you focus your notes sets up 

the potential for surprising fi ndings.

Being a fi eld note20

Let’s make one point crystal clear: if you don’t write up fi eld notes, the 

event may as well not have happened. Sure, you remember what you saw 

yesterday and maybe what you saw last week. But you will only remember 

the most elementary aspects six months from now. And you probably will 

not trust your memory to do something with your fading recollections. (If 

you don’t believe us, we challenge you to watch a video and write notes a 

week from now about what you saw. � en rewatch the video and fi nd out 

how much you missed.)

� e focused notes that best enable abductive analysis are descriptive and 

analytical. What does that mean? Descriptive notes capture the events as 

they are unfolding. � ese are not mechanical fi eld notes such as “a human 
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subject moved the hand three inches to grasp a steaming container of hot 

liquid . . .” when we describe someone sipping coff ee. To capture this level 

of granularity, there are be� er methods than ethnography and the ques-

tions you can answer with such observations are also unlikely to resonate 

with an interpretive project. With rare exceptions, such an “alien’s view” is 

more a curiosity than an actual technique. In most sociological research, 

we can make some assumptions about what’s going on.

� e other end of the spectrum is much more diffi  cult to avoid, and a 

far more common pitfall for ethnographers: writing notes rife with impu-

tations. � ese notes are infused with motivations that refl ect the assump-

tions of the researcher rather than what is apparent in the scene, or that 

psychologize the interactions. � us, if you write about an observed in-

stance in a public space by saying, “an exasperated mother shushed her tod-

dler who was looking at ants in the crack of the sidewalk. She was disgusted 

by the ants, and just wanted to get back home,” this observation presumes 

that you know the exact relationship between the adult and the child and 

the future sequence of events, in a way a novelist puts a character together.

Imputations creep into the most basic characterizations. For example, 

sociologists are socialized to see the world through the lenses of particular 

demographic variables. Whether these aspects of self ma� er in an obser-

vation, however, is something to puzzle out rather than to assume.21 One 

could write about race, gender, age, or occupation as omnirelevant char-

acteristics that overshadow everything one does and how a person is per-

ceived, or alternatively as something that is done more or less saliently at 

particular times than at others. It’s the diff erence between assuming that 

someone was acting as a “woman” and viewing gender as something that 

needs to be done by actors, and done to them. Nouns both moralize and 

freeze social action.22 Verbs, in contrast, highlight an ongoing process of 

becoming, being, and doing. So when you take notes about doctoring rather 

than about doctors, and about doing gender rather than about hegemonic 

masculinity as an identity, you open up rather than foreclose your analysis.

Of course, in some places people aspire to be nouns or others pigeon-

hole them to certain membership categories in a way that you cannot af-

ford to ignore. Once you start paying a� ention to this issue, it can become 

a core challenge of writing up fi eld notes. Typifying people’s actions along 

the same demographic lines risks essentializing these characteristics, but 

not writing down such things as race impoverishes your notes and may 

stop you from noticing some important pa� erns in your observations. In-

deed, in many situations, it will become deeply problematic. One cannot 

be race- blind in a world in which racism is rampant, or gender- blind in a 

patriarchal world. Twenty- four years a� er publishing his authoritative 
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ethnography Forgive and Remember about residency training in surgery 

programs, Charles Bosk admi� ed that he changed the gender of the only 

woman resident, leaving out how this resident worked in a hostile misogy-

nist environment.23 � is speaks not only to the debate on anonymization 

in ethnography24 but also to the ability to document widespread sexism in 

the workplace.

But then, what do you do? First, we return yet again to the principle of 

engagement. In most cases, your problem is also a problem for the people 

you are observing. � ey also have to take a stance in the ongoing course of 

their lives to ignore or engage someone’s gender, race, age, or profession 

as salient in the situation. You want to see the world the way people in your 

site see it. � is means that you need to be alert to how people implicitly 

and explicitly pick up on each other’s clues and how this diff ers over time, 

across places. It’s not just your issue as a researcher; it’s everyone’s issue.

Second, this is precisely where accumulating observations for varia-

tion ma� ers. When you take fi eld notes, you need not decide in advance 

whether an intersection of membership categories is the right prism 

through which to understand action, but you need to remain open to the 

possibility that it does. As fi eld notes accumulate, you likely will become 

more a� uned to the diff erential treatment of some people over others. Re-

member, you never work from one particular set of notes but from a collec-

tion of observations. Your notes will become more analytically legible the 

more there are. Here is the litmus test: if questioned about your analytical 

inference, you should be able to defend the evidence behind your conclu-

sion with multiple observations.25

If being careful about motives and membership categories is one way of 

making your notes more descriptively focused, another way of doing so is 

by switching your focus. In the fi rst few weeks you are in a fi eld, your notes 

will be a long jumble of anything and everything. � e fi eld will be a buzz-

ing confusion of new and exciting possibilities. But as you se� le down, and 

learn the rhythms of your fi eld site, your notes can have a more sustained 

focus. As Christina Nippert- Eng outlines, there are diff erent things you 

notice, and they require a shi� ing of a� ention.26 You can describe the phys-

ical layout, or the choreography of movement, the passage of time, or how 

conversations ebb and fl ow. In other words, as you stay in the fi eld, train 

yourself to sustain your focus. While you want to have similar observations 

as a way to get at variation, a� er you have depicted the same routine twenty 

times, you can trust yourself to notice when things happen a bit diff erently. 

� en you zoom in on such moments like a hawk. But otherwise, pick out 

one person, one conversation, one set of actions, one sequence of events 

and follow it through. You aim for depth, not a sca� ered bird’s eye view.
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As the research goes on, you will want to switch the focus of what or 

whom you observe. Field notes track your movements through the site. 

Whether your focus can be sustained or whether others will perceive it as 

a rude intrusion also tells you something about the site. A sustained gaze 

may then become itself an intervention that reveals something about the 

community you are studying. When you wonder who can look for how long 

at what, go and fi nd out, and add these insights to your collection. � e gaze 

may itself be a means of social structuring a site and be part of a moral valu-

ing of people and actions.

� ink about some ethnographies you have read and you’ll notice that 

researchers get more mileage out of zooming in rather than panning across 

people and places. Studying Skid Row in Los Angeles, Forrest Stuart came 

across a group of homeless Black men li� ing weights in the street and egg-

ing each other on to build muscle and resist the temptations of drugs, pros-

titution, and crime around them. Stuart dug into how these men navigate 

the street, how they read their environment and the omnipresent police, 

and how they collectively developed an alternative way of inhabiting the 

area. But there was much more going on at the site. Stuart showed a pic-

ture of one of the men li� ing weight in a park and in the distance we can 

see two people si� ing on the ground. We observe other people wandering 

by; from the rest of the book, we know that there are countless people me-

andering and engaged as part of other worlds. Yet these other characters 

do not enter the description unless the men comment on aspects of their 

surroundings.27

Being descriptive also means that you show interaction as it is unfolding 

rather than telling about it. Instead of taking a third- person all- knowing 

narrator voice, you describe the events as they are occurring sequentially 

and interactionally. Writing “some people waiting in line looked bored” is a 

summary sentence that glosses over descriptive specifi cs of who waited in 

line and generalizes “bored.” � is la� er term probably refl ects a series of 

body movements such as checking one’s phone, sighing, tapping one’s feet, 

each of which has its own sequence. � e research skill in ethnography is to 

become aware of such summarizing shortcuts— since they are the things 

you and the people you study take for granted— and push yourself to be 

as descriptive as possible, a� entive to sequence, confl uence, and rhythms. 

You could, for instance, pay a� ention to sequence and place, as graduate 

student Natasha Bluth did in her fi eld notes of a man waiting to enter a gro-

cery store during the COVID- 19 pandemic:

When I join the line, he is squat- si� ing on the small, raised corner of concrete 

where the ramp to the underground parking garage from the street- level lot 
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 began, hunched over with his feet turned out and hands clasped, elbows resting 

on his thighs. . . . Despite his fatigued stance, he looks straight ahead, a light- 

blue medical mask pulled down to his chin. I swerve to the le� , cushioning the 

space between us to maintain a safe distance and claim a taped X behind him, 

although the way he is fl outing COVID social conventions makes it diffi  cult to 

know where to stand. As the line of shoppers inches forward, he lethargically 

rises from his squat to sit on the small green bench a few paces ahead. In doing 

so, he leaves multiple Xs vacant ahead of him, denying me and the other cus-

tomers who are beginning to congregate behind me the instant gratifi cation of 

moving closer and closer to our fi nal destination.

His torso is bent over now, looking down at his navy loafers, which are made 

of velvet or velour- like material with a slight snakeskin embossed look and sil-

ver buckles. I guess that he is in his mid to late fi � ies— his wavy auburn hair 

stops at the circular bald patch at the crown of his head. He has an olive skin tone 

and is dressed crisply, in dark pants with a dark- wash plaid blazer- jacket over 

a navy shirt, all of which complement his loafers. More shoppers are entering 

the store now, forcing him to rise again. Finding a new position where he can 

redistribute his weight, he props his right arm upward, using it to lean against 

a wooden shelf holding succulents and other house plants. His movements are 

sluggish, but fl uid, with a loose- jointed, underwater- like quality. In his right 

hand, he loosely holds a crumpled tissue; in his le� , he grips a clear plastic bag 

with what looks like a folded piece of tin foil underneath a three- quarters- full 

bo� le of orange- colored juice— I can’t make out the exact fl avor.

Can you see how the analytical descriptors and verbs convey boredom in 

ways that quick descriptors would gloss? In ethnographic research, such 

detailed, focused notes set you up for your analysis, and the richer your 

descriptions, the more opportunities you create for teasing out analytical 

traces later on. It may seem trivial to specify the sequence of this mundane 

situation, but not writing this down forgoes an opportunity to analyze this 

ethnographic moment interactionally.

Generally, in ethnography, writing descriptively is hard work, but it is 

work that pays off . You’re layering observational granularity into your re-

search. � e detail of the description makes the point for you. You can evoke 

your analytical point rather than having to assert it from other sources.

� is leads us to our other important characteristic to help focus eth-

nography: fi eld notes need to be analytical. Field notes are analytical in 

the sense that they tip us off  to social processes of people acting together. 

Peirce (and many others, such as Alfred Schutz)28 noted that all perception 

is interpretive. Your job is to open yourself up to these interpretive social 

processes and channel them in analytical directions.
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� ere is no hard- and- fast boundary between data collecting and analyz-

ing. You’re always interrogating your observations analytically while you 

are at your site and while writing down your notes at the end of the day. 

When you notice something about your se� ing, you want to fi nd out more 

about it. Is this an exception, an extreme on a range of possible behaviors, 

or is it common in this se� ing? You wonder, for instance, whether some 

of the actions you observe are informed by confl icts that have been play-

ing out for years. So the next time, you go on a mission to fi nd out more 

about what these confl icts could be about, checking whether your hunches 

hold up. Your notes are not fi lled with endless descriptions, but you enter 

your fi eld site to answer a question or puzzle you are pondering. We call 

this giving yourself marching orders while observing: you set yourself a task 

of fi guring something out in your next set of observations.29 � is process 

of continuously asking questions helps you also to decipher variation.

You will not only observe what is visible but also start asking questions 

about actors who are not immediately present but whose presence hovers 

over your site as a concern— about the invisible undercurrents of social 

life. To take an example from a world Stefan knows well: if you observe fo-

rensic autopsies in a medical examiner’s offi  ce, the staff ’s routines don’t 

make much sense unless you are aware of the demands of potential legal 

proceedings. � e concern about preserving an unbroken chain of evidence 

ma� ers greatly when a pathologist has to recount under adversarial court-

room interrogation who had access to a corpse from the moment it entered 

the morgue until it le�  the facility. You will not see anyone asking about 

the chain of evidence during the everyday work of processing bodies. Yet 

staff  members are acutely aware of the importance of documenting exactly 

who received the body, whether the lock on the body bag was intact, who 

removed the deceased’s personal eff ects, where they were kept, etc. For 

people working in the morgue this is unremarkable routine, and a quick 

ethnographic visit would not give you any sense that the anticipation of 

being questioned in court infuses this behavior. You get at such insights by 

standing still by these routines, noting their repetition, their care, and then 

asking questions about it. Even if the lawyers aren’t in the morgue, their 

concerns permeate the observable.

Why this ma� ers practically has to do with the place of notes within the 

research process. Inspired by Peirce, we see any description as part of an 

ongoing process of meaning- making both within a research project and 

within a community of inquiry. Just as one iteration of one experiment 

is unlikely to be decisive in laboratory science, research gains credibility 

if you fi gure out multiple instances of the same phenomenon. Each set of 

fi eld notes should be regarded as a set of hypotheses in the making. Your 
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fi eld notes become collections of observed instances and it is while com-

paring instances against each other, looking for similarities and diff er-

ences, that you gain insight and confi dence in the range of variation and 

open yourself up to surprising fi ndings. � is is why it is so important that 

you stay on top of writing down notes and ask questions of your data. Just 

spending time in the fi eld does not make an ethnographer. It is necessary 

but not suffi  cient. Asking questions gives ideas and clues to pursue, but col-

lections of observations are going to circumscribe the kinds of claims you 

can make confi dently.

Positionality

� roughout our advice above, we kept going back to the researcher’s ex-

periences while interviewing or participating in social life. But such expe-

riences do not originate only from your theoretical preparation and the 

materials you gather. What you hear, and even the access you are granted, 

will depend on how other people see you, as well as the things that you are 

more likely to notice because of who you are. In other words, as so many 

have wri� en before us, our positions ma� er. And positions ma� er in ab-

ductive analysis because leveraging your insider-  or outsider- ness may 

alert you to surprising fi ndings exactly because you have insight where 

others gloss.

At its core, the methodological literature on positionality is simple: 

every one occupies certain positions in social life, and these color our vi-

sion by allowing only partial access to the fi eld and shaping how our inter-

locutors interact with us; our position as sociologists arms us with proto-

theories of the world in ways that are deeply ingrained in how we perceive 

social life.30 While positionality is important in shaping what and how you 

see your fi eld and what you pay a� ention to, positionality can also foster 

abductive insights.

When Iddo joined an advertising agency to understand the work of ac-

count planners— the advertising professionals who are tasked with pro-

ducing the basic idea the campaign will center on and who are considered 

the agency’s culture experts— he experienced such a moment. He worked 

alongside a team of planners who constructed a campaign for a hotel brand 

that centered on the notion of “life balance” as central to wellness. � ey 

worked on this idea for two weeks, collecting statistics and construct-

ing elaborate PowerPoint presentations (decks) explaining it. � e project 

seemed se� led. In a presentation of the campaign, the agency’s CEO, how-

ever, seemed unenthused. A� er skipping a couple of days, Iddo realized 

the campaign had radically changed on his return to the fi eldsite:
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Returning to the fi eld two days a� er the meeting, I was sent the new deck. � ere, 

balance was much reduced, and the research support for it came neither from 

Iconoculture [a company that collates data into nuggets of wisdom about the 

state of “culture”] nor from this part of the consumer segmentation survey. In-

stead, it consisted of quotes from focus groups conducted by the planning team, 

and other parts of the segmentation survey. Balance was reconceptualized in 

the new deck as sustaining a healthy lifestyle, without overdoing it— a middle 

category between “lazy” and “crazy” that the planning and data analytics team 

constructed and positioned as the consumer segment that the brand should be 

targeting in order to further grow. Looking through the new deck at Patrick’s [a 

mid- level planner] cubicle, I noted that I thought the defi nition of balance that 

we worked with was diff erent. Without missing a beat or raising his head from 

the screen, Patrick shrugged, “Shobha [a senior planner] made it up” and con-

tinued working on the new deck.

Iddo experienced a moment of vertigo— of intense, embodied surprise. 

What he assumed were well- developed ideas based on survey evidence 

were simply shrugged off . Trying to understand what about it was so sur-

prising, he realized that it was his entire training as an academic that mili-

tated against this relationship between evidence and ideas. It isn’t that ideas 

don’t change in academia, but a good part of our socialization into the aca-

demic world is about working through our ideas carefully and sticking to 

our guns based on evidence. � is moment of surprise, which was grounded 

in the clash between academic training and what he felt was evidentiary 

carelessness in his fi eld, ended up structuring a new set of research ques-

tions on the advertising professionals’ relationship to data and to the ideas 

that they constructed. And contrasted with the way Iddo learned to treat 

data and ideas, it was a deeply positional surprise.

As this example reinforces, it’s important to resist the temptation to fall 

into a biological or social determinism where some individual or group 

characteristics obliterate the complexity and intersectionality of both your 

biographical and intellectual identity.31 While Iddo’s status as a man, an 

immigrant, and White were important at some junctures in his research, 

his academic habits proved more relevant in this case. We see through gen-

dered and racial lenses, but we also see through the spectacles of our theo-

retical and methodological training and alliances.

� inking about these diff erent elements of our biography, and their 

place in fostering diff erent kinds of surprise, also means that it is impera-

tive to diversify the qualitative research labor force to nurture new theo-

retical insights. Urban ethnography, for instance, has a disproportionately 

large body of research on poor African American communities subjected 
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to various forms of violence and the collateral damage of this violence. 

� ese studies used to be conducted mainly (but not exclusively) by scholars 

who did not grow up in these neighborhoods. In reaction, Marcus Hunter 

and coauthors aim to rebalance the outsider perspectives by highlighting 

the creative, playful, and celebratory aspects of African American urban 

life, without ignoring the structural forces of oppression in the commu-

nity.32 Hunter’s theorization of Black placemaking draws on an insider’s 

knowledge and becomes surprising in light of a literature that privileges 

the assaults on Black communities.33

We ideally need both insiders and outsiders (and diff erent kinds of each) 

to enrich the traditions we work in. Especially for outsiders, preconceived 

notions may stimulate analytical leads. For instance, in his study of home-

less booksellers, Mitchell Duneier realized how cumbersome it was for 

these men to pee in public spaces. He could always enter a restaurant to use 

the bathroom, but the men he studied were regularly refused bathroom ac-

cess. Duneier thus advises the researcher to “begin research with a humble 

commitment to being surprised by the things you learn in the fi eld, and a 

constant awareness that your social position likely makes you blind to the 

very phenomena that might be useful to explain.”34

But, but, but, what about . . . shortcuts, 
large- N studies, and excerpt analysis?

� inking strategically about research design and paying careful a� ention 

to data collecting are critical to elicit surprises. At the same time, there are 

also research practices that may stymie surprises. We outline three such 

practices here. Each of these, we want to be clear, has given rise to good 

work. And yet these research practices, we fi nd, are o� en reifi ed, making it 

harder for researchers to cra�  abductive insights.

A. Wouldn’t audio and video recordings make this entire chapter moot because 

you have everything on tape anyway? Well, no. � e question suggests that 

with video you don’t need to acquire an analytical sensibility; that the cam-

era thinks for you. � is is a seductive thought but unfortunately cameras 

have a feeble track record of writing articles or books. As a form of qualita-

tive material gathering, video recording is raw. By relying on recordings, 

you only postpone the analytical work you will have to do in this book 

and you constrain yourself by not being able to steer a conversation or ask 

questions in the moment (especially if you turn on the camera and remove 

yourself from the scene). � ere is a place for video and audio recording in 

research, and for some scholars who pay careful a� ention to exact word-

ing, pauses, and turns in conversation it is the research standard. Stefan 
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used recordings extensively in his ethnographic study of genomic decision- 

making where a group of experts used highly technical but nuanced lingo 

to evaluate various genes. Together, we analyzed video recordings of rac-

ist encounters.35 In both cases, without recording, the research would 

have missed too much. Still, for most qualitative researchers recording 

the interaction will be a shield: rather than acting in the moment, you act 

when watching the video post facto, safely in front of a computer screen. 

� erefore, when we teach ethnographic research methods, we insist that 

students take notes and rely on their observations because we want to push 

them to cultivate the kinds of research sensibilities that we explore here.

B. What if I let some computer so� ware analyze my data? Over the past 

decades there has been an explosion of coding so� ware for qualitative 

research. Specifi cally, Atlas.ti and NVivo emerged as powerful coding 

and memoing tools, explicitly designed with grounded theory precepts 

in mind. We do not, of course, have an opinion on which so� ware works 

best. We are, however, struck by the fact that many seasoned qualitative 

researchers, and especially those who think most theoretically, do not actu-

ally rely much on so� ware. � is, we think, is not by chance, but has to do 

with the process of work. When we code with so� ware, we split the text— 

fi eld notes, interview transcripts, or other qualitative data— into siloed 

fi les. Even if we cross- code the data, we are propelled to make decisions 

quite early on in the research process. And while we are of course able to 

reread all the data in its rawer form, we tend not to. � is results in what we 

call excerpt analysis, a mode of analysis that in practice uses excerpts as the 

relevant data units, even as it claims to use entire interviews or full sets of 

fi eld notes as its data.

� e problem is not that this research is somehow less real than immers-

ing ourselves in the fuller data. Rather, the problem is that when we already 

excise excerpts from their context, we become blind to the way in which 

narratives develop and change in the course of an interview, or the way one 

ethnographic situation is related to others— precisely where interesting 

theoretical surprises o� en lurk. As one leading qualitative researcher told 

Iddo at a conference, visibly relieved a� er he told her that he too does not 

use so� ware, “I just read my notes, like, fi � y times.”

Coding, especially in the grounded theory tradition, is great at cu� ing 

data up into small pieces, but sometimes what your analysis really needs is 

to synthesize observations, bring them together at a higher level of, for in-

stance, structural analysis. If you want to use coding so� ware, you should 

be aware of this danger, and regularly return to the unparsed data. Deploy-

ing such so� ware may be more useful when you have a large research team 
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working simultaneously on the same data fragments (but even then less so-

phisticated data- sharing websites and apps remain an option).36

C. Shouldn’t I go for large- N qualitative research? Another development 

in qualitative research over the last decade involves large- N qualitative 

research. � is is research that has taken to heart the quantitative admo-

nitions about the generalizability and representative power of qualitative 

research, and responded with surrender. � us, increasingly, we receive ar-

ticles to review that use 200 or 300 interviews as their data base. We have 

not, so far, been convinced that such big- N interview data fulfi lls its prom-

ise. Due to the volume of data, these studies inevitably gravitate to focus on 

the frequency of responses rather than the meaning of responses.37

Indeed, even if we leave more theoretical questions of inference aside, 

we think that such large- N qualitative projects are practically problem-

atic. � e problem is close to our unease with some of the uses of qualita-

tive so� ware. � ere is, quite simply, no way for a researcher to get to know 

300 in- depth interviews well. � e amount of data in ethnography can only 

be grasped because it features the same people, over o� en- similar situa-

tions. Informally surveying some of the most prominent interview meth-

odologists in the US, we received diff erent answers. Some said they could 

work with 70 interviews; others pegged it at 50. None could grasp 300 in-

terviews. And so we must ask, what do people actually do with so much 

data? Our suspicion is that they either put it through a qualitative so� ware 

program— they read each interview once or twice, and then code it, never 

to reread the whole interviews again— or that they look deeply at a subset 

of their interviews, and then conduct excerpt analysis with the rest of the 

data. Either way, we are thrown back to the pitfalls of excerpt analysis: most 

surprises do not come as we look at a social world cut into the byte size of 

excerpts. If our aim is surprise, large- N qualitative research is not some-

thing that we would recommend.

D. And what about the recent fad of rapid ethnographic assessments? You 

don’t want to get us started on that topic. It does a number on our blood 

pressure.

Conclusions

Surprises assume that something in the data doesn’t behave as it should 

based on what prevailing map or compass theories predict. Such insights 

o� en occur as we pore closely over our data while coding. Closely exam-

ining our observations, we realize that something doesn’t add up but in 

a positive, theory- generative way. Too o� en, though, those moments of 
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 surprise are bi� ersweet. � e “aha moment” and joy of a possible contribu-

tion are marred by our realization that we have been gathering insuffi  cient 

or wrong data to capitalize on the surprise. We have one surprising obser-

vation, but not enough other observations for comparison or even to be 

sure we aren’t reading too much into it and excluding alternative, plausible 

explanations. Especially in interview research, which is less iterative than 

ethnography, coming up short a� er the initial excitement of locating a sur-

prise is a common risk. While paying a� ention to our gathered data during 

coding goes a long way to tease out surprises, you also need to ensure that 

you have solid grounds for comparison. It is in this sense that carefully de-

signing a research project is imperative for abductive inference.

In order to set yourself up for surprises that call for abductive infer-

ences, you thus need to make sure that you read and think about your data 

while in the fi eld so that you can change questions and give yourself new 

marching orders. Even before you code your data, you need to ensure that 

the data you have will provide you not only with possibilities of surprise 

but with strong evidentiary grounds to develop these promising fi ndings.



5: OPEN CODING

In the last two chapters, we explored how strategic reading of existing 

theories and deliberately tuning your research design maximizes the op-

portunities for being struck by surprising observations. � ese are neces-

sary but insuffi  cient conditions for abductive inference. We also need to 

thoroughly and carefully engage with our data while we are gathering it 

and a� erwards. � at grunt work is called “coding the data” in qualitative 

research parlance.

Why, of all terms, did qualitative researchers adopt the terminology of 

“coding” for analyzing observations? As with much in qualitative analy-

sis, the term originates in the remarkable confl uence of the qualitatively 

trained Chicago school sociologist Anselm Strauss and Barney Glaser, who 

was trained under the quantitative wizard Paul Lazarsfeld at Columbia. In 

an infl uential article, Glaser introduced the qualitative “coding” of data, 

transforming a common quantitative operation— of turning qualitative 

data commensurable with numerical codes such as ranking survey state-

ments in an ordinal scale— into a qualitative rallying point.1 In concise 

prose, Glaser proposed that we take the richness of our qualitative obser-

vations and reduce them by giving them more general, abstract terms, 

grouping disparate observational elements along conceptual lines. As we 

code, and this is the crucial insight, we do not aim to reduce the qualitative 

elements to a numerical frequency, but to a set of data elements that can be 

compared to each other to explore their analytical properties.

Regardless of your research goals, such qualitative coding is a key ana-

lytical activity. For us, it is a primary means of cultivating surprises that 

will require abductive inference. In many cases, what ends up as a key sur-

prise does not register when you are in mid- interview, or in the back- and- 

forth of ethnographic observations. As we developed in Abductive Analysis, 

coding works as a way to distance yourself from the immediacy of your 

observations, while simultaneously familiarizing you with the materials 

and the variation in your data. A surprise is a misfi t, an anomalous fi nding, 
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an unexpected turn of events. It’s not necessarily something that hits you 

over the head right away. In very formal se� ings such as state dinners, for 

example, a slight change might have deep symbolic meanings. � e more 

familiar you are with the protocols and usual decorum at such dinners, the 

more likely you are to notice the discrepancy. Similarly, the more familiar 

you are with your data, the more likely you are to observe puzzling discrep-

ancies. It is easy to accumulate transcriptions without remembering what 

happened in minute 40 of a two- hour interview, or to accumulate fi eld 

notes and forget what struck you on a particular day. It all starts to blur. 

Coding encourages slow reading, a reacquainting with what you have, and 

pondering what your observations mean.

What does a code do? It labels a snippet of an observation as a particular 

“kind.” � en, by pu� ing other data instances under the conceptual um-

brella of the code, you develop what this kind is about. With coding, you 

abstract away from observation to categorization. You interrogate the min-

ute diff erences between observations, while temporarily suspending these 

diff erences by giving them a common name. � e term you use implies that 

your observation is an instance of a category and that you may fi nd other 

instances of this category or related categories in your materials. � e la-

bel is inspired by your observations but transcends them at a level of ab-

straction. Labeling highlights issues salient within your research project; it 

highlights an analytical dimension and is thus diff erent from a summary. 

Coding goes beyond the here and now of your observations, not just with 

the purpose of giving yourself new marching orders, but also to specify 

your project analytically.

Let’s start with an example from Stefan’s work. In transcriptions of doc-

tors’ interactions with the parents of teenagers living with epilepsy, the 

prospect of driving came up repeatedly. In order to learn to drive in Cali-

fornia at age sixteen, a teenager has to be seizure free for six months, either 

on or off  medication. Physicians, it turned out, hinted at this consequential 

age marker to keep teens on medications. � us, for example, in the next 

fragment a physician invokes driving as a response to the mother’s request 

to start tapering off  her son’s medications: “So, I mean, it’s like for me like I 

would probably wait for like another year or so until like next summer . . . because 

then you know we would, we’d be like a li� le bit over a year seizure free, at that 

point. . . . because then we’re ge� ing into age fi � een and stuff  and then the driv-

ing is around the corner.” A discussion of driving comes up 22 times in 149 

transcripts. But what do you do with this realization? You could, perhaps, 

take all these instances together and look when and how the prospect of 

driving ma� ers in epilepsy management— build a code that you call “driv-

ing and epilepsy.”
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� at would not be coding; or, at least, not good coding. It would just 

be a summary statement that produces a tally of driving. A “driving and 

epilepsy” code would focus on a key word rather than on what actors are 

actually doing. It isn’t that “driving and epilepsy” isn’t relevant in these in-

teractions, but that it is probably not an interesting grouping to compare 

data excerpts. � e analytical concern is not driving per se but holding out 

the prospect of driving to keep teens on their meds. “Driving and epilepsy” 

myopically looks at a key word instead of thinking about what actors are 

up to. � e other reason why this code falls short is that it fails to generalize 

the observation. How doctors speak about driving may be of some interest, 

but unless you are really into the sociology of transportation, the analytical 

potential isn’t great.

Luckily, you don’t have to code so narrowly. Rather than listing key 

words, you can ask other questions. You can focus on who the protagonists of 

the argument tend to be, thus constructing a code for something like “teen- 

centered arguments”; or else you can try to fi gure out what the doctors are 

doing when they mention driving, thus constructing a code about physi-

cians’ “defusing authority threats.” In either case— and more are possible— 

snippets of talk about driving and epilepsy could be grouped with broader 

sets of instances. Depending on what analytical dimension you highlight 

with your code, the sets would be diff erent. � e former, for example, will 

include episodes when neurologists talk in general terms about the teenag-

ers’ quality of life, their medication preferences, and their aspirations. � e 

la� er, in contrast, may group driving snippets with talk about alternative 

medicine, patients’ Internet searches, or concerns about medication reim-

bursement. � e specifi c codes travel across the transcripts, illuminating 

and connecting seemingly unrelated u� erances. Diff erent codes provide 

diff erent opportunities to interrogate the data, and are thus crucial moves 

in the analytic process. Like a photographer forcing herself to take pictures 

from diff erent angles, a good exercise is to try to create as many coding 

data sets for one fragment to see what gets lumped together.

But what makes for a good code? Is there a way to make sure that we 

don’t make codes like “driving and epilepsy”— or at least that we only con-

struct such codes when that’s where the analytic traction is? Sociologist 

Leigh Star tells the story of receiving a phone call from a colleague in the 

computer department who was worried about his student. � is student 

wanted to do a qualitative research project but because no one in his de-

partment knew how to do such research, he was self- taught. He read that 

you begin coding word by word in one of Anselm Strauss’s textbooks and 

he had spent the last months just coding through his interviews, produc-

ing reams of codes. His adviser was worried that this was a waste of time 
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and wondered when the student could move on to the next level. You don’t 

want to be coding mindlessly like the sorcerer’s apprentice. It’s a purpose-

ful analytical activity.

Let’s then clarify the aims of coding. Qualitative research books are fi lled 

with distinctions between diff erent kinds of coding.2 To simplify, we fi nd it 

useful to distinguish between two coding activities. � e fi rst one, which we 

borrow from grounded theory, is a form of open coding. Whereas the next 

chapter will focus on focused coding and the importance of the  index case, 

here we look at how to initially read through your observations and see 

what is going on. � e main purpose of open coding is not to prematurely 

foreclose the analytical process given your interests, but to remain open 

to various theoretical possibilities for as long as possible. In other words, 

open coding helps render the taken- for- granted unfamiliar by pausing so-

cial life. O� en you start by reading an observation and then thinking about 

what stands out in the reading: a turn of phrase that catches your a� en-

tion, a contradiction, a strange reaction. � ese are good starting points for 

coding. You look at this fragment and then start interrogating it within a 

broader context.

And yet, as you may expect by now, we do not think that simply contem-

plating your data is an eff ective way to analyze. “Open coding” is a good 

name just as long as we think carefully about to where we are opening the 

coding. To subvert the metaphor of open coding, open coding isn’t about 

le� ing our excerpts run freely and mindlessly in the wilderness. Rather, it 

is about opening diff erent theoretical doors to see what vistas we fi nd be-

hind them.3 Coding is never innocently atheoretical; the codes you come 

up with already speak to bodies of literature. Coding brings you closer to 

answering the organizing question of qualitative data analysis: what is my 

data a theoretical case of? Or, put diff erently, coding gives you an initial 

sense of the theoretical potential of your observations.

Even in the example above, both “teen- centered arguments” and “de-

fusing authority threats” are already situated in relation to diff erent lit-

eratures. � e fi rst theme speaks to a burgeoning literature on patient- 

centered care, which has encouraged clinicians to tailor their treatment 

recommendations to patients’ preferences. How do clinicians take such 

preferences into consideration when their professional training and ex-

perience show them that treatments are superior to not treating? In this 

case, how does a physician convince a teen that taking antiepileptics may 

avoid permanent brain damage from uncontrolled seizures while still be-

ing sensitive to the teen’s aversion to taking medication? Or in the second 

theme, how in an era where online searches, social media, and “Dr. Google” 

put medical  knowledge at everyone’s fi ngertips do physicans convey that 
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they are experts in epilepsy treatment? How do they respond to threats to 

their professional expertise? � is concept engages an extensive literature 

of how clients challenge professional authority and how professionals can 

counter such challenges. It is notable here that the physician does not try 

to defuse the teen’s objections with doom and gloom biomedical scenarios 

but instead relies on an argument that may resonate with the teen’s life-

world and plays into a class- based expectation of normalness among a 

teen peer group. � e neurologist uses a carrot rather than a stick— which 

could actually be a good way of conceptually spli� ing up such disarming of 

authority threats.

Our preexisting knowledge of theoretical maps and compasses does 

some of the important work of “opening” our coding. While sometimes you 

simply see the theory in your data, o� en it is easier to locate yourself within 

theories if you follow what actors are doing in fi eld notes or how they con-

struct their narratives in the interviews and then start reading theoretically 

based on these insights. Such reading, in turn, will spark more codes you 

can bring back to your data and expectations of what should be happening 

in your observations. � eories— even the most maplike of accounts— tell 

you how action is pa� erned in the world. And thus, disciplining yourself to 

look at such pa� erns in light of such theories is a helpful mode of provok-

ing you to think theoretically.

To code openly, we tinker with the ancient rhetorical formula and inter-

rogate our data asking: who did what, when, where, how, and with what con-

sequences.4 � ese elementary questions move us away from passive formu-

lations. In any situation, or narrative, someone does something. With the 

who aspect of coding you restore implied agency. � en there is the what. 

What, for instance, are neurologists doing when they are talking about 

driving and epilepsy? What is the bigger aim? How does it fi t in a sequence 

of activities? Next are the temporal sequences and the se� ings: the when 

and where of the analysis. If we are analyzing a snippet of interaction that 

occurred at a formal dinner party, for example, we need to take the intrica-

cies of the ritual seriously. � e same actors would act very diff erently at dif-

ferent times and in diff erent se� ings— the scenes of social life deeply aff ect 

how people act together within them; the se� ing of a narrative is a crucial 

part of how it unfolds. And even more generally, as sociologist Daniel Silver 

put it, diff erent se� ings have diff erent moods that aff ect what can occur in 

them.5 � ink of the mood evoked by a classroom, a party, or a funeral.

How and with what consequences are trickier questions in coding. � e 

question of how refers to the social mechanism through which people act. 

In the epilepsy example, the how is not simply “by talking about driving.” 

� at, again, would be a descriptive assessment that is technically correct 
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but does not give you much analytical leverage (unless, for instance, physi-

cians were to routinely resort to force to make patients take their meds, in 

which case talking might stand out). � e answer to a how question needs 

to be more abstracted than a repetition or summary of the actors’ words. 

Confronted with patients reluctant to swallow medications, physicians 

tend to persuade. So “persuasion” could be a general how code. We can do 

be� er, though, and capture the specifi cs of persuasion. � e clinician makes 

a recommendation calling upon alternative futures. � e same statement 

also focuses on the quality of a patient’s current life and off ers an incentive 

for seizure control. Presenting alternative futures, confronting the patient with 

a snapshot of her current life, and incentivizing are means to an end. Coding 

for how then lays the foundation for an exploration of social mechanisms, 

recurrent habitual ways of solving similar problems.6

Why not ask why?, as Kenneth Burke7 (and the rhetoricians on whose 

shoulders he stood) would do? It isn’t that why is not a good question to ask 

sometimes. For some research puzzles in some situations, it is a good ques-

tion, especially when you are interested in people’s self- rationalizations. 

But such justifi cation is not the same as asking why in the existential or 

causal implied sense of the question. In fact, giving a reason is o� en pre-

cisely how people construct their narratives; in other words, why is a sub-

category of how questions, but a subcategory with a specifi c and limited 

reach.8 How questions, in contrast, open up queries to circumstances, do-

ing things together, in specifi c places. Following in the footsteps of many 

constructionist sociologists— from C. Wright Mills to Howard Becker— we 

think that it is only at the end of inquiry, and only very tentatively, that we 

can answer a why question with any confi dence and only in the sense that 

the luminous empirical details of how things came to be suggest an answer 

to why things are the way they are.9

Instead of asking why, then, we ask a diff erent question— we ask with 

what consequences. You may have recognized the pragmatist resonances in 

the coding question. Consequences are critical to an abductive approach 

because it is through consequences that we know what kind of phenomenon 

we face. Coding for consequences then means either following inter actions 

forward to examine how they aff ect what’s to follow, or retrodicting— 

tracing interactions back in time to see how they crystallized the way they 

did.10 In other words, much like conversation analysts who determine the 

meaning of an u� erance by looking at the next turn of the conversation, we 

ask “how do actions shape, and how are they shaped by, previous actions?” 

We do not presume that interaction is simply an arena where action plays 

out, but instead try to see what happens when we take multiple iterations 

of ongoing meaning- making as our unit of analysis. � is form of coding, 
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which we have elsewhere termed coding- in- motion,11 then supplants the 

question of why with a more emergent sense of how action (including talk) 

takes on meaning over time.

Let’s work through some examples to make this more concrete.

Open coding sessions

So how do we code in practice? When we teach qualitative data analysis, 

we spend about half of the course on open coding. It gets you deeper into 

the fi eld and farther out of your head. It also demystifi es analysis. And 

pedagogically, such open coding works especially well with groups of peers 

looking at your observations. Your fellow researchers do not have similar 

a� achments to your notes and experiences. � ey haven’t yet traveled the 

distance you did as a researcher in ge� ing to know your site or interlocu-

tors and seeing the world from their perspective. � e stakes are lower for 

them and therefore they tend to be less inhibited. � ey o� en read your 

notes diff erently, so can theorize observations in diff erent ways. When you 

code in a group, the session forms its own interaction and people may play 

off  each other, egging each other on, pushing each other to show in the 

observations whether an inference is warranted or challenging emerging 

interpretations. We have found that coding sessions almost always bring 

something thoughtful for the researcher— just as long as the data is strong 

enough, with rich ethnographic detail, and uninterrupted interview tran-

scripts and just as long as the content ma� er isn’t too technical.

Here are our ground rules for a groups coding session:

1. For a three- hour session, we ask two student- researchers to choose 

about 1.5 single- spaced pages of a particularly interesting or puzzling 

set of observations (whether fi eld notes or interview transcripts). We 

discuss each researcher’s notes in turn, spending about an hour on 

each one (we check the notes in advance to make sure they are ap-

propriate for a coding session, asking for changes if the notes are too 

cryptic or an interview is too technical to be useful). For each class, 

we have also assigned a classical reading in qualitative sociology and 

we discuss this reading during the fi rst hour. Everyone is thus al-

ready primed with some possibly relevant literature.

2. At the beginning of the session, everyone takes some time to read the 

notes and write any codes they can think of in the margin. At that 

point, the class members can ask simple clarifi cation questions to the 

person whose notes they are coding. A� er the researcher clarifi es, 

we ask them to be silent for the remainder of the session and take 
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notes of the discussion. Without this rule, some researchers can’t 

help themselves correcting their peers with what is really going on. 

� is tends to have a chilling eff ect on the discussion and stifl es work-

ing imaginatively with the observations.

3. We open the discussion asking each student what stood out for them. 

Sometimes there is convergence, sometimes there is a variety of 

opinions. � e advantage is that everyone has already spoken and 

hopefully will continue to contribute.

4. We write the diff erent themes on the whiteboard and then make the 

decision to start with one of the themes. We focus on what the obser-

vations speak most clearly to in terms of the coding guidelines we 

presented above. From then on, we ask the students questions in or-

der to develop the themes, sometimes in dialogue with the reading 

we have done, at other times with other scholarly work. We fi ll the 

board with arrows of how concepts relate to each other as the coding 

session progresses. At the end, we ask the researcher who has been 

biting her tongue for the hour what she has to add, what was useful, 

and we discuss promising next steps.

5. One fi nal key step is, a� er the class ends, for the researcher to write 

down the codes in a memo format. � e memo includes a short nar-

rative on what we found in the observations and what the import 

of these codes could be. It’s another in- between document that you 

can fi ll out as observations and coding progress. A good way to write 

these memos is to pick a number of illuminative quotes and then nar-

rate the concepts in a paragraph format.

Below, we exemplify the potential of such open coding with a few examples 

from Stefan’s class. Rather than focusing on each of the coding heuristics, 

we examine three; you can fi ll in the rest. So here we are. Imagine a group 

of about twelve to fi � een doctoral students in a small conference room fac-

ing a white board. We hand out a copy of the notes, give the students ten 

minutes to scribble codes in the margin, and then we are off . Woohoo!

Who

Alexandra (Alex) Tate12 was conducting a research project about the com-

munication between gynecologic oncology surgeons and their patients. 

She relied mostly on conversation analytical methods, meaning that she 

video- recorded the patient- doctor interactions but did not sit in on the 

meetings or write down her own observation notes. For the ethnography 

class, she added participant observation. She decided to shadow one of her 
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surgeons, Dr. Chang, and write notes in ethnographic fashion. Prior to the 

following fi eld note extract, Dr. Chang told Alex that she had a VIP (very 

important person) patient. Alex wondered whether that is an informal la-

bel for some patients, but Dr. Chang, eyebrows raised, explained that this is 

an offi  cial classifi cation for powerful, wealthy patients in this Los Angeles– 

area hospital. She added that she would elaborate her thoughts about such 

patients one evening “over a glass of wine.”

As we enter the room I see a woman si� ing on the exam table and two women 

si� ing on chairs nearby. One of the women si� ing in the chairs has a hospital 

badge with the title “concierge” and is wearing a business suit and holding a 

stack of papers. � e patient has an expensive- brand purse on her lap and her 

skin, hair, and nails look like she just came from the salon. � e other woman 

si� ing in the chair has a similarly pricey bag, although a diff erent brand, and 

looks younger and more disheveled. � e concierge stands up fi rst and greets us at 

the door, “Hello Dr. Chang, this is Rena Daniels, Rena, this is your oncologist, 

Dr. Chang, and Dr. Chang, this is Rena’s niece Rebecca.” � e concierge gestures 

her arms wide when she makes the introductions. Dr. Chang greets Rena with a 

wide smile and handshake and a hello. She introduces me as a Ph.D. student do-

ing some “research with [her] group.” � e concierge looks confused by this, her 

brow furrowed and a small frown, and asks Rena if she is OK with my presence. 

Rena says of course she is. � e concierge asks Rena whether she’d like her to stay 

in the room or wait for her outside and Rena, without skipping a beat, asks her 

to wait outside.

Once the concierge leaves, Dr. Chang brings the rolling stool over to Rena 

and sits squarely in front of her, blocking out her niece from the conversation. 

“I’ve had a chance to look at what Dr. Romano sent over for me,” she begins, and 

moves into describing what Rena’s diagnosis is, which she agrees with: an ovar-

ian cyst. I understand a cyst to be benign, but Rena begins to show emotion the 

more Dr. Chang discusses the nature of the cyst and removing it via surgery. Dr. 

Chang picks up on this, and leans in closer to her. “Rena, this cyst is not cancer-

ous. It’s going to be OK, it’s going to be fi ne.” Rena’s niece pipes in from behind 

Dr. Chang, “Really?” Rena shows relief on her face and then says that she “is so 

relieved to hear that!” She thought she was dealing with something serious be-

cause Dr. Romano says she had a “mass” on her ovary, which she thought was a 

tumor. “I was on WebMD and the American Cancer Society websites, looking to 

see what the survival rates were for cancer.” Dr. Chang reassures her repeatedly 

that “it’s really nothing” and sanctions her, “no more websites! those will just 

scare you.” Once more details of the surgery are discussed— that it will be lapa-

roscopic and easy healing for her— Rena looks pleased and signs off , “Yes, let’s 

do it. I want to get this over with. Can we do it soon?” Dr. Chang says she doesn’t 
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know what her schedule is like but she says to Rena, “But I’m sure your concierge 

will help you out with all of that.” � ey exchange thank- yous, Rena goes in to 

hug Dr. Chang, who hugs her back and tells her again “It’s gonna be OK.”

When Stefan turned to the class and asked what they think the data is 

about, one of them, a medical sociologist in training, had what sounded 

like the perfect answer: this is about patient- doctor interaction and the re-

turn of benign testing results to a potential cancer patient. � is kind of an-

swer sounds great: it fi ts both the way clinicians and patients think of the 

interaction and it also dovetails on a broad literature in medical sociology 

looking at communication between patients and clinicians. Such an an-

swer, however, does not analytically open up the observation. By defi ning 

the case as a “doctor- patient interaction,” the student ignored most of the 

actors. Rather than diff erent people, with shi� ing perspectives and posi-

tions, the situation is abstracted and oversimplifi ed.

To open up the coding, Stefan then asked the class to put this seemingly 

obvious thematization aside for now and think about the actors involved 

in the exchange. A patient- doctor relationship presumes two parties with 

clearly defi ned interests, but how many parties do we actually have in this 

interaction? � inking about it, a diff erent student noted that she was struck 

by the insiders and outsiders in the patient room. � is was diff erent. How far 

can we go with our analysis if we look at the people in the room as insid-

ers and outsiders? � e class listed combinations of insiders and outsiders 

based on various criteria. If the embodied experience of cancer fright was 

the criterion for being an insider, then only Rena was the insider and every-

one else was the outsider. If closeness to the patient was a sign of insider-

ness, then Rena and her niece were insiders, and the others were outsiders.

Here, then, we are beginning to get some analytical traction. � e class 

distinguished the categories of insiders and outsiders and then defi ned them 

around various criteria, embodied experience and closeness to the patient, each 

one producing diff erent confi gurations of people. We can further open up 

the observation by spelling out diff erent ways that people in this se� ing 

can be grouped.

� e class then turned to medical knowledge as a diff erentiation of insiders 

and outsiders. If an understanding of the condition made you an insider, 

then Dr. Chang was the obvious insider. But maybe then WebMD and the 

website of the American Cancer Society need to be thought of as insiders as 

well because they bring diff erent forms of medical knowledge to the situ-

ation. Also, if medical knowledge ma� ers for being an insider, then what 

we see in the interaction is a shi�  where some outsiders become insiders. By 

redefi ning the suspicious mass into a cyst that can be removed, Dr. Chang 
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has turned some of the outsiders into insiders. � e only outsider by this 

criterion is the concierge, whom Rena asked to leave the room. � e point 

of turning outsiders into insiders opens up the analysis because it draws 

a� ention to a process and to the many ways that others may be implicated 

in the outcome of the tests. � e class could imagine the presence of Rena’s 

niece as part of a support system. However, if Rena had cancer and opted for 

genetic testing, not an implausible sequence of events for the wealthy with 

suspected breast cancer, the niece may also become implicated in a more 

direct way due to her kinship ties.

Using medical knowledge as a criterion of insiderness across the diff er-

ent individuals involved allows us to delineate some of the properties of 

how medical knowledge varies: it is associated with emotions of worry or 

reassurance, it can be more or less certain, it can lead to interventions or not. 

Some of these properties are already present in Alex’s observation, others 

are logical possibilities. We note these possibilities because we are inter-

ested in variation: will these possibilities emerge in future observations? 

Specifying properties also points us to how people in the fragment marked 

insiderness and outsiderness: the inclusive arm gesture of the concierge 

during the introduction, the questions of whether some nonobvious insid-

ers could stay, the location of the chair to lock out the niece and focus on 

Rena, leaning in while talking, repeated reassurances, and the hugs at the 

end. � inking more abstractly, not only does the marking of inclusion rest 

on professional authority, but the physician underscores it through ges-

tures, spatial arrangements, and body positioning.

� en there is the insiderness of a VIP in the hospital. We discussed 

whether the expensive bags Alex noted were suffi  cient a� ributes of VIP 

status but agreed that many people with expensive handbags would not 

necessarily be VIPs. Instead, the presence of a concierge confi rms the spe-

cial status of the patient. � e concierge takes several actions relating to 

insiderness status: She introduces everyone. When told that Alex is an ob-

server, the concierge also gives Rena the power to dismiss her. Every patient 

faced with student observers should have the opportunity to agree to their 

presence, but a concierge usually does not broach the request. Dr. Chang 

typically would have asked whether the patient is comfortable with Alex’s 

presence. By asking the question, the concierge, however, confi rms Rena’s 

power to decide who can go and stay, a power Rena uses to dismiss the con-

cierge from the room when Dr. Chang presents the results. Dr. Chang later 

invokes the concierge as the person to schedule the surgery.

� inking about insiders and outsiders drew our a� ention to the people 

present who were neither patient nor doctor: a relative, a concierge, Inter-

net resources, signs of wealth, and a sociologist- observer. If we view the 
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situation as a patient- doctor interaction, we would largely ignore these 

others or make them subservient to the intricacies of the news delivery 

and reception. In line with an extensive literature, we would approach 

this situation as a dialogue between the “voice of medicine” and the “voice 

of the lifeworld,” in which medical authorities expect “compliance” with 

recommendations and social scientists can restore “patient narratives” 

about “ biographical disruptions.”13 � e assumption that clinical se� ings 

are about patient- doctor interactions is foundational to the social study 

of medicine. A VIP patient could be one small wrinkle in this well- studied 

domain, allowing us to study how entitlement and respect for an ascribed 

social status change the interactional dynamics.

Coding the fi eld note from the perspective of insiders and  outsiders 

shi� s this normalized way of looking at what happens in clinics. We not 

only are able to account for more people present in the room, but we 

are also able to examine shi� ing alliances and confi gurations of parties 

based on diff erent criteria, some of which related to health, wellness, and 

medicine, but others which have to do with the social organization of the 

hospital or, in this case, the privileges of wealth and status. If Alex were 

to pursue this line of coding and analysis, she could write about how the 

medical inter action turns some outsiders into insiders and leaves others as 

out siders. � is could lead to a diff erent grouping of people involved: some-

times doctors and patients are on the same side while at other times they 

are at odds, or sometimes health professionals disagree among each other 

and align with a patient. Clinicians, however, may be at an advantage in 

securing inter nal assent and leave alternative opinions outside.14

� is line of coding may bring Alex’s work into dialogue with the work on 

boundary formation within institutions and how these institutionally sup-

ported classifi cations signal social worth, which in a health care context may 

be consequential to the extent to which clinicians go all out to take life- saving 

measures.15 For instance, Alex could engage Carol Heimer and Lisa Staff en’s 

research on how clinical staff  labels patients to exclude or rehabilitate them. 

� e surprising fi nding in these researchers’ work was that neonatal inten-

sive care unit (NICU) staff  was less likely to label members of disadvantaged 

groups because of the organizational dependency of the staff  on parents to 

take their sick infants home and on the weak control of organizational bor-

ders. � e institutional logic of the NICU was reintegrative rather than disin-

tegrative, aimed at reforming rather than excluding “bad” parents.16

Breaking through the patient- doctor interaction frame also may alert us 

to the critical work of discharge planners, concierges, social workers, re-

spiratory therapists, nursing aids, janitorial staff , administrators, safety in-

spectors, laboratory personnel, and others who constitute the social world 
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of the hospital. Rather than situating this research in the literature where it 

seemingly belonged at fi rst sight— patient- doctor interaction— Alex could 

instead engage the superb work of Janet Shim about cultural health capi-

tal. Shim distinguishes the explicit and o� en tacit skills that people bring 

to medical se� ings and lead them to be taken seriously as partners in the 

management of their health. She notes that these skills are not only un-

evenly distributed but also unevenly a� ributed. By implication, she sug-

gests that cultural health capital signals a certain level of insiderness.17

When you read these notes, you will likely think that we le�  a lot of in-

teresting stuff  on the table— and that’s just by focusing on the question of 

who’s doing the action, and how these positions are relationally structured. 

Indeed, we always run out of time in these sessions. � at’s a be� er problem 

to have than being stumped.

What

Nada Ramadan was a fi rst- year graduate student in the sociology program 

when she decided to study an NGO whose mission is to provide services 

to Arabic- speaking Muslim refugees. Nada worked for the organization as 

a volunteer and was assigned to a class teaching English as a second lan-

guage. � e following fi eld notes were presented the second time that she 

a� ended the site.

I enter the classroom and sit in the back. � e teacher, Kristen, who is a pregnant 

White woman, writes diff erent professions on the board. � e class is full as last 

time, with around forty men and women a� ending. Unlike last class, which 

was conducted in a mix of Arabic and English by the substitute teacher, Kristen 

solely speaks to them in English. While Mr. Fuad would refer to the students by 

titles based on their age (Hajj for elderly) or based on the name of their fi rst male 

child (Abu/Umm Mohamed— Father/Mother of Mohamed), Kristen called on 

the students by their fi rst names only to answer the questions.

Kristen asks the students to go over the diff erent professions in pairs and 

walks towards me and we introduce ourselves. Kristen is excited to hear that I 

am here to help. She tells me that they have to fi nish administering exams from 

the district before the end of this week. She says these exams are important be-

cause they determine whether they will continue ge� ing funding from the dis-

trict. She gives me her handbook and shows me the test.

� ere are two sections of the exam. One has diff erent pictures and blanks 

under neath. � e directions ask you to describe the pictures that demonstrate 

habits of a successful student. When looking at the pictures however, I notice 

that even I have diffi  culty understanding what the pictures mean. � ere are sev-
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eral photos of a girl studying, one of a group of students studying, and a binder. 

[ . . . ] I am supposed to score the student on a scale of 0– 3 on the greeting, their 

name, the reason and dates of absence, when they will be returning, and a clos-

ing. “If you’re not sure what to give them, give them the lower score. Having bad 

scores shows that there is still need for the class.”

Kristen thanks me again for my help and walks to the front of the class and 

continues the exercise with the class. She announces to the class that I will be 

helping Mona administer the exam. She reminds them slowly that this is the 

exercise they practiced last week. “Please make sure to do your best in the exam. 

� e district needs to see you are improving in order for us to continue this class.” 

She asks for someone to volunteer to take the test fi rst.

An overenthusiastic middle- aged man, Adel, walks over and joins me. I could 

tell from his Arabic accent while speaking to another man that he was Iraqi. He 

formally greets me in English. “How are you doing today ma’am?” I hand him 

the test and ask him to fi ll out the fi rst section with the pictures in English. He 

responds, “OK ma’am. I would be happy to do that.” He writes out what the pic-

tures are, accurately describing them to fi t a� ributes of a successful student. We 

continue on to the speaking portion of the exam. He speaks confi dently, making 

no mistakes. I compliment his English and he smiles and explains that he took 

English during his primary and secondary. I assumed, “And university?” He re-

sponds, “No. I went to technical university but I took English there. I also trans-

lated for the American government during the occupation.” He explains how he 

was given a special visa for immigration a� er off ering his services. I thank him 

and call the next student based on the a� endance sheet to take the test.

Farah, an old Syrian woman, does not want to take the test and asks if she 

can take it tomorrow. � e rest of the class prods her to get it over with. Her book 

is fi lled with markings and she has identifi ed all the words she doesn’t know in 

her neat handwriting in Arabic. She slowly writes out the exercises and slowly 

but perfectly leaves the voice message.

� e class ends and Rana, a program director, makes an announcement in 

Arabic. “We said last time that you could bring something of sentimental value 

from back home. If you brought something with you please come to the front to 

take a picture.” Five men and three women come up. Most of them have brought 

prayer beads with them. One woman holds a small Quran. One Iraqi man, 

who usually wears a suit to class, joins them wearing a traditional thobe and 

a  ghutra on his head (Bedouin dress). � ey line up and awkwardly hold their 

belongings. Rana takes several pictures.

A younger blonde woman who usually sits by a young man comes up to me 

and asks me in Arabic if I am a teacher. I respond in Arabic “No. I am just helping 

with the class.” “Oh, you’re Egyptian! We were trying to fi gure out where you are 

from. We were thinking you were Lebanese or Syrian.” Lamia tells me that they 
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have moved to the United States three years ago but were living in Washington 

D.C. before they came here. Two other women in hijab join her. I can tell that the 

other woman is Syrian based on the tight way she ties her white hijab. “It doesn’t 

ma� er where we are from. We’re all sisters here.” I ask them how long they have 

been a� ending. Lamia says she has been coming here for eight months. She ex-

plains that she had tried going to a community college for classes several times 

but would not continue because it was too diffi  cult. She likes coming here be-

cause there is always someone to explain concepts in Arabic. She also said that 

she enjoys coming to this class because it is a chance for them to see each other. 

“We’re sad when it’s the weekend because we don’t get to see each other.”

Because Nada is at the very beginning of her research, Stefan asked the 

class to imagine that they are the scientifi c advisory board to her project. 

She has data that is an answer to some puzzle, and the class’s job is to help 

her fi gure out what puzzle she is dealing with. � e students were encour-

aged to keep many diff erent possibilities open, and start with making a list 

of diff erent elements that stood out. One student points out that this is a 

site of ethnic blurring— students of many diff erent ethnicities are brought 

together because they are Muslim and Arabic speaking— and simultane-

ously ethnic pinning down. A second student who has worked with NGOs 

highlights the constant struggle for resources. A third student noted that 

while this is an English class, in fact there is a lot happening in terms of 

building solidarity among people who don’t seem to belong. Rather than 

choosing between these themes, the class kept them all afl oat under the 

general banner of the unoffi  cial activities that are going on in an “English 

class” se� ing— the what.

� e contrast between the offi  cial goal and what actually happens in a 

se� ing gets at the what of the coding guide. Here, we are interested in what 

participants do during the ESL class including learning English but also 

going beyond that issue. To get there, the class initially divided the activi-

ties into two groups, informal and offi  cial activities. One offi  cial activity 

is educational testing. But then the graduate students in class commented 

on the irony that educational testing was tied to a funding mandate, which 

can be considered a quintessential aspect of the American NGO life cycle. 

� is is diff erent from the ESL students’ informal socializing: it refl ects the 

organization’s not- so- hidden agenda. � is aspect of the unoffi  cial organi-

zational agenda was emphasized by the teacher’s admonition to Nada to 

give the students lower scores in order to show the need for further educa-

tion and at the same time demonstrate improvement for the class. Testing 

renders the students part of a common practical project within the non-

profi t  organization.
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� en again, students seem to aim for socializing with other people com-

ing from Arabic- speaking countries. � is was clear at the end of the frag-

ment: Lamia also said that she enjoys coming to this class because it is a chance 

for them to see each other. “We’re sad when it’s the weekend because we don’t 

get to see each other.” How do assimilation and socializing with other Arabic- 

speaking immigrants relate to each other? A student noted that the students 

in the English class were addressed by the teacher in one way (fi rst names) 

but then turn around and addressed each other in the ways common to 

their country of origin. Was this a form of diff erentiation? Was it a form of 

solidarity? � ese are questions Nada could pursue in her subsequent obser-

vations at her fi eld site.

� e teacher plays on this tension by inviting students to bring some-

thing from their home country. It could signal a confi rmation of such com-

munitarian goals but the objects are used to make photographs, which, one 

student surmised, is instead used to gather resources. � ey create a rec ord 

of diversity to signal the project of assimilation. � e teachers engage in the 

parallel goals of keeping the organization funded and demonstrating its 

relevance. From the notes, we don’t know much about the purpose of the 

objects. � ey could also be props to practice English with, to tell stories 

about. At this point, all we do is note questions that can be hopefully an-

swered by future observations.

We turn to an interesting exchange in the fi eld notes: “A younger blonde 

woman who usually sits by a young man comes up to me and asks me in Ara-

bic if I am a teacher. I respond in Arabic ‘No. I am just helping with the class.’ 

‘Oh, you’re Egyptian! We were trying to fi gure out where you are from. We were 

thinking you were Lebanese or Syrian.’” Here we can begin to ask about con-

sequences in action. Nada’s presence becomes an opportunity for elaborat-

ing the tension between the offi  cial and informal activities in the se� ing. 

Once Nada answers in Arabic, the woman deduces from Nada’s accent 

that she is Egyptian. Doing so, she signals what she considers Nada’s rel-

evant membership category. When Nada answered, the woman could 

have made countless other comments: observed how nice her hair was, or 

asked for help with some school task. Instead, she focuses on her national 

background. If we assume that it is not a random turn in the conversation, 

pinning down Nada’s nationality becomes signifi cant in the interaction. In 

doing so, Nada is interactionally transformed into “one of us.” And by do-

ing this to the researcher, Lamia signals, at least in the moment, what she 

considers important.

We then returned to how some of the students used the class test as per-

formances. � e tests suggest diff erences in skill sets, as one would expect. 

But more happens. Adel, for example, takes the test as an opportunity to 
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shine. On the other hand, Farah, an old Syrian woman, does not want to take 

the test and asks if she can take it tomorrow. � e rest of the class prods her to get 

it over with. She gets the vote of confi dence of the class, people rally around 

her— Syrians and non- Syrians alike. Here we see that the class is used as 

an opportunity to bring people together, of creating a solidarity that goes 

beyond ties based on one’s nationality of origin.

� e goal of a coding session early in a project is to give some possible 

directions as to what is going on in a fi eld site. What could this possibly 

be a study of? In the end, the coding session shows that activities in this 

ESL class happen at many diff erent levels: Ethnic ties and relations seem 

crucial as diff erent Arabic speakers’ nationalities both become relevant 

through friendship ties but also are transcended as a community of Arabic 

speakers emerges in situ. � en we also fi nd the activities related to keeping 

a nonprofi t going, of both testing and perhaps exhibiting diversity as play-

ing out to diff erent invisible audiences. Diff erent literatures here begin to 

suggest themselves. � e literature on pan- ethnicity in immigration;18 how 

authenticity and organizational funding become intertwined in practice;19 

the creation of located communities, based on shared experiences.20

With what consequences?

Kaiting Zhou was studying Republican and Democratic grassroots mobi-

lization among the elderly for the 2020 election when the COVID- 19 pan-

demic struck and California instituted a stay- at- home order. It became dif-

fi cult to break into tight political networks during quarantine. Pivoting to a 

diff erent project, she decided to interview people about their dating experi-

ences during the lockdown. Pandemics are not great for observational re-

search but many people were eager to chat. Cooped up at home, interviews 

were a respite from the daily ennui. In a relatively short amount of time, 

Kaiting was able to interview fi � y individuals about how social distancing 

aff ected starting a romantic relationship.

� e following fragment is of a gay male couple who decided to begin 

dating a� er meeting only once in a coff ee shop in person before the pan-

demic struck:

K: During the quarantine, at what point do you feel comfortable meeting each 

other in person? Cuz you were both so cautious, right?

D: Yeah. Yeah, he was particularly cautious. He works for his family business (in 

food manufacturing). We ended up— it was actually interesting— I just bought a 

condo. I was packing up, ge� ing ready to move. He had just moved back in Janu-
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ary. He grew up here. He asked “Oh, do you need any boxes?” I was like “I’d love to 

have some boxes,” cuz I didn’t have any and I was concerned where to get some— I 

actually live next to a moving supply store that was open, but it was nice to . . . 

becuz boxes are expensive!

K: Yes.

D: It’s stupid— And I was like “You know, if you give me those boxes . . .” it was 

like we are going to be breaking quarantine. He was like “Yeah I fi gured it’s the 

time to break the seal.” I was like “alright.” It probably was like a� er three weeks? 

It was two weeks ago. How long we have been in quarantine now? Yeah, we prob-

ably have been cha� ing and doing Facetime dates for like a month, at that point. 

He didn’t want to— I was down to meet up. I was like “whenever,” cuz I’m not re-

ally leaving my place other than go to coff ee shops and grocery stores, like, that’s 

it. I don’t see anyone. I go for runs. � at’s it. I don’t come into contact with any-

body. I was down to— but he works for his mum, and she is sixty- fi ve, he was 

like “I don’t want to put her at more risk than normal.” I was like OK I’m gonna 

be totally respectful of that, and I let him call the shots on it. But I got to a point 

when I’m like “Can we meet up? Cuz I need to have sex, hahaha.” � is has been 

the longest I’ve gone haha. � ere was never really “OK when do we feel safe doing 

it” but it was like me moving and him having boxes and him giving me boxes was 

kinda like the excuse. So we never had to have that conversation about it.

K: So basically you were explicitly telling him, wanting to meet with him. And he 

basically was using giving you boxes as the way to say yes? Is that the correct way 

to understand it?

D: I think so. Cuz he had always been like, “If I don’t work for my parents, abso-

lutely, but I’m like seeing my mum every single day. She is approaching elderly.” 

I get it . . . So it’s like I respect that. But yeah I think that having an excuse for we 

don’t necessarily have to be like “OK, we are breaking quarantine.” Like fuck it 

type of, I think maybe it was something easier for him.

Teaching over the Zoom interface, Stefan asked the students what they 

thought the data was about. � e initial ideas picked up on the opening 

statement about “cautious” and conceptualized it as risk measurement in 

a romantic relationship. A diff erent student added that the fragment re-

fl ected a transition within relationships, especially here the transition from a 

virtual to a physical date suff used by physical longing. A third student ob-

served that it refl ected the changed meaning of a fi rst date during quarantine. 

� e second idea was the broader one, and the class decided to develop that 

one. � e students noted how the moving boxes constituted a fl imsy excuse 

for breaking quarantine and ge� ing together. Although there seemed to 
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be li� le ambiguity about what the respondent wanted to happen (“I need to 

have sex, hahaha”), the quarantine made the alignment of physical contact 

and intimacy more delicate.

� e quarantine period changed the moral calculus of dating: part of the 

moral equation was the risk of endangering one’s mother and, perhaps 

even more diffi  cult, asking another person to potentially endanger their 

parent in order to have sex. � e students also noted another moral calcula-

tion contemplated by the respondent: we have been good for several weeks, 

i.e., it’s now reward time. � is seemed like a broader sentiment in Ameri-

can society when people grew tired of the social distancing.

� e fi rst theme, then, was about what was going on in the interview 

excerpt. � e students noted that while the respondent was explicitly talk-

ing about dating, he was managing other aspects of a relationship and of 

self— he needed to present himself as a “good person.” Even the explicit 

mention of sex is so� ened by the humorous laughter in the interview. � e 

stakes of the fi rst date were raised: in the context of social deprivation, it 

had become a stronger signifi er of a budding relationship.

� e students also noted how the boxes are used as a foil by both the 

respondent and, it appears, by his new partner. And here is where conse-

quences emerge in the interview. Even if there is no ambiguity about where 

the relationship is going, the pandemic introduced a sense of responsibility. 

Yet the boxes act as props that allow them to move the relationship along. 

� e boxes reintroduce ambiguity into the relationship— while it isn’t the 

sex that is being negotiated through these props, the boxes seem to tip the 

scale, since it is not only about a sexual encounter, but also about helping a 

potential partner in need.

� e question of ambiguity and sexuality could be re- tied to dating 

through the notion of gi�  giving. � e giving of moving boxes was a kind of 

gi� , and like all gi� s, it cements a relationship:21 It’s stupid— And I was like 

“You know, if you give me those boxes . . .” it was like we are going to be break-

ing quarantine. He was like “Yeah I fi gured it’s the time to break the seal.” I was 

like “alright.” It probably was like a� er three weeks? It was two weeks ago. How 

long we have been in quarantine now? Yeah, we probably have been cha� ing and 

doing Facetime dates for like a month, at that point. But it was a strange gi� . 

While scholars o� en see sex as linked to gi�  giving, this case seems to show 

how the gi�  (the boxes) could become a way to justify a sexual encounter. 

Gi�  giving operated to make the encounter possible.

A student also wondered how gendered these explicit articulations were: 

a male gay couple may be able to make diff erent risk calculations than a het-

erosexual, bisexual, or lesbian couple. As students noted, thinking about 

this form of ambiguity then is a useful starting point if Kaiting would want 
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to compare diff erent relationships. It may be that sex in gay relationships is 

negotiated more openly than in heterosexual relationships.22 But this does 

not mean that the negotiations of self in these situations are any easier. � e 

interview suggested, rather, that the site of ambiguity had moved from 

whether to have sex to presenting oneself as a sensitive future partner.

Staying with the issue of ambiguity and uncertainty, students noted that 

the wider context of the interview really ma� ers here: the interview took 

place during a situation that is rife with both relational and moral uncer-

tainty. � ere are no clear cultural scripts for how to deal with statewide quar-

antine and social isolation: Cuz he had always been like, “If I don’t work for my 

parents, absolutely, but I’m like seeing my mum every single day. She is approach-

ing elderly.” I get it . . . So it’s like I respect that. But yeah I think that having an 

excuse for we don’t necessarily have to be like “OK, we are breaking quarantine.” 

When there are so few scripts available, questions of what makes a person 

a good partner or a good son and how to balance these identities become 

troubled. When is the right time to break quarantine in order to pursue a 

new relationship? � e cultural scripts need to be negotiated anew, if not re-

invented. In that sense, maybe the interview excerpt was about how people 

construct new moral scripts. In that case, dating is part of a wider potential 

set of observations— creating moral selves under new circumstances. Per-

haps it is the literature on events and unse� led times that is the relevant 

point of reference.23

Across these diff erent ideas, the question of what in the open coding of 

this excerpt is linked to the question of consequences. While interviews are 

always told from one perspective, they o� en include rich processual depic-

tions of the unfolding of social life. Drawing a� ention to these processual 

questions— even if they say more about how the respondent saw the world 

than about how things “really” unfolded— provides important directions as 

to the kinds of literatures and questions we can query.

Conclusion

Open coding may seem like a jump in the dark. You pray for a so�  landing 

but you don’t know what the impact will be until you fi nd fi rmer footing in 

the literature. It may be tempting to just gather more data in the hope that 

the next interview or the next observation will be particularly revelatory 

or illustrative of what you decided the theory already should be saying. 

� at’s not how research works. Surprises need to be teased out of the ob-

servations you have now. � e rhetorical pragmatist heuristics we outlined 

in this chapter are broad questions to make you refl ect on your data, and 

some will be more salient than others. � e trick of open coding is to allow 
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yourself to open your observations in diff erent directions, but to do so with 

some idea where you are opening a door to.

One more refl ection.

Coding provides a diff erent emotional satisfaction than does collecting 

observations. Some students feel that the two activities are at odds. You 

spent all this time gathering richly textured observations that capture the 

contradictions and nuances of social life. Coding closes some avenues even 

as it opens others. With its focus on abstract categorizing, coding necessar-

ily reduces some of the richness of observing lives unfolding. � is dynamic 

is jarring and o� en feels like an objectifi cation of social life. If you think 

about the big stack of observations and the handful of quotes that end up 

in a book manuscript, the discrepancy between the eff ort to be compre-

hensive and the few sample quotes in the end product is disappointing. Es-

pecially because researchers opt into qualitative research to preserve the 

integrity of social worlds.

But at the end, this is the cra�  of social science. Reducing, purifying, 

and objectifying are critical components of doing science. Bruno Latour 

has shown the dynamics of reduction in a study of soil scientists trying to 

under stand whether the savanna is advancing on the Amazon Boa Vista 

forest or is instead receding. � e soil and botanical scientists trying to 

solve this puzzle took samples from the edge between savanna and forest 

“as silent witnesses.”24 � ese samples work as specimens and as guaran-

tors for the claims the scientists want to make. � ey represent the forest 

with its wildlife, humidity, and noises among its most pertinent features 

for answering their questions. � e scientists use the samples to get an over-

view, shuffl  e them around, and engage them with other samples to fi nd 

pa� erns that are invisible within the forest itself. But these samples are no 

longer the forest. Latour writes, “In losing the forest, we gain knowledge 

of it.”25 He elaborates: “What we lose in ma� er through successive reduc-

tions of the soil, we regain hundredfold in the branching off  to other forms 

that such reductions— wri� en, calculated, and archival— make possible.”26 

And: “Stage by stage, we lost locality, particularity, materiality, multiplic-

ity, and continuity, such that in the end, there was scarcely anything le�  

but a few leaves of paper. . . . But at each stage we have not only reduced, we 

have also gained or regained, since, with the same work of representation, 

we have been able to obtain much greater compatibility, standardization, 

text, calculation, circulation, and relative universality, such that by the 

end, inside the fi eld report, we hold not only all of Boa Vista, but also the 

explanation of its dynamic.”27 Indeed, in the end the soil samples will be-

come one data point in a table in an article, a fi gure standing in for a forest 

and savanna. � e key issue here is that reductions allow for transformation 
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and renewals; they lead, as Latour writes, to amplifi cation. � ere is less re-

semblance, but we gain a transformed world. Less is more, but it needs to 

be the right “less.”

A similar dynamic holds for qualitative research: reduction and abstrac-

tion allow for calculation, conceptualization, validation, argumentation, 

and theorization. � is tradeoff  is the promise of coding: when you abstract, 

you don’t just reduce but also gain something. Analysis is then a process 

of guided transformations, and coding helps you move this process along. 

You actually already started this process of reduction of social life when 

you observed and interviewed in a focused manner, sustained by the kinds 

of issues ethnographic research is good at, and when you asked particular 

interview questions, even if they were wide ranging. You can still show 

your argument in a richly textured presentation rather than asserting it in 

a blunt manner. As we show in chapter 8, that’s partly a ma� er of writing 

up. To spell out your argument, however, you need to know what to say and 

coding helps you to get there. As an experience, coding appeals to the thrill 

of puzzling things out, fi nding an opening in an ongoing scholarly conver-

sation, and demonstrating with your materials what others missed or how 

things have changed. It’s a diff erent kind of pleasure.



6: FOCUSED CODING

Stefan was in his second year in the sociology Ph.D. program, tucked within 

the cornfi elds of central Illinois. He was working on an article that drew 

from his experience several years earlier studying terminally ill and dying 

cancer patients during a time when his mother unexpectedly experienced a 

life- altering stroke. � e article grew out of a fi eldwork methods1 class Nor-

man Denzin taught at the University of Illinois. � e course required stu-

dents to fi rst tell a story from their own lives, then look for institutional-

ized ways of dealing with this issue, and, in a third move, link the personal 

experience to public representations. Norm had encouraged Stefan to in-

tegrate the research he had been doing during the day with his own experi-

ence at home during the evenings when he sat at his mother’s bedside with 

his father and brothers. More than anything Stefan had observed on the 

oncology wards, his mother’s life- threatening condition brought both the 

existential uncertainty and the search for reassurance into sharp relief. It 

had been a time when the academic and the personal fl owed into each other 

in the most intense way.

Stefan wrote a dra�  based on countless rounds of grounded theory– 

style open coding. But it just didn’t gel: he had a lot of topics listed, but no 

argument. � e paper ended up being a heartfelt story, but what was socio-

logically interesting about it? Handing Norm a copy, Stefan asked him for 

some direction.

What follows shows the diff erence between open and focused coding. Af-

ter the paper had been, as Norm put it, “marinating” for several weeks on 

his desk, Norm fi nally read it. He asked for some more fi eld notes from the 

hospital observations to get a be� er sense of the scope and the detail of the 

data. When they met, Norm did not recommend that Stefan continue with 

the open coding process. Instead, Norm set Stefan on the road to focused 

coding: “� is is what you are going to do. You are going to engage Glaser 

and Strauss’s work on awareness contexts, and you are going to link your 

experience to their notion of open awareness. � e point you want to make 
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is that knowing that someone could be terminally ill, as in open awareness, 

is not enough for coming to terms with disease and mortality. You are go-

ing to talk about the tension between keeping up hope and knowing that it 

may end badly.”2

Focused coding means that you se� le upon a promising theme and then 

code within it. It can follow rounds of open coding and then it means throw-

ing the analysis into a new gear: you have identifi ed a promising theme 

and you develop the focus with a sustained exploration of variation. Or it 

can be a starting point for data analysis: some scholars, especially experi-

enced qualitative researchers, rarely engage in wide- ranging open coding. 

Instead, as they collect data, they already gravitate to a promising theme 

based on their long- time experience analyzing similar data and familiar-

ity with the literature. It doesn’t mean that they immediately work out an 

entire analysis in their head, but they know, based on their familiarity with 

the literature, what could be a promising focus to develop. It also doesn’t 

mean that the initial focus is what ends up as the main story of a fi nished 

analysis. Experienced researchers may not know exactly what the case is 

but what it could be about. � ey don’t start at square one with open coding, 

but code in light of a theme they identifi ed. In Stefan’s case, Norm identi-

fi ed the theory of awareness contexts as the focus around which to analyze 

both sources of observations.

Where then is the abductive insight in focused coding? Didn’t the sur-

prises already evaporate when you fi gured out the organizing theme of 

your analysis? Focused coding starts with what you think the case is most 

likely about, and ends with a close examination of what you actually have. 

� ere is inevitably a space between expectation and reality. It is in this gap 

between what you thought you were seeing and what you fi nd in your data 

that the analytical surprise lies. Unlike open coding, where we go deep 

into singular observations in order to come up with a number of possible 

themes, focused coding fi rst identifi es a broad theme and then seeks to 

deepen it while coding for variations among excerpts. � e analytical mo-

mentum is reversed, but in both forms of coding the goal is to prepare the 

ground for data surprises while working closely with your observations.

How does it work? A� er identifying a possible organizing analytical 

theme, you read through your observations looking for relevant data that 

speak to this topic. Any ethnographic or interview excerpt that remotely fi ts 

into the theme goes into a fi le labeled with the subject. Cut and paste works 

well, but at least for Iddo, colored pencils work too. You are constructing a 

“proto- set,” an initial set of observations that you will later winnow down. 

You keep notes about why you think these fragments are relevant to the 

theme while you’re reading. Sets may follow the structure of the research 
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project. Interview- based studies, for instance, especially those that are 

based on semistructured interview guides, will o� en probe themes within 

a cluster of questions. You can take advantage of this structure by creating 

a set of answers across interviews.3 More o� en than not, your set will cross 

diff erent ethnographic or interview moments. While you construct the set, 

you also start gathering literature pertinent to the theme you identifi ed.

Looking over the data set you have constructed, you search for what we 

call an index case that anchors the analysis you are embarking on. In the 

simplest terms, an index case is an observational excerpt that forms the 

starting point for your analysis (in epidemiology, an index case or patient 

zero is the origin of an infection). It is the point around which variation will 

be structured. Practically speaking, an index case is the excerpt that seems 

to best capture or provoke a possible central theme in your study. So you 

choose the index case strategically. If you could use only one illustration of 

the main theme, this would be it.

� e index case can be a striking observation, perhaps a casual comment 

that nevertheless suggests hard- won insights, maybe a contradiction that 

people have to reconcile, or a particularly neat unfolding of a sequence of 

actions that refl ects what is at stake in your fi eld site. You o� en already 

know what we are talking about when you have done research for a while. 

It’s the event you mention to friends when you discuss your study, the one 

interview quote you will invariably put on a PowerPoint slide for a con-

ference presentation. It is the observations that fl ash in your mind while 

your thoughts wander off . Usually, there will be some interaction between 

emergence and scholarly excitement: you are primed to appreciate certain 

themes because you have your fi nger on the pulse of a literature.

� ere are no hard- and- fast rules for how to fi nd an index case. � ere is, 

however, a spectrum, which is also exemplifi ed in the diff erence between 

how we work individually. Some researchers like to start with a “modal” 

excerpt around which variation is built— an excerpt that neatly captures 

the most common pa� ern in the data; others start with an “edge case” that 

makes the case in the strongest possible terms. Whether you move from 

the center of the set to its fringes or from the theoretical fringes to the cen-

ter is up to you.

A� er you pick an index case, it is time to return to the whole proto- set 

you have constructed. You explore the substantive and analytical variation 

of the theme you are developing. Puzzling out focused coding is to decide 

which observations in the proto- set should be grouped together and which 

data fragments can be chucked aside. You shape the range of analytical 

properties when you wonder how broad or specifi c the observations are in 

order to be considered as part of a set— the scope of meaningful variation ; 
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where they start and end, who is involved, and what the glue is that holds 

them together. With every data point you position against the index case, 

you will need to articulate the reasons why some observations belong. 

� ere is li� le added analytical value in fi nding exactly the same example. 

What you are looking for is variation: instances that resemble but are not 

identical to the index case. If the index case has all the elements of what you 

are interested in, you look for other observations that have most but not 

all elements. � e diff erence forms the ground for theoretical exploration.

You start looking for pa� erns within the data variation. � is helps you 

fi gure out whether some phenomena in the data are striking but too rare, 

or whether some excerpts are too ambiguous to be part of the analysis. 

While the frequency of a variation does not necessarily refl ect its analyti-

cal importance, it ma� ers whether something happened only once or ap-

peared wherever you looked.

At this point, the analysis could go in diff erent directions. You could de-

cide that your set should be subdivided into diff erent categories. Looking 

through your dataset, you fi nd that there are, for instance, three diff erent 

processes subsumed under the broad theme and that it would make more 

sense to give each more space. Deciding where each case belongs and ar-

ticulating why it belongs there is part of focused coding because it specifi es 

the analytical boundaries of the categories. Or, you can move on to further 

characterize the broad theme of the entire set. As we’ll show below, you 

may want to revisit the original index case. Does it still fi t the variation? 

Does it still serve as a good starting point for the analysis? Or, should you 

fi nd a diff erent index case?

Finally, more detailed coding begins when you fi ll out the details of the 

categories. As with open coding, the point is to come up with theoretically 

grounded abstractions of data fragments: words, sentences, paragraphs, 

or incidents. You look for concepts that capture the specifi city of your 

notes on an abstract level. You start with the index case and lay out all the 

conceptual dimensions. � e coding guide “who does what, when, where, 

how, and with what kind of consequences” may again prove its utility at 

this point. You take each case in turn and compare it to the index case. You 

fi rst want to evaluate whether the concepts travel from the index observa-

tion to the next. You draw out conceptual characteristics by mapping simi-

larities and diff erences between your observations, using the index case as 

your benchmark.

As a result of working with your data in focused coding you may start to 

develop an argument about how people make sense of their circumstances, 

how they relate to broader structural constraints, or how they resolve ten-

sions. As we pointed out in our fi rst book, this is a time to also start check-
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ing whether your observations support alternative explanations or argu-

ments. We noted earlier the risk of buying into institutional self- selection. 

� is could be an alternative explanation: is what you observe due to what 

people do or due to the kinds of people who are most likely to be at your 

site? To think about such alternative explanations, it may help to imag-

ine yourself defending your fi ndings to a skeptical audience: what would 

a pesky critic bring up as likely alternative explanations for your claims? 

� ese alternatives are not limitless: they are bound by what is plausible 

based on the literature and based on what’s in your data. Obviously, you 

will not be able to address every alternative explanation and you may 

need to acknowledge that some alternatives are impossible to verify due to 

the limitations of your data. Even then, it’s still be� er to have anticipated 

these alternatives.

Of course, this process is not linear. You will sometimes fi nd yourself 

staring at the observations for days, trying to fi gure out which case can 

serve as an index case, and how positioning it as an index case shapes the 

analysis. You may sometimes fi nd that what you thought was a great index 

case elides too much of the pa� erns you see to serve as a useful analyti-

cal anchor. You should also stop and check what others have wri� en about 

your or related topics. � e farther along you get and the more you start ar-

ticulating the specifi c contribution you are going to make, the more exten-

sive and closer your reading of the literature will be.

Sounds good, but again, where is the lifeblood of abductive analysis? 

Where is the surprise? As in open coding, working with your observations 

in such a systematic, detailed way allows a surprise to stand out. It’s like 

raking lines in a Zen garden sandbox. Only when you do this systematically 

do you encounter the pebble that requires you to shi�  the direction of the 

sand. During focused coding, the surprise is in the gap between your theo-

retical expectations and the empirical details. Coding from one instance to 

the next creates expectations of what should happen across observations. 

� at’s when you become sensitized to something that stands out because 

it does not fi t the pa� ern that you found. For that reason, outliers are pre-

cious because they require you to rethink why they do not fi t what you 

would have expected; they require recalibration of what you have or a deci-

sion to put the outlier aside.4

As in open coding, focused coding will alert you to the holes in your data 

gathering and suggest new venues to get additional observations. � is is a 

reason for interspersing data analysis and writing with returns to the fi eld. 

You may want to fact- check some o%  and comment or get the perspective 

of additional people on an issue that has gained prominence in your bud-

ding analysis. Coding gives you marching orders of what to pay a� ention 
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to in your next interviews or visits to a site, another reason to start coding 

early on.

Focusing the codes

In the qualitative research class, we follow open with focused coding. At 

this point, the students have been observing in their fi eld site for at least 

a couple of months. We ask them to select three fragments of their notes 

that speak to one theme and write a memo that lays out the similarities. 

� en, during the class period, we do reverse coding: we read the notes and 

collectively code them by comparing and contrasting the fragments. � e 

students do not have access to the memo or the theme selected by the 

original researcher, their job is to collectively reconstruct it or to come up 

with something be� er. Inevitably, the focused coding in class is more ex-

tensive and detailed than the original memo of the ethnographer. Quite 

frequently, focused coding by the collectivity also shows that the original 

student saw things in the observations that were just not there. Students in-

evitably wonder whether they can do such coding by themselves. Of course 

they can. It’s a ma� er of not rushing the coding and si� ing with it for a 

while. Not being satisfi ed with the obvious gloss of what is happening in 

the observations but probing. At the same time, it helps to do it collectively. 

A� er the class ends, some students code together in a buddy system where 

they take turns looking over each other’s observations.

To give a taste of how such focused coding and the index case operate 

over the lifetime of a project, and also how to work diff erently with focused 

coding, we explore two examples, taken from independent research proj-

ects that we were engaged in while writing this book. � e fi rst example 

demonstrates the basic steps of focused coding to create a curated analyti-

cal collection of data points. � e second illustrates how index cases and an-

alytical arguments transform over the course of analyzing data and bring 

home the point that mapping variation does not make an argument.

Example 1: prognostication

While writing an article with Tanya Stivers, Stefan decided to take note of 

the analysis as it really played out so we could use it for this book. Besides 

the process of focused coding, looking under the hood also shows how 

originally bad ideas might be transformed into be� er ones. Here we go: 

 detours, dead ends, and all.

Tanya and Stefan were working with 149 video- recorded (due to  Tanya’s 

interest in using the video recordings for conversation analysis) and tran-
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scribed observations of clinic visits between pediatric neurologists and 

their child patients with their parents. � e goal of this project was to cap-

ture a pressing and consequential communication phenomenon typical of 

contemporary patient- clinician interactions, similar to, for instance, the 

extensive literature on how clinicians convey bad news to patients. � e 

project was intended as an accompaniment to a previous study on the re-

turn of genomic testing results, contrasting genomic with nongenetic test 

results. But in the pediatric neurology visits, the return of results was ei-

ther not happening or, if it happened, was not particularly salient. � ey 

dropped that idea and looked for a way to take advantage of these interest-

ing observations on their own merit.

Confi ned to economy seats on a fi ve- hour plane ride back from a sociol-

ogy conference, they made a list of possible themes based on their reading 

of the excerpts and many hours spent watching the videos over and over. 

One of the more promising themes was a distinct but still vague phenom-

enon: the increasing number of children who remain under medical man-

agement even though hope for a cure for their epilepsy seemed to have 

been abandoned. � ere may still have been a small chance that the patients 

would improve, but the physicians prepared the parents and patients for 

the news that the children would likely remain ill for the rest of their life. 

� ey needed a name. Everything they came up with sounded judgmental. 

Still, as a working concept, they decided to go with conditions defi ned as 

unfi xable (we know, we know, it’s still judgmental, just bear with us), be-

cause as a concept it carved out a process on sociological terms.

What stood out was not one particular luminous observation, but a 

sense that, across these clinic visits, a monumental transformation was 

happening: patients (and their parents) were gradually told that seizures 

would likely remain uncontrollable, even with the best medications, and 

may aff ect their lives in profound ways. What the transcripts showed was 

the transition from a patient who could hope for recovery to one who 

would likely be chronically disabled. Even before they had gone systemati-

cally through the observations, they se� led on the initial focus of focused 

coding. From here on, the coding process was aimed at refi ning this theme.

A� er deciding that the transition from possibly curable to unfi xable 

was a possible theme worth pursuing, Tanya and Stefan worked on two 

fronts: they started a reading list of research that spoke to the topic of fi x-

ability, e.g., therapeutic developments, specialties that deal with those 

kinds of patients, communication challenges, etc. � e reading list showed 

that this particular transition to a chronic illness was not much explored 

in the literature but might be a productive theme because it linked to the 

literatures on potentiality, forecasting, and coming to terms with a change 
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in health status (e.g., biographical disruption). � e list provoked questions 

about who determines whether a patient is unfi xable and whether some 

groups of patients fell under the category, such as terminally ill patients 

or people with congenital, permanent disabilities. � ese were analytical 

distinctions that would require a be� er handle on what the neurology ob-

servations showed.

To jumpstart their analysis, they then picked a sample of twenty tran-

scripts and read them closely for any indication of the patient’s status as 

fi xable/curable/treatable and this is what they came up with:

Parents orient to fi xability through questions about . . . 

Growing out of it

It going away: no more seizures

Being able to stop the medicine

Seizures (or other behaviors) stopping

Physicians orient to fi xability when they mention . . . 

Prognoses about the condition going away or not going away

A stance towards stopping treatment in future

Curative surgery

Medication that can stop seizures (or other symptoms)

Time period of being seizure free

Parents and physicians orient to a condition as unfi xable when they . . . 

Focus on support groups, understanding the condition be� er

Off er bright sides regarding knowledge

Focus on supportive equipment and therapies

Limit discussion of treatment to managing diffi  cult behavior or pain

Try to lower number of seizures or their severity

Reading through the conversations between neurologists and parents con-

tained clues about the children’s current health status in terms of fi xability, 

but these clues were quite vague in that they were implied in the diagnosis 

or the treatment recommendation. � e clinicians rarely explicitly stated 

what the child’s future would hold. Instead, they insinuated and subtly 

conveyed a future with seizures. Parents, in turn, rarely asked outright 

what future awaited their children.

Tanya and Stefan found distinct pa� erns. � ere seemed to be diff erent 

kinds of trajectories that patients follow within the clinic— a helpful clue 

from the literature. Social scientists have used the notion of trajectory to 

refer to a course of action or in more deliberate theoretical ways. Anselm 

Strauss, for instance, put trajectory at the center of his theory of social ac-

tion, defi ning it both as the course of a phenomenon experienced over time 
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and as the actions and interactions contributing to its evolution. He then 

notes that trajectories can be further unpacked to contain phases, collec-

tive projections of what the course should look like, and schemes or con-

scious designs to shape the interaction. Strauss uses the notion of trajectory 

management to refer to how people shape the course of a trajectory.5

� at seemed promising. At this point, Tanya and Stefan could have 

looked for an index case but they already knew that they wanted to further 

divide the sample into diff erent trajectories. It made more sense to fi nd an 

index case for each trajectory. � ey decided to group the 149 transcripts 

according to how clinicians and parents orient to the issue of fi xability. 

� ey had 132 visits for epilepsy (the others were for other neurological con-

ditions) and in 108 of them clinicians and parents oriented to the future. 

About halfway down the classifi cation exercise (it took weeks to go through 

these transcripts), they developed three trajectory categories:

1. In the mildest cases, the child’s seizures are likely fi xable, but some 

level of uncertainty remains because the child and parents are not 

out of the woods yet.

2. In more serious cases, the child’s seizures are likely controllable but 

not entirely fi xable. � e child may require meds for the long run, or 

seizures may recur unexpectedly.

3. In the most serious cases, the child’s seizures are likely unfi xable; it 

is unclear whether time and meds will help.

� ey had 33 cases where clinicians conveyed a likely fi xable future, and 

24 cases in which parents and clinicians oriented to possibly fi xable future. 

And then there were 12 cases where the conversation suggested that the 

seizures were increasingly diffi  cult to control, which they called the likely 

unfi xable trajectory: the category that sparked their initial interest.

� ey now had the broad themes distinguishing the trajectories from 

each other. � eir next step was to look for similarities within each group. 

� ey printed out the parts of the transcript where the clinicians indicated 

how the patient was doing for each of the three trajectories and went 

through it looking for commonalities. � is is where the index case came in. 

� ey looked for a case that best captures each specifi c trajectory: not neces-

sarily a modal or ideal- typical case but a case that exemplifi ed the trajec-

tory in a way that renders the key analytical dimensions explicit. It’s a case 

that is particularly evocative and representative of the analytical spectrum 

of each trajectory— one that Tanya and Stefan could show a reader and 

hope that they will immediately get it.

For the group of patients with likely unfi xable disease progression, an 
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interaction with a patient Tanya and Stefan called Gina became the index 

case because her visit with the neurologist contained extensive— if still 

guarded— discussion of what Gina’s future held, a discussion that cap-

tured most of the key analytical dimensions of the transition to unfi xabil-

ity. Her mother was bilingual Spanish and English, but her father spoke 

mainly Spanish. Gina, who at the time of the visit was ten months old, had 

diffi  cult- to- control seizures that developed while she was in early infancy, 

and she was on three medications. � e neurologist suspected that a genetic 

condition caused the seizures; in this visit he reported that the child has 

an X- linked mutation in the gene PCTH19 associated with “bad seizures” 

in girls. � e neurologist explained the fi nding as causing “diffi  cult to con-

trol, like the wrong seizures, many seizures in younger girls.” He said that 

“my hope is down the road, down the road we can gradually decrease her 

medicine.”

He advised the family: “Plan for now I’ll tell you, so you know, this gene 

is associated with lots of seizures, so it’s possible, it’s possible that we can 

control a seizure very well while going down the medication. � at’s pos-

sible, but another possibility is you know, recurrence of the seizures. We re-

ally have to watch out for that. You know? Especially we are going down 

the medicine. I really need to make sure she’s not having seizures. . . . You 

know, the brain, the body you know, I want to give her the best chance of 

development. We want to control seizures so that she can develop as normal.”

When the mother asked whether Gina will have seizures all her life, the 

neurologist answered that it varies but that the girls who have bad seizures 

will have problems with development, while girls with fewer seizures will 

have good cognition. He went over the list of medications and how he might 

want to taper them because too many medications is not good either, say-

ing that “Topomax can come off  if she’s doing well.” � e mother picked up 

on the conditional phrasing: “If she’s doing well.” � e neurologist agreed, 

“But I think it’s too early to say what if.”

Contrast this case with the index case for the likely fi xable category. � is 

involves a child who had a seizure on vacation in Romania. � e neurologist 

qualifi ed the occurrence of the seizure with tiredness of traveling and pos-

sibly disturbance during sleep (parasomnia): “But again because we didn’t 

see anything on the EEG, that does drop that a li� le bit and kind of make 

me lean a li� le bit more towards the parasomnia. I think that’s more likely. 

If it is parasomnia, you may have it a couple more times and usually you 

grow out of it. If it is a seizure, a focal seizure, and not the Rolandic, I would 

expect it to happen again.” He added, “I think if they continue to happen, 

one thing you may want to do is do the EEG again.” But he emphasized, 

“Chances are, this is just. . . . You may have another one or two and then it’s 
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going to go away.” � e mother concurred: “Yeah, because there’s been three 

months between this one and the one before and he was fi ne. � ey’ve never 

happened during the day.”

You can readily see the diff erence. In Gina’s case, the neurologist was 

tentative, held out the possibility of modest goals (lowering or eliminating 

some drugs), highlighted the need for achieving be� er seizure control, lo-

cated the seizures genetically, and hinted at cognitive decline. In the second 

case, the physician was much more reassuring. � ere could be one or two 

more seizures but they were likely triggered by exceptional environmental 

circumstances.

Yet thinking through index cases also brought up a plausible alterna-

tive explanation to account for the variation among observations. Maybe 

fi xability refl ected the biological severity of seizures, and the futures cli-

nicians discussed with patients and their parents were straightforward in 

light of clinical signs. � is would limit the project’s sociological relevance 

because the observations simply captured diff erent scripts that are fully 

predetermined by the kind, frequency, and nature of seizures. While still 

important to document, where was the surprise if physicians’ assessments 

simply capture biological symptoms? It would be more surprising if there 

was a level of uncertainty about what the future holds for seizure patients, 

regardless of the seriousness of seizures. � en, parents and clinicians 

would have to negotiate what could still be done. We will come back to this 

possible alternative explanation.

Looking at their data across fi xability trajectories, Tanya and Stefan 

found a discussion of what they ended up calling the goals of treatment, 

the timing of when these goals were achieved, and the certainty that 

these goals were achievable. � at is, for each trajectory, distinct goals 

were set: the goal for a fi xable disease trajectory was to be both medication 

and seizure free; for a likely fi xable trajectory the goal was to be seizure free 

with continued use of medications; and for a possibly unfi xable disease the 

goal was to decrease the seizure frequency and intensity while using a va-

riety of medications. � e more fi xable a patient was considered, the more 

precise the time line for achieving the goal was and the fewer uncertainties 

there were that the goal would be achieved. In no transcript did physicians 

state the patient’s fi xability status explicitly or did parents ask about it di-

rectly. Yet all over the consultations were clues that indicated what future 

the child with epilepsy could expect. A prognosis was conveyed implicitly 

and this implicitness allowed parents and clinicians to rally behind slightly 

shi� ing goals. � is was the surprising realization that emerged from 

closely working with the observations during focused coding.

� is ended up being the main theme of the analysis Tanya and Stefan 
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pursued: children with epilepsy follow three diff erent trajectories that map 

whether the child is likely to become seizure free or to have seizures for 

the foreseeable future. During clinic visits, clinicians and parents dropped 

clues about goals, timing, and uncertainties. � ese trajectories corre-

sponded indeed to a limited extent to the severity of the seizures (the al-

ternative explanation that the consultations simply refl ected the patients’ 

biological fi ndings), but the diagnosis was not yet certain. For instance, one 

patient was diagnosed with Landau- Kleff ner syndrome, a disorder charac-

terized by the loss of language comprehension, loss of verbal expression, 

and seizures. Among children with this diagnosis, however, there was a 

wide range of symptom manifestations. About 70 percent, for instance, de-

velop seizures that may vary in intensity. � us, even with a serious diagno-

sis, parents and clinicians still face the task of mapping out a child- specifi c 

future trajectory.

Two more issues needed to fall into place. First, Tanya and Stefan 

mapped the variation in each group, and second, they refi ned their litera-

ture review in order to highlight the contribution of this paper and draw 

out more analytical dimensions.

� ey worked on both tasks at the same time. Going back to the three 

stacks of trajectories, they mapped all the diff erent ways goals, timing, 

Likely fi xable trajectory Unfi xable trajectory

Goal � e expectation was that the 

child would outgrow seizures: 

“it’s going to go away.”

“We want to control seizures 

so that she can develop as 

normal”; maybe in the future 

they could taper off  one of the 

medications.

Timing and 

uncertainties

Distinct endpoint, few uncertain-

ties that the goal will be reached. 

“But again because we didn’t see 

anything on the EEG, that does 

drop that a li� le bit and kind of 

make me lean a li� le bit more 

towards the parasomnia. I think 

that’s more likely. If it is parasom-

nia, you may have it a couple 

more times and usually you grow 

out of it. If it is a seizure, a focal 

seizure, and not the Rolandic, I 

would expect it to happen again.”

Vague, unspecifi ed, qualifi ers: 

“But I think it’s too early to 

say what if . . .”
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and uncertainties were discussed in the index case and compared this to 

the other cases in the group. � is segment of the process was similar to the 

guided open coding explained in the previous chapter, so we will skip the 

details here.

Second, and building on the literature they started this project with 

on trajectories and illness experiences, they knew that sociologists have 

looked closely at the process of diagnosing and how the consequences of re-

ceiving a diagnosis reverberate individually and institutionally. � e litera-

ture on prognosis, however, is not only more limited but also more focused 

on prognosticating the end of life. Because of the institutional incentives 

of hospice care, which is available for patients with a life- expectancy of six 

months or less, we know most about prognosis at the end of life. Physician- 

sociologist Nicholas Christakis pioneered this research when he examined 

how physicians inform patients about their terminal condition.6 A read 

through a database of sociology articles showed that this literature has been 

stagnant. Many scholars mentioned prognosis as something patients face, 

but few delved into the interactional processes of foreshadowing a future 

head-on or conceptualized what prognosis does for people and the clini-

cal management. � is was surprising, because for patients much is at stake 

when disease disrupts their biographies in terms of what the future holds 

for them. Prognosis ma� ered for those with chronic illnesses because of 

the variation in how diseases may aff ect biographies.

In spite of incentives such as the Patient Self- Determination Act and 

Medicare reimbursement for hospice, even in terminal conditions prog-

noses were given mostly indirectly and remained positively biased. � at 

last point stood out: there was a similar positive bias in the conversations 

between neurologists and their patients. � is suggested that one of the ra-

tionales behind the indirect dropping of prognostic clues was to maintain a 

physician- patient working relationship, especially when the child’s future 

grew increasingly bleak. Parents and children became gradually prepared 

for a life with seizures while some of the clues still emphasized hope for 

improvement.

In developing some of the dimensions of prognostication, Tanya and 

Stefan drew on Ann Mische’s article on projects and possibilities.7 Mische 

suggested a conceptual toolbox to examine how future projections become 

actionable in ongoing situations. Even if people act on partial or incom-

plete information, their perception of the consequences of their action 

might still ma� er as a self- fulfi lling prophecy (which is also a major theme 

in Christakis’s work on prognosis). She quoted Henri Desroche’s notion 

that “hope is a rope” cast into an uncertain and shi� ing future horizon, 

implying that future projections may allow you to climb out of the pres-
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ent.8 To help understand the diff erent kinds of ropes people have available, 

Mische listed a number of characteristics of future projections: reach (fo-

cus on short- , middle-  or long- term future), breadth (range of possibilities 

in future), clarity of the imagined futures, contingency (whether the future 

is fi xed, fl exible, uncertain, or dependent on unknowable circumstances), 

expandability (whether imagined futures are expanding or contracting), 

volition (how much control people have over their future), sociality (who 

is intertwined or implicated in the future), connectivity (the logic of con-

nection between diff erent people), and genre (utopian, instrumental, prag-

matic, oppositional).

From this list, we immediately see that reach, breadth, clarity, contin-

gency, expandability, and volition were relevant in the study of epilepsy 

prognostic trajectories. In fact, the entire dilemma facing parents and cli-

nicians could be viewed as an issue of expandability: are the kids’ imagined 

futures opening up or contracting? To determine whether they were on an 

improvement or deterioration track, we could pay a� ention to clarity: how 

defi nite the signs of the future are. Here, an interesting sentinel set of ob-

servations gained analytical relevance: kids whose seizures seemed under 

control sometimes slid back. � e question was whether these unexpected 

seizures indicated a temporary setback explainable by unusual circum-

stances or instead a turning point signaling a diff erent future.

� e research’s contribution then was to show how prognostication takes 

place during chronic illnesses when clinicians conveyed clues to cultivate 

hope while still avoiding unrealistic expectations for those on a downward 

trajectory. � e analysis opened up a new research area not just in medi-

cal sociology but also in any area where future imaginaries are critical and 

spoke to a growing literature on potentiality, forecasting, and prognosis.

Example 2: managers and pro bono in the advertising industry

Stefan’s research with Tanya demonstrates a relatively smooth process of 

focused coding. While the distance between the initial theorization and the 

resulting article refl ects the analytical terrain traveled during focused cod-

ing, the analysis did not stray that far from the initial hunch that prognosis 

is highly relevant even if it occurs in an understated fashion. It is a mark 

of hard- won expertise, where researchers have honed a sense for what is 

interesting in their fi eld notes, based on a detailed sense of the substantive 

maps of the subfi eld. It is, perhaps even more crucially, a case developed 

by two researchers who spent decades studying doctor- patient inter action 

and the medical fi eld. � ey not only knew the theories, but also had a 

pre� y strong feel for what goes on in the empirical case.
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Some cases, however, are bumpier. Most of us aren’t leading researchers 

in our subfi elds; most have not studied a research area for long enough. 

In the majority of cases, then, the distance between what we thought we 

would fi nd and what we actually fi nd in the fi eld is greater. Complement-

ing Stefan’s case, we follow part of an interview research project conducted 

by Iddo and two students- turned- colleagues. We show how the index case, 

as the gravitational center of variation, changes over the course of the proj-

ect, and how the theoretical points become clearer through such shi� s. 

Although the research process was continuous, we parse it out below into 

two phases.

phase i: emerging themes and false starts

� e entire research project emerged somewhat serendipitously when Iddo 

was conducting an ethnographic study of an advertising agency in New 

York. A few months into the fi eldwork, Iddo realized that the agency took 

on large numbers of pro bono projects for nonprofi ts: from humanitarian 

campaigns for clean water, awareness campaigns for Parkinson’s disease, 

to issues facing gay youth who are just coming out. As he prodded adver-

tising professionals in the agency about this kind of work, he realized that 

he hadn’t simply chanced on an outlier in the industry: most successful 

agencies performed such pro bono work. � is was a layman’s surprise— an 

industry known more for its cynicism was one in which people put an inor-

dinate amount of time into “good causes.”

� is naïve moment of discovery gave rise to an interesting puzzle. Talk-

ing to people at the agency, Iddo was struck by a recurring contradiction 

in how people talked about pro bono. People discussed pro bono— which 

translates literally as “for the public good” (pro bono publico)— as a solution 

to a moral conundrum. An advertising professional articulated a common 

sentiment that pro bono work assuaged the “existential angst” of spending 

one’s creative energies convincing people to buy one brand of toothpaste 

instead of another. But in the same interview, advertising professionals 

also talked about such work as a way to conduct meaningful creative work— 

work that they would be proud of as a showcase of advertising cra� — as 

well as a way to get recognition from their peers and advance their careers. 

Pro bono work o� en won advertising awards, and these awards were criti-

cal in securing raises or moving up the corporate ladder. How did adver-

tising professionals manage these diff erent, potentially clashing, notions 

of the good?

� is question was both empirically and theoretically interesting. Iddo 

had been immersed in the sociology of culture. He had been especially 
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interested in repertoire theory— a strand of theorizing that argues that it is 

crucial to see how people pragmatically mobilize diff erent culturally avail-

able tropes or bundles of meaning (rather than ascribing them to a uni-

form “culture”). And in a sociology of culture course he was teaching at the 

time, a French stream of research focused on how people access diff erent 

“regimes” of meaning that are constantly available yet seem completely in-

commensurable with how they conceptualize diff erent notions of worth. 

In the advertising world, it seems, he found a case in which the alignments 

and tensions of these diff erent goods seemed contested. It was a perspicu-

ous site for examining morally good work with a variety of goods at play 

refl ecting diff erent basic assumptions about what constituted good work. 

And perhaps most intriguing, the advertising agency was a place where 

juggling these goods ma� ered in tangible material and career ways.

Considering that pro bono work was only a small part of the agency’s 

portfolio (2 to 5 percent), Iddo realized that participant observation wasn’t 

the right way to understand this phenomenon. People did pro bono work 

intermi� ently, and o� en when they were out of the offi  ce. � e agency also 

did not organize dedicated “pro bono teams.” Without a group of people 

who can predictably be observed, ethnography was a limited method. If 

Iddo wanted a sense of how pro bono work operated in advertising more 

generally, he would need to talk to more people. A spinoff  interview study 

he had not initially planned started taking shape. Iddo turned to two grad-

uate students— Sonia Prelat and Shelly Ronen— and they accepted his in-

vitation to join him on the project.9 � e trio interviewed seventy- three ad-

vertising professionals in successful New York agencies, a small slice of the 

advertising world but— due to their location, scale, and clients— a sample 

that covered a disproportionately important set of agencies.

While the research team was most interested in how rank- and- fi le 

workers in advertising— whom they term “advertising professionals”—

navigated the diff erent goods, they also interviewed a number of CEOs 

and top- level executives. � ey wanted to explore not only whether execu-

tives thought about pro bono diff erently from front- line professionals, 

but also how they decided which pro bono projects to accept. Moreover, 

they realized that a lot of the experienced advertising professionals occu-

pied middle- tier executive positions. Out of the seventy- three interviews, 

 eighteen were with high- level executives and twenty- three were with 

people who occupied middle- management positions— enough to explore 

variation across management experience levels.

Following organizational literature, the team wanted to leverage the 

interviews to see how advertising managers shape the projects. Such a re-

search project builds upon scholarship about managers hiring the “right” 
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people to negotiate diff erent company priorities,10 and a lot of literature 

about how managers’ values aff ect how many corporate social responsibil-

ity projects they can handle. Moreover, the literature on social responsi-

bility in companies stressed that such pro bono investments needed to 

align with the corporate bo� om line. At least from a bird’s eye view, cor-

porate social responsibility was mostly a thin veneer for maximizing cor-

porate  profi ts.

� ese theoretical expectations emphasizing profi t maximization 

shaped the initial index case for the study. A striking and “luminous” mo-

ment came during an interview with the North American CEO of one of 

the world’s largest and best- known global agencies. Asked when he would 

decline a pro bono account, a part of the interview guide explicitly designed 

to get at “negative cases,” the CEO replied that:

A lot of very worthy not- for- profi ts, they may actually run counter to, perhaps, 

some of the interests of some of our clients. So that’s another thing that we take 

into consideration. So, for example, if we work with [Big Oil company], and it is 

an excellent client of ours, and they do a lot of really great things from a business 

perspective. But let’s say the agency were to go off  and do a whole pro bono ef-

fort with like Greenpeace. You know, Greenpeace, they’re active detractors from 

[Big Oil]. We can’t have the agency developing advertising that slams [Big Oil]. 

� at’s like crazy. We just can’t do that. [Big Oil] helps keep us employed and in 

business. � ere are occasions when you have to be smart about making sure that 

the interests of our client come fi rst, which is why any pro bono cause that gets 

into taking a stand on issues or policies— issues, policies, or politics— we have 

to stay away from.

Here was both a politically charged and theoretically interesting fi nding, 

in line with what the organizational literature predicted would be happen-

ing. � e statement that CEOs were controlling the fl ow of pro bono work 

to fi lter out what they deemed to be “political” projects seemed important 

in an era in which “welfare capitalism” relegated doing good to corporate 

entities. � e interesting action was not in deciding whether to take on pro 

bono cases, but which cases to choose. Wary of overtly political campaigns 

that would be at odds with their current clients, this executive chose safe 

cases of depoliticized suff ering.

� is excerpt thus emerged as a promising index case around which to 

build the variation in managers’ responses. Using it as a starting point, the 

team reread all the interviews with managers, looking for similar cases of 

opting out of specifi c kinds of pro bono work in an eff ort to keep clients 

happy and avoiding overtly political causes. But looking at the variation 
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across the interviews, they realized that these quotes were few and far 

between . Two other CEOs spoke against overtly political work, but the oth-

ers didn’t. In fact, in reading the interviews carefully, the three CEOs wary 

of politicizing were the only politically conservative top managers in the 

sample. Instead of a common way for CEOs to strategize, an alternative 

explanation— that this was the way conservative CEOs managed the fl ow of 

pro bono work in a predominantly liberal industry— seemed increasingly 

plausible. Still more revelatory, the researchers realized that many CEOs 

and middle managers spoke positively about the political nature of the 

projects they accepted. While these three CEOs were still interesting cases, 

what began as an index case was increasingly understood as an outlier— it 

was an interesting variant, but not theoretically or empirically central.

As they read and reread the management interviews and compared 

them to the interviews with advertising professionals, other diff erences 

became more salient. Rather than a story about avoiding or courting poli-

tics in corporate social responsibility, there were more mundane organi-

zational challenges that both top managers and middle managers needed 

to solve. Managers talked about pro bono work as a training ground for 

agency talent— a safe way to gain experience in a se� ing in which failure 

does not equal lost revenue. � ey detailed a� empts to gauge just how much 

work the pro bono project would take away from the paid work for clients; 

they listed their a� empts to leverage pro bono work as a means of recruit-

ing and retaining talent in the agency; they even mentioned pro bono ef-

forts as a way for the agency to manage its own brand. � e failed index case 

sensitized the team to the importance of the choices managers make about 

which pro bono campaign to invest.

While the politicization failed as a substantive claim, it opened up a gen-

erative question. � e variation, as is o� en the case, did not reveal a single 

spectrum upon which things vary but several interesting dimensions. A 

mapping of the variation in topics that arose in the case of managers’ in-

terviews, but did not come up in professionals’ interviews, ended up look-

ing something like what’s illustrated in fi gure 1. Laying out this variation, 

inspired by Adele Clarke’s mapping of topics,11 provided a fi rst overview of 

the diff erent kinds of common themes in the data. � ese themes are al-

ready organized around a substantive question: the diff erent ways in which 

top and middle management decide which projects to accept. Variation, 

however, is not a theoretical story, nor (on its own) a very interesting one. 

What the researchers teased out is a collection of strategies rather than an 

analytic narrative. Still, it allowed them to go back and look at the larger 

themes in their work and think about variation in terms of theory.
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FIGURE 1

phase ii: constructing an analytic theme

� e project’s research ask was to examine the tensions between diff er-

ent notions of “the good.” Advertising professionals blended morality, 

 creativity, and the recognition and careers aff orded by awards together in 

interviews. Moreover, in focusing on managers’ decisions about which pro 

bono accounts to allow and which to block, the team had an analytic direc-

tion: managers directed the fl ow of pro bono projects. How did these man-

agers’ actions aff ect the ways advertising professionals navigated diff erent 

goods?

� e team returned to the managers’ interviews to further tease out vari-

ation. � e literature tends to portray perspectives between diff erently po-

sitioned actors as rife with tension: workers see the world in one way, man-

agers in another. But if the question motivating the research is about the 

practical alignment of diff erent goods for various stakeholders in the fi rm, 

then some of the managers’ ways of picking among possible pro bono proj-

ects gains new theoretical relevance because prioritization of some projects 

over others would reveal how diff erent goods would be balanced. Building 

upon the conceptual map, the research team began looking more closely 

at the themes of “retention” and “recruitment” of talent into agencies 

through off ering pro bono work— two themes where managers  referred to 

their need to choose pro bono projects judiciously.

Combing through the interviews, the researchers were struck by the 

way managers talked about how they imagined that recruitment and re-

tention worked. � e managing partner of one agency explained it in the 

following way:
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As I was saying about advertising, there but for the grace of God I’m not sure 

where they would go. For some people we’ve been that agency within that indus-

try. You know . . . really true believers in causes and in changing the world, and 

in living a more virtuous life. . . . You know people like that. And they’re twenty- 

something and they live in Brooklyn, they’re hipsters, they ride bikes, they’re 

vegans. You know these guys, right? . . . What happens if they leave is then they 

split their life. � ey’ll be freelance at a big agency selling who- cares- what. And 

then they’ll have their private lives. But at [this agency] we off er them the chance 

to have an integrated life where they can be that person, or at least to a greater 

degree. Nothing’s perfect, but they can be here and still live by their code of ethics 

as they defi ne it in work as well as at home. And that’s an unusual thing.

Compared to the original index case, this interview was an outlier of a dif-

ferent sort. It came from an executive in one of the few agencies (of thirty- 

seven) priding themselves for doing “cause- based work” as a prominent 

part of their portfolio (20 to 30 percent instead of the usual 2 to 5 percent).

� e index case is not necessarily an “average case” in the data. While 

it is certainly possible to use a kind of ideal type of each category, much 

like Tanya and Stefan did in their research, there are other factors that 

motivate this choice: what renders an index case eff ective is that it makes a 

theoretical point that clarifi es other excerpts, and thus allows us to launch 

a promising analytical line of coding. In this case, what makes this inter-

view analytically fascinating is that the respondent was more cynical than 

other managers. Relatively confi dent of his agency’s moral merit, he could 

aff ord to be extremely explicit about his moral calculus. Since the agency 

let people fulfi ll a moral calling during their everyday work, they allowed 

workers to integrate their ideals and their work life. By taking on specifi c 

pro bono projects, the manager solved a moral dilemma for his employees. 

Rather than interperspectival diff erence as a tension, it appeared as a way 

to enable his employees (and especially the Brooklyn- bike- riding- vegan- 

hipsters) to feel like they were doing good.

Reading more of the data through this analytical prism, the research-

ers realized that many managers explicitly talked about gauging whether 

a specifi c pro bono project was morally exciting for their workers. Since 

they needed workers to be invested in the project— partly because it would 

require them to work nights and weekends with no pay— most managers 

tested the waters for employee enthusiasm:

Everybody’s got their passions and everybody’s got their interests, [and] we’ve 

had to learn to . . . it’s not just what I want to do as the CEO of the company, 

because everybody has unconscious bias. We’ve learned to consider things based 
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on the input from our entire management team. So what I may want, may be 

diff erent from somebody else. Can we ignite the passion of our people? . . . So, if 

some really worthy causes are coming in here and saying “hey, we’d love for you 

to help us” and I’ve walked around this offi  ce and I’ve talked to people and I can’t 

get them excited about it, I have to unfortunately go back and say, “look, I wish 

you luck but I can’t off er you our creative fi repower for this big eff ort.”

Collecting diff erent cases in which managers consulted their workers, as 

well as a few negative cases in which they didn’t, provided the researchers 

with some confi dence that they were on the right track. � is led to another 

query of the data. If managers, for their own reasons, enabled the moral 

commitment of workers to do pro bono projects, did they also enable the 

other goods that workers were invested in: the creative license and the 

awards? It turns out that they did:

And at [this fi rm], it was defi nitely [the case that] the pro bono projects were 

a li� le like a fun valve for you. And especially when you— you just have these 

massive accounts. IBM has an entire fl oor [dedicated to the account]. And you 

work on that business for two or three years. And so to have that li� le tiny valve, 

where it’s like okay for a month this year, instead of selling servers, you get to 

think about whatever, the American Red Cross, or even the Tribeca Film Fes-

tival, or something like that. It was just very a� ractive because all of a sudden 

you’re like, “oh my God, I don’t have to think anything about diapers for a li� le 

while, and just maybe do this fun project.”

Or, more generally:

And I think it is defi nitely, for a big agency, a way to keep talent excited and 

feeling like they are ge� ing to try on new responsibilities. And sometimes a non-

profi t will give you a li� le bit more creative license and sometimes creatively 

take more risks than a giant Fortune 100 company might.

In these excerpts (and many others), managers took active steps to provide 

creative challenges and compensate for routine work on accounts that are 

either uninteresting or simply so routinized that they cease to be exciting. 

� e pro bono work needed not only to be morally exciting but also to have 

potential to allow “great creative” as a way to keep talent in the company 

happy and interested— something that is especially important in a business 

that has about a 30 percent yearly employee turnover rate.

Middle managers and CEOs talked about creativity and morality in the 

same breath— about approving projects where they thought there was 
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moral enthusiasm and where it allowed the workers to do stimulating 

work. While managers had their own understandings of the place of pro 

bono in the organization— i.e., as a tool to solve managerial problems— 

they also curated the experience of advertising professionals in their agen-

cies. Instead of the list of themes generated in the fi gure above, Iddo, So-

nia, and Shelly suddenly had an analytic theme that cut through a few of 

the substantive themes in the data, and that structured one of the book’s 

key chapters— how managers’ curatorial practices facilitated advertising pro-

fessionals’ ability to successfully align diff erent goods.12

Moreover, once these pieces fell into place, the research team could re-

turn to other interview excerpts. Many managers talked in detail about how 

they try to streamline the interaction between the agency and the pro bono 

client in order to make sure that the work is effi  cient and not overly time con-

suming. For example, managers gravitated toward pro bono organizations 

that had clear lines of decision making because there was far less double- 

guessing and internal politics that could ensnare their employees. Advertis-

ing professionals, in turn, spoke about the pleasure of the actual work with 

the clients as one reason they enjoyed working on pro bono projects.

Organizing this emerging argument, a number of previous topics that 

the team identifi ed congealed as in fi gure 2, which reveals an emerging em-

pirical and theoretical story. While there was a wealth of research on how 

actors navigate diff erent goods— both in sociology and in management 

literature— the team uncovered an important mechanism for how diff er-

ent goods were made to align in action. By focusing on curatorial practices 

FIGURE 2
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of managers, they explored these goods as an organizationally produced 

collective act. In order to understand how advertising professionals aligned 

diff erent goods, the research team needed to expand their scope and note 

how the terms of navigation were set by managers— who were already an-

ticipating the challenges that their employees might face. Both curation 

and anticipation became key to understanding how corporate social respon-

sibility works in practice.

Conclusion

Taken together, open coding and focused coding cultivate data surprises 

and set up the empirical foundation for an analytical argument. And while 

diff erent researchers may approach coding diff erently— choosing a diff er-

ent index case and moving iteratively in a research- specifi c rhythm— some 

commonality in the recursive relationship between index case selection 

and focused coding undergirds all abductive social science. In closing, we 

highlight two takeaway points about the cra�  of abductive analysis.

Initial work

You don’t have to wait until you completely know what you will end up 

writing before you work through your research’s variation. Both of our fo-

cused coding examples discuss data analysis at the end of data gathering, 

but there is no reason not to start focused coding earlier in the research 

project. In order to explore variation, however, you will need to have sev-

eral data points that relate to the same index case. If not, open coding may 

be your be� er route.

Beginning with a striking fi nding, researchers can choose an index 

case without being completely wedded to it, and build variation around it. 

Working through such variation will help you assess two aspects of how 

you use your data. First, are you cherry picking your observations? � at some-

thing is striking or surprising doesn’t mean it ma� ers analytically. In the 

advertising example, it seemed possible to mobilize the excerpts that cen-

tered on depoliticization of pro bono work and make a critique of “caring 

capitalism” that shows how offl  oading the good to private corporations de-

politicizes the work. But looking through the entire corpus of interviews, 

this would have presented a skewed interpretation.

Second, what is the thematic variation? Variation in qualitative work 

is not primarily about the number of observations on a curve. Rather, in 

most cases researchers are confronted with diff erent processes or narra-

tive pa� erns that relate to their index case. Diff erent answers to a common 
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question; diff erent solutions to a shared dilemma. Building out variation 

along multiple conceptual dimensions to avoid a narrow spectrum is cru-

cial for moving beyond the index case. � us, in the example above, while 

the researchers did need to know how much depoliticization was occurring 

in managers’ interviews, the crucial move was in mapping the qualitative 

variation of what kinds of ends make for a good pro bono from a manager’s 

perspective.

From substantive to analytic themes

Even as you explore variation, the endpoint is always about defi ning and 

specifying an analytic argument. Variation in itself is not an analytic story. 

While it may seem like a contribution to lay out the diff erent ways in which 

a process occurs or the diff erent narratives people produce, this cannot be 

the end of analysis, but an intermediate step in the intellectual research 

trajectory. We are not in the business of compiling lists. If the takeaway 

of your analysis is “we identifi ed three themes in the interviews . . . ,” you 

have more work ahead. A taxonomy of topics does not constitute an argu-

ment. In the neurology study, the analytical argument is that prognosti-

cation takes place implicitly during chronic illnesses when clinicians con-

vey clues to cultivate hope while still avoiding unrealistic expectations for 

those on a downward trajectory. In the advertising project, the argument 

covers advertising managers’ alignment of diff erent organizational goals 

when choosing pro bono projects.

An analytic theme is a theme that tells a distinct empirical story while 

in dialogue with a theoretical literature. While the analytic theme is not yet 

the theoretical contribution, it foreshadows what this contribution could 

be. An analytic theme operates on a diff erent level of aggregation than 

substantive variation. If they completely mirror each other, chances are 

that the analytic theme is a thinly theorized redescription of a substantive 

theme. � is, as we have noted before, is bad theorizing.
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We would love it if you could just glance at the social world and immedi-

ately see theoretical surprises— a world where the diff erences between the 

theoretical maps you construct and the maps folded up in your pocket jump 

out. Even with diligent research design preparation, note taking, transcrip-

tion, and open and focused coding, it doesn’t always work that way. Instead, 

you o� en need to hunt for clues of possible surprises. When you search for 

clues, what do you specifi cally look for? Since surprises emerge against a 

background of theoretical expectations, no one right answer exists. Diff er-

ent hunts, diff erent habitats, diff erent clues.

We can, however, point towards hunting grounds that we fi nd theoreti-

cally generative. In our students’ and our own experience, there are loca-

tions where surprises are more common. While there are no silver bullets 

for theorization, these sites constitute clues about clues— empirical hints 

suggestive of lurking theoretical surprises. Tensions in the data are one 

such water hole where clues abound. An expansive working defi nition of 

the kind of tension we are thinking about is a strained condition resulting 

from a variety of forces pulling actors, institutions, or organizations in dif-

ferent directions. In qualitative research, these opposing pull factors mani-

fest themselves in diff erent ways: people who make impossible choices 

between paths of action or fi nd their desired path out of reach; reconcile 

opposing expectations; compromise, justify, or let go of aspirations; reori-

ent their purpose; or try to move in diff erent directions at once. We fi nd 

tensions in interview transcripts and in fi eldwork notes. Some tensions 

our interlocutors are aware of, others they gloss over. Some tensions occur 

within people’s narratives, while others are found across diff erent people’s 

perspectives.

� is is not to say that theoretical surprises only occur where tensions 

fl ourish. Perhaps it is exactly the stuff  that is completely taken for granted 

and u� erly unremarkable that ends up being the most theoretically fertile.1 

Yet moments of tension o� en alert you to aspects of the social worlds you 
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study that you have not thought enough about. � ese moments are use-

ful because they suggest a complexity hidden in the fabric of social worlds. 

� is is yet another place where the principle of engagement comes to the 

fore— focusing on the tensions that the people you study work through 

helps you produce a be� er mapping of what goes on in their social world. 

� us, what surprises you as a researcher and the tensions in the social 

world are o� en not the same, if you are looking for theoretical inspiration, 

starting off  by focusing on tensions, mismatches, and glitches is a good 

opening bet.

� e assumption we make— which we consider a basic uncontroversial 

theoretical assumption— is that there are no seamlessly coherent and ho-

mogeneous social worlds. In fact, even the plural of social world suggests 

potential for tension. Anthropologist and theorist Mary Douglas captured 

this keenly when she wrote about the structure of humor. Humor is a play 

on form where unresolved tensions are brought to the surface and toyed 

with. As Douglas saw it, humor only exists because the social world is riven 

with tensions. As she put it, “If there is no joke in the social structure, no 

other joking can appear.” Jokes, she wrote, “are expressive of the social situ-

ations in which they occur.”2 A famous Soviet joke goes, “A man walks into a 

shop and asks, ‘You wouldn’t happen to have any fi sh, would you?’ � e shop 

assistant replies, ‘You’ve got it wrong— ours is a butcher’s shop. We don’t 

have any meat. You’re looking for the fi sh shop across the road. � ere they 

don’t have any fi sh!’” What makes the joke so funny (to us, at least) is what 

makes it poignant— the tension between the bureaucratic effi  ciency and 

organization of life in the Soviet Union, and its complete disorganization, 

refl ected in ongoing scarcity. � e joke then plays in on a social tension.

To use a diff erent theoretical language, social life is riddled with “so-

ciological ambivalence”: situations in which oppositions and tensions are 

woven into the fabric of the social world and people are pulled in diff erent 

directions.3 Ambivalence occurs due to opposing normative expectations 

related to a set of statuses or, more restrictively, to a specifi c position or 

social status. People living with dual nationalities, for instance, may expe-

rience the tension of clashing expectations depending on which national-

ity/friend group they engage. Stonequist’s theory of the “marginal man” 

suspended between two cultures,4 Hughes’s writing on the contradictions 

of master status,5 and Du Bois’s notion of “double consciousness”— how 

Black people look at themselves through the eyes of Whites6— all center 

their analysis on such tensions.

At the beginning of Doormen, Peter Bearman writes that “this book 

focuses on this grammar— the unspoken rules that organize social inter-

actions, shape decisions, and motivate behavior. One of the arguments of 
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this book is that one can best see social grammar by focusing on tensions 

and contradictions in interaction that appear when viewed from multiple stand-

points, typically across levels” (emphasis added).7 He then proceeds to list 

seven such contradictions: e.g., ge� ing a doorman job is both impossible 

and too easy; most doormen feel they are not racist but treat Black and 

other minorities coming to visit diff erently than White visitors; doormen 

claim they are part of the building’s security but no doorman could recall 

doing anything security related. � e book then uses these tensions as its 

organizational guide.

� is chapter goes beyond research design to stack the deck in favor of 

surprises, and beyond coding to tease out such surprises. Here we focus on 

how you can interrogate your data in a theoretically generative way. It’s 

about how to think as an empirical theorist.8 Since tensions cover anything 

from slight misalignments to open confl ict, they are particularly genera-

tive as a heuristic to tease out surprises in your observations. A� ending to 

tensions also requires us to think about our data in a profoundly relational 

way. Something is in tension with something else. In this chapter, our mode 

of presentation is retrodictive; we draw from published examples and show 

how certain kinds of tensions became theoretically productive.

Incongruities in the collective act

� e most immediate tensions that qualitative researchers come across— 

and o� en the most evocative— occur within the collective act, the process of 

living, doing things together. As social researchers, we study social worlds. 

� at is, even when we conduct interviews with individuals, we are usually 

interested in more than an aggregate of personal decisions or a� itudes. In-

stead, we wonder how any action, or even self, is partially defi ned by its 

relational position within webs of meanings and actions. We might think 

of these larger worlds in terms of “fi elds,” “movements,” “assemblages,” or 

other theoretical terms— each with its own set of assumptions and theo-

retical heritage. You can pick your favorite. Regardless of your particular 

theoretical leanings, the phenomena of interest are defi ned by the intersec-

tion of diff erent projects, as well as the creative moments in which novel 

modes of engaging in the world emerge in interaction.

Our assumption examining a social world is that it’s rare that phenom-

ena emerge through the seamless alignment of diff erent people. Collective 

acts are made through disruptions and tensions no less than through care-

ful alignment and consensus.9 Indeed, the joke in the structure, as Douglas 

put it, is that o� en what looks from the outside as a coherent social reality 

is revealed as a mosaic of tensions between diff erent people holding mul-
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tiple positions. Methodologically, this means that we can lean into what is 

o� en one of the fi rst things that qualitative researchers realize when they 

get into the fi eld— that what looked from the outside to be monolithic is 

actually a complicated, tension- ridden social world.10

Of course, just as variation does not make an argument, showing that 

the world is complicated and tension ridden is not the endpoint of research. 

It can, however, be a useful starting clue to a research puzzle. We can start 

asking questions: Who experiences the tensions and who doesn’t? And 

how? What are the social forces driving these tensions? Such questions may 

lead us to deepen our engagement with the pa� erning of the social world, 

as well as decenter some assumptions we may hold as naïve outsiders.

Consider the following examples.

A Fraught Embrace

A research project that showcases the value of focusing on tensions within 

the collective act is Ann Swidler and Susan Watkins’s book A Fraught Em-

brace, a long- term study of the large- scale international eff ort to curb AIDS 

in Malawi, a small country in southeastern Africa.11 � e study— consisting 

of years of interviewing, observations, and document review— traces how 

diff erent groups sustain the world of HIV international aid.

But the road to A Fraught Embrace was not straightforward, nor were the 

diff erent perspectives of actors within the social world obviously analyti-

cally relevant. Rather, Swidler and Watkins slowly realized that the diff er-

ent international research projects that they observed— including their 

own— would have been impossible without intermediaries. When we in-

terviewed Ann Swidler about the process of theorizing the book, she talked 

about an event that took place when they stayed in a Catholic center in a 

town in southern Malawi. It crystallized what their book would be about:

� ere was that one really bizarre evening when this guy, who turns out to be a 

major . . . international criminal guy in his eighties, this Jim Humble who . . . 

invented the “Miracle Mineral Solution.” And we were just totally taken aback 

by him. . . . But how did Jim Humble get there? How did Jim Humble who was 

trying to, in a sense, to rehabilitate his long career as a fraudster . . . by show-

ing that his Miracle Mineral Solution cured AIDS. And so, he was running this 

totally unethical thing where he had found a local herbalist and he had thirty- 

six people and they were taking the Miracle Mineral Solution. I mean, it was 

horrible.12 How did he get there and how could he be allowed to do this thing?

� e answer was he had gone to Nando’s Chicken when he fi rst got to Malawi. 

He didn’t know and I guess he was totally unfamiliar with Africa. Didn’t know 
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what to eat. So he was eating what’s the closest to Kentucky Fried Chicken, or 

some kind of standard American fast food type chicken day a� er day. So, the guy 

who worked there befriended him and said, “Oh, you know, what are you doing 

here?” And he said, “Oh, I want to help people. I’m going to help cure AIDS,” or 

whatever. And the guy said, “Oh, why don’t you go to my village?”

And so he took him.

And then we could say, “Gosh, how did we get here?” And that’s where Susan 

says, “Oh, I had this graduate student. . . .” And so, then we realized we too are 

totally dependent on these people who help us reach the villages and who help 

interpret what is going on.

� is moment of awakening structured their project. What was a  practical 

 issue in the background— how outsiders get hooked up with the popula-

tion—suddenly came to the foreground, both empirically and theoreti-

cally. And once the crucial importance and broad scope of these intermedi-

ary  actors to broker social relationships came into focus, their project began 

to fall into place. � eir research a� ention turned to the people who they 

knew best and spent the most time with— the people who both brought 

them to where they were and whom they hired as research assistants.

In the resulting book, Swidler and Watkins showed that some of the 

most important players of global health— beyond NGO elites (both in the 

Western donor countries and in Malawi itself) and the poor villagers that 

they targeted as aid recipients— were precisely this third group of brokers, 

whom they call “interstitial elites.” � ese were Malawians, usually with a 

high school education, who connected NGO elites and villagers because 

they knew where to go and who to talk to in Malawi. In essence, these 

were the people who guided one group to another, and who translated the 

dreams and needs of one group into the language of the other.13

� is analytical reorientation allowed the authors to take observations 

they had made over the years about repeated misunderstandings with 

Malawians and what they had learned about what these interstitial elites 

valued in their world, and turn them into the theoretical thread. � us, 

to take a telling example, the expectations of international donors o� en 

didn’t match the situation on the Malawian soil. International donors 

presumed a general lack of knowledge about HIV. Yet even Malawians in 

the poorest and most remote villages knew full well about the dangers of 

AIDS and its modes of transmission. If anything, they overestimated risks 

based on the constant barrage of information directed at them and their 

experience of seeing their friends succumb to the virus. NGOs, however, 

kept playing the public health card of inundating the airwaves and clinics 

with health literacy. Was this then a waste of eff ort? Not quite. NGOs, as 
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the  authors showed, provided critical services both to the villagers, who 

received some resources, and even more so to the interstitial elites who 

lead them there. Trainings that the NGOs off ered were valuable, if not al-

ways for the reasons NGO bureaucrats imagined. As the authors put it: “Per 

diems and travel allowances may be the only source of cash that permits 

young people to contribute to their family’s livelihood and to buy a new 

shirt for themselves. A second, and to us unexpected, advantage of training 

is that at the end participants are given what they consider to be a valu-

able credential: a  certifi cate that they have completed a training in X.”14 In a 

hyper- credentialing society such as Malawi, these trainings allowed Mala-

wians to both get something and be someone.

At the end, the fraught embrace that the authors depicted consists pre-

cisely of the tensions and structured misunderstandings among the groups 

making up the transnational fi eld responding to a simmering pandemic. 

� is central set of tensions had both theoretical and empirical ramifi -

cations. On an empirical level, it allowed the book to focus on the global 

world of AIDS aid in a truly novel way— showing the crucial role of over-

looked interests. � eoretically, it outlined the import of what can be best 

described as a “global fantasy”— the dreams that global elites at large NGOs 

had about what Africa is like and what they can achieve; the dreams of a 

be� er life for villagers in Malawi; and, between them, the desperate hope 

for economic and identity mobility of these aspiring interstitial elites, who 

almost managed to li�  themselves out of the poverty, but did so in an all 

too precarious way. Such a sociology of fantasy also went well beyond the 

Malawian case, or the world of NGOs more generally: it drew a� ention to 

how social phenomena are structured in the interstices between imaginar-

ies and direct action.

Bringing it back to our coding scheme: we are exploring tensions in the 

“who” involved in the activity. Se� ing yourself up to examine such ten-

sions has direct practical bearings for research design: both at the outset, 

and throughout the research process, interrogating how other people co-

produce the phenomenon the researcher is interested in not only generates 

a be� er rounded picture of that social world but also alerts us to relational 

tensions (whether people are acutely aware of them or not). And these ana-

lytical tensions, in turn, can be important clues about where our theoreti-

cal maps need to be amended.

Tensions in time

� e passage of time gives us another set of clues to tensions in social life. 

In interviews, people narrate diff erent moments of their past and present, 
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 o� en at odds with each other; in ethnography, the close observation of 

time is an important tool to map change and ruptures. With the passing 

of time, tensions emerge because consistency is diffi  cult to maintain, gen-

erating a wealth of sociological ambivalence. Such tensions reverberate as 

people fi nd that what they cared about in one moment in their career seems 

trivial later on; tensions originate when people— such as the parents of 

children with seizures— try to proactively navigate the future. Tuning into 

these temporal tensions allows us to appreciate the dynamics of a world in 

motion, a world that is ridden with intractable dilemmas precisely because 

circumstances change; people grow if not wiser, at least older; and a pan-

demic scrambles a generation’s life goals.

An interview- based example of the importance of temporal tensions as 

clues for theorizing can be found in a study of egg freezing. � is technol-

ogy, increasingly common in affl  uent countries, allows women to freeze 

their eggs when they are younger so that they can fertilize this egg at a later 

age, when they may want to become pregnant. � e technology is promoted 

with the promise that women may lower the risk of their eggs aging over 

the life course and avoid potential complications for the fetus.

A temporal tension between present and future self is built into this bio-

medical technology: a tension between a woman’s current age, relationship 

status, and career aspirations, and the aging of the body, gametes, and a 

future self. Eliza Brown and Mary Patrick uncovered through interviews 

with American women who decided to freeze their eggs that the tension 

between careers and the aging reproductive system was not the primary 

ambivalence in the interviews. As they read through transcripts, they were 

struck by the tension between relational time and biological time.15 � eir 

 index case captured this dimension:

Without the egg freezing, maybe I would date a guy or end up with a guy 

I shouldn’t be, just because maybe he wanted a child and that’s what we 

want, but in reality, I really . . . I just don’t want to have a child with any-

one. I actually would like to be . . . I want to be with the person that I want 

to be with and out of that have a child, and I think egg freezing will allow 

me to do that instead of doing it the other way.

� e tension was between the ticking time of biological reproduction and 

the supposed timelessness of falling in love with Mr. Right. Instead of hav-

ing to compromise with a less- than- perfect partner to father their children, 

the respondent opted for egg freezing to sustain the culturally expected 

putative timelessness of relational construction. � is was, as Brown and 

 Patrick put it, a “prominent pa� ern” in the data.16
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� ese repeated variations of the tension between biological and roman-

tic temporality ma� ered when the authors drew out the theoretical and 

empirical contours of the case. � us, for example, Brown and Patrick could 

make sense of the ways in which women navigated the romantic relation-

ships they entered— how they chose to tell (or not to tell) their partners 

about their egg freezing, how they o� en still felt like they failed to dis-

entangle romantic time and biological age, how some decided to become 

single mothers and have their eggs fertilized by a sperm donor:

I wanted to throw myself more into dating, and there was a relationship 

that I was hoping would work out, that ended up not working out. And I 

think as soon as, like that was part of it for me, like fuck, sorry I’m cursing, 

like: “fuck dating” . . . like I can’t wait. I just felt like I needed to separate— 

there came a point a� er this relationship that I was hoping would work 

out and didn’t, and I was just like, you know what, I need to separate 

these projects.

Starting from the tension between romantic and biological time, Brown 

and Patrick could also capture outliers in their data because the untangling 

of temporalities didn’t off er the women what they hoped for. Building 

upon this core tension, they showed how other choices— such as becoming 

a single mother through sperm donation— became possible in ways that 

would otherwise be inconceivable.

Temporal tension in this context served two ends. First, it was a theo-

retical contribution in its own right. � e authors made the case that studies 

of the life course need to consider the entangling and disentangling of dif-

ferent temporalities if researchers want to understand people’s reproduc-

tive decisions. Second, temporal tensions constituted a gateway into the 

experience of egg freezing and how it shaped women’s lives. In that sense, 

one of the important sources of the analytic power of their analysis was that 

by beginning with the temporal tensions, both researchers and the reader 

were thrust into the experiential world of these women.

Brown and Patrick’s study was fortuitous. � e theoretical tension that 

carried the narrative mapped onto women’s lived tension. � e ethno-

narrative and the theoretical narrative seamlessly matched. In other re-

search situations, however, the tensions emerge in the data without our 

inter locutors making much of them. Only some of the tensions in the social 

structure are made into jokes.

Such temporal tensions can also be witnessed in ethnographic work. 

Ethnography is partly predicated on the ability to stay with people for a 

longer period of time. � is prolonged involvement in a community is not 
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only about ge� ing thicker description, being able to distinguish in more 

and more detail between a wink and a blink. It is also about observing peo-

ple change. Pu� ing diff erent moments side by side in turn reveals some of 

the most theoretically interesting tensions. Yet these tensions are, in many 

ways, textual artifacts. � e tensions we perceive on the page may not be 

felt by people acutely in their own life, since these moments are separated 

by years.

One case in which the ethnographer used change over time to powerful 

eff ect is Jooyoung Lee’s Blowin’ Up, an ethnography of aspiring rappers in 

South Central Los Angeles. Following his rapping friends over a period of 

fi ve years, Lee was struck by how some relationships changed over time. At 

the early stages of the rappers’ careers, they would come to rap in freestyle 

“cyphers” and “ba� les” on a street corner in South Central. Two young 

men would challenge each other to a rapping duel, egged on by an audi-

ence. Circling these ba� les, some (slightly) older rappers would mentor the 

young ones, teaching them how to spit rhymes. � ese men served as role 

models for many of the young rappers, who sought to emulate them and 

learn the cra�  from them. For example, in one exchange, when an aspiring 

rapper is booed off  the stage:

Shamir, a Project Blowed veteran, off ered commentary in between rounds. 

He tells the second guy in the group, “you need to breathe! You can’t get 

up here and spit sixteen bars in one breath! When your body tells you to, 

you need to breathe. [S]imple as that.”17

While rappers spent a good amount of time preparing their lyrics and 

rhymes at home, the experience of the cypher, and the mentoring of vet-

eran rappers, was critical to their fl edgling careers. Rappers venturing 

into this world revered the old heads. And yet, as aspiring rappers tried to 

make it in the wider music industry, the mentoring of these veteran rap-

pers became tinged with tensions. In a telling exchange, Lee described how 

an older rapper, once considered one of the best in South Central, berated 

an aspiring rapper for rhyming off  beat. Instead of gratefully accepting the 

advice as he once used to, the aspirant ignored the putdown, saying this was 

how he did things now.

� ese kinds of tension form the backbone for Lee’s analysis of rappers’ 

career trajectories, and how over time the role of these veteran rappers 

changes from a mentor to emulate to a cautionary tale of the fate to avoid. 

� ese changes off er a window to explore the other ways in which people 

changed their relationship to rapping as they tried to fi nally make it in the 

music industry. � us, the variation constructed within this set includes 
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adapting some musical and lyrical sensitivities to align with what they 

imagined studios wanted their music to sound like, dressing diff erently, 

and a� empting to expand their networks.

� e theoretical payoff  of a� ending to these temporal tensions between 

moments comes up in the relationship between excerpts gathered over a 

fi ve- year observational period. Rather than starting with one excerpt, Lee 

contrasts several time points. � e relationship between cases constituted 

the index case. � e data set was then constructed around the diff erent ways 

similar tensions repeat themselves over time and across cases. And while 

some of Lee’s interlocutors refl ected about how their views of the old heads 

changed over time, it was Lee’s own sense of dissonance between data ex-

cerpts collected in diff erent moments of time that initiated the construc-

tion of the set.

Whether built around a relationship between observations or around 

one tense observation, the basic idea is similar. By anchoring the set we 

construct around a temporal tension, we gain a deeper sense of the social 

dynamics— of a certain class of jokes in the structure— that prove theoreti-

cally generative.

Incongruities within and across situations

Lastly, another form of tension depends upon a� ending carefully to both 

inter-  and intrasituational frictions for the same person. We each wear dif-

ferent hats. We embody multiple roles and identities, and each one of them 

may manifest itself in a social situation. Tensions and incongruities emerge 

not only between diff erent people or over time, but also for the same per-

son between and within diff erent social situations.18 Such incongruities 

where people have to reconcile who they are in the moment between and 

within situations may end up as some of the most important sets of clues 

that something interesting may be going on in your observations.

As we show, such incongruities can emerge in two distinct ways, which 

we lump together here for brevity. One is what goes on between situations. 

� at is, rather than thinking about time as a relationship between two 

points in a life trajectory or the unfolding of history, we think about the 

nexus of time and space in which people go back and forth in their everyday 

lives. How we talk and act at home, at work, or in a Brooklyn café diff ers. 

Diff erent situations elicit diff erent performances and ways of being. And 

then, secondly, and especially important in interview contexts, are the ten-

sions and incongruities that emerge within a single situation. Here, while 

time is still important— diff erent modes of talking or reacting take place in 

diff erent moments of the interview or interaction— our focus is again on 
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the multiplicity of perspectives and ways of talking and acting that emerge 

even within a delimited situation.

Park and street: the meaning of violence

Let’s think about how people shi�  among situations, sometimes leading 

them to make choices or reveal themselves in a diff erent light. What people 

do and say in one situation in their everyday life is not the same as what 

they do in others. � ere are, as Trouille and Tavory noted, a host of good 

reasons to focus on such intersituational variations.19 Here, we focus on 

how seeing how people defi ne their world in one situation and keep it from 

spilling over into other parts of their life sheds light on the compartmental-

ized structure of their social world. � us, to take one short example, Iddo 

observed that Orthodox Jewish men in Los Angeles who worked in jobs 

outside the community— those who didn’t work as teachers in Orthodox 

schools, rabbis, or kosher supervisors— had to juggle very diff erent selves. 

During their working hours, these people o� en had non- Orthodox friends 

and interests. Some, it turned out, were avid gun enthusiasts; others en-

joyed thinking about offi  ce politics and had a deep knowledge of Dilbert 

cartoons. When these men and women came home, however, they o� en 

had to erase this other non- Jewish world. People took care not to talk about 

these interests and selves. As Iddo realized, being a good Orthodox Jew 

in this context o� en meant that other selves were erased. � is became a 

generative theoretical insight. Rather than thinking about networks of re-

lationships as something that can be drawn on a paper and thus somehow 

exist in a timeless fashion, he realized how important the situational struc-

ture of networks is for creating a dense moral environment. � e communal 

accomplishment was not, in this case, creating a kind of institutional com-

pleteness and keeping people within the confi nes of the Orthodox world, 

but in making such ties situationally unspeakable.20

As another example, we can turn to David Trouille’s ethnography of 

Latino immigrant networks and soccer playing in a park in Los Angeles.21 

He examined how through this play in a public space, immigrants found 

a place for themselves in their new country and intertwined leisure with 

both work and self- worth. � e park, then, off ered Trouille a strategic site 

to look at the work- leisure nexus. � e park was also a place for partying, 

drinking alcohol, and sporadic violence. Every so o� en, skirmishes on the 

soccer fi eld escalated into physical confrontations. As Trouille put it:

I initially found this sporadic violence frightening and senseless, much as 

I had found certain aspects of the men’s drinking at the park. Yet, to my 
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surprise, the men also talked about the park as a relatively “safe” place to 

fi ght, at least in terms of physical injuries.22

In order to understand the senseless violence, Trouille needed to leave the 

park. When he socialized with the men at bars a� er work, he saw much 

more threatening moments of violence and near violence— when the men 

were scared that they would be stabbed, for example, or when they started 

violence that could escalate unpredictably. When he told others in the park 

about hanging in these other places, they scolded him and told him how 

dangerous it was. � e point, as Trouille realized, was that violence in the 

park, though still troubling, was predictable. It was a staging place for mas-

culinity, but it was a relatively safe space. Others were always there to break 

up a fi ght and to make sure that things did not spin out of control. � is 

inter situational variation was useful as a way to understand the meaning of 

violence in the soccer fi eld, but also a hint about the importance of staged 

presentations of self that the soccer fi eld aff orded. In the larger context of 

Trouille’s work, his understanding of safe violence provided him with a 

way to understand how leisure practices became important for the devel-

opment of social relationships and for providing these immigrants with a 

sense of belonging.

Tensions within situations

Situational tensions do not need to occur at diff erent moments in a trajec-

tory or across locales but may emerge when people pushed along by the 

rhythms of life alternate meanings as their circumstances shi� .

One goal of the interviewing cra�  is to bring out the tensions, incongru-

ities, silences, and ambiguities of respondents’ stories. Even if interviews 

are a relatively stable and coherent situation— where someone is si� ing in 

one place and talking to one person— as interviewees move along their nar-

ratives, they o� en say very diff erent things. � ese incongruities, in turn, 

can be elicited by the interviewer, but can also emerge when an interviewee 

seems to tell one story at one moment and a very diff erent one in the next.

An example of an interviewer eliciting a tension can be found in Kath-

leen Gerson’s � e Unfi nished Revolution, an interview study of the genera-

tion of children who experienced shi� s in gendered division of labor at 

work and in the home. As Gerson showed, a clear majority of interviewees 

claimed that they saw an egalitarian division of labor as a relational ideal. 

And yet there were tensions in the interviews. Whereas most interviewees 

endorsed this ideal, they also talked at length about how hard it would be 

to actually foster such an egalitarian relationship. � us, many of Gerson’s 
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interviewees also described a fallback position, the less- than- perfect rela-

tionship than the one they might hope for.23

Yet, Gerson asserted, the gap between ideals and fallbacks was an 

instructive one. Women’s fallback position was mostly based on self- 

reliance— if they couldn’t have it all, they would prioritize their work. 

As one of Gerson’s interviewees put it: “I’m always conscious of trying to 

be responsible for myself. I fi ercely fi ght for my independence. Any time 

I feel that someone’s threatening that, my claws come out.”24 When men 

imagined their fallback position, they reverted to a traditionalist model in 

which they would be the breadwinners while their partner would stay at 

home. In other words, Gerson leveraged explicit intra- interview tensions 

in her respondents’ narratives to show that focusing on the structure of the 

gap between egalitarian ideals and fallback positions refl ected crucial dif-

ferences in gendered expectations.

Researching against the grain

Focusing on tensions and incongruities, whether between participants or 

over time, between situations or within them, is also an exercise in devel-

oping a certain analytical sensitivity, or mood. For lack of a be� er term, 

we encourage you to become intellectually subversive. Every community 

tells a narrative about itself, a narrative grounded in tradition, branding, 

or presumed shared values. It’s not diffi  cult to fi gure out what the most 

general, offi  cial narrative is: an educational se� ing is about teaching stu-

dents; health care is about treating patients; religion is about a belief sys-

tem; journalism is about reporting the news; government is about govern-

ing. But is it the entire story? O� en, the vocabularies and stories present 

neat pictures of diff erent people moving together towards a shared goal; 

but even when they describe a tension between people or hard decisions, 

the way that a fi eld understands itself o� en glosses over some of the most 

interesting things about that fi eld.

Many social worlds and organizations have representatives whose task 

it is to generate impressions. When you go to Friendship Park at the US- 

Mexico border in San Diego, where a twenty- foot- tall steel wall border 

fence separates the two countries, you’ll encounter US governmental bor-

der community liaison agents. � e park is closed most days of the week, but 

on weekends small groups of people on the US side can speak through the 

tiny metal holes in the fence with people at the Mexican side for a couple 

of hours. Before allowing you forward, however, the liaison agents will talk 

to you about their perspective on why the fence is there and the agency’s 

views on prioritizing security. Or to take a diff erent se� ing, during college 
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visits, prospective students and their parents will encounter guides with 

semiscripted narratives exulting the benefi ts of college. Once you’re at the 

college, you may fi nd that many of these touted virtues are not available or 

that the actual experience has li� le in common with these PR snapshots. 

Impressions are actively managed to be unifi ed, coherent, and fl a� ering. If 

there is a message that we want to send through this chapter, it is that go-

ing against the grain produces valuable clues about interesting things just 

below the surface.

To take a fi nal example: Julia Bandini studied end- of- life decision mak-

ing in intensive care units in some of the nation’s most prestigious hospi-

tals. Patients in these intensive care units were very sick and some of their 

vital functions had been taken over by machines, which was unsustainable 

in the long run. Patients either improved or the staff  would need to make 

the diffi  cult decision to withdraw or withhold care. � ey needed the con-

sent of relatives to withdraw care because the decision to unhook ventila-

tors and other life- sustaining technologies meant that patients will likely 

die. � ese were diffi  cult conversations, and the staff  o� en called in a bio-

ethicist to facilitate the process of reaching agreement on a course of ac-

tion. � e staff  would not want to act unilaterally because that would make 

the death, if not an instance of euthanasia, then at least physician- caused 

terminal sedation. � e diff erence between appropriate or inappropriate 

dying rested on whether the staff  had the family’s buy- in. Most of the lit-

erature in this fi eld was about the intricacies of these heart-rending and 

stressful decisions. Observers and insiders talked about how to deal with 

disagreements and how to bring the family to the right perspective. Ob-

serving these interactions and talking to the staff , Bandini— like others be-

fore her— discovered the drama of deciding when enough is enough.25

However, there was a surprising fi nding. When Bandini interviewed 

relatives three and six months a� er the ICU patient’s death, the decision 

that preoccupied the staff  was not the most salient aspect of the dying ex-

perience. What ma� ered more to relatives was that they acted in line with 

the patient’s wishes expressed prior to the decision: many patients were 

clear that they wanted to avoid unnecessary suff ering. Relatives also came 

back to small acts of caring such as bringing a pillow or toothbrush to a wife 

keeping a vigil next to her husband. Most of all, relatives appreciated that 

the time in the ICU helped them to prepare for a life without a partner or 

parent. While the decision to withhold care was part of the process, very 

few relatives spontaneously brought up the decision to withhold care when 

asked to tell their story of death in the ICU.26

� is is a good example of how, as a researcher, you can play along or 
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work against how a fi eld has defi ned an issue– and a reminder that our prin-

ciple of engagement does not mean deferring to respondents. It is not, in 

this case, a ma� er of fi nding tensions in what is presented as a unifi ed or 

coherent situation or social world. Rather, the tensions and dilemmas that 

the fi eld presents to the outside— and o� en to itself— are not the same as 

those that the researcher fi nds. If you stay within the parameters of how 

bioethicists and clinicians think about the decision, you would be limited 

in what you can say or even think. One is to do sociology in medicine where 

you bring sociological perspectives to bear on an issue that is clinically pre-

defi ned as problematic. Here you would use sociological tools to explore 

the relatives’ side, examine why relatives o� en disagree, and how one rela-

tive objecting to withdrawing care can lead to drawn out decision- making 

processes. � ere are advantages to such an approach: you have a clinical 

and bioethical audience and a body of literature you can speak to.

In contrast, you can contextualize the decision to withdraw care more 

broadly. � is would be more akin to sociology of medicine.27 Some schol-

ars, for instance, have argued that some of the diffi  culties of these decisions 

to withhold or withdraw care refl ect organizational issues such as the divi-

sion of labor between nurses and doctors, who each have access to diff erent 

pieces of knowledge.28 � ey observed how bioethicists help smooth over 

such decisions without asking why these dilemmas keep recurring in in-

tensive care units.29 � e role of bioethics in such family meetings is to mop 

up for clinicians because the meeting’s goal is to get families to agree with 

a biomedical way of viewing the decision. You could critically analyze how 

the distribution of information, the opportunities for relatives to voice 

their opinions, and the arguments aimed at convincing relatives are staged 

towards guiding families towards the staff - preferred decision.30 You could, 

for instance, problematize what shared decision- making actually looks like 

in end- of- life care. � at’s still working within the parameters of reaching a 

decision but pu� ing the decision on a fi rmer social science domain.

� en there is the path of bracketing the relevance of deciding and in-

stead taking the perspective of relatives to follow what they value. Rather 

than privileging any decision, you examine the experience of having a pa-

tient die in an ICU. � e issue for relatives is not necessarily how a patient 

dies (which is what the staff  focuses on) but that a loved one dies. Losing a 

family member is what’s most important. Bandini’s research showed that 

for some families, the decision to let go was indeed diffi  cult and colored the 

dying experience, but she found that what families value most is whether 

the staff  validated the decision the family reached. If staff  members praised 

a decision, state that they would have made the same decision, or that the 
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deteriorating health forced the decision, then family members felt re-

assured and, much like Goff man showed in “On Cooling the Mark Out,” 

such reassurance colored the grieving process.31 Going against the grain 

 allowed her to look at the interactions at the bedside and the stories fam-

ilies told a� erwards while se� ing aside the belief that the decision is the 

most salient aspect of end- of- life care.

� e implication for qualitative researchers is the need to bracket the 

sanctioned idioms and public narratives of groups and institutions. Even 

as they are thoughtful depictions of some tensions and dilemmas, they are 

o� en those of particular people in that social world. Howard Becker noted 

that sociologists should “doubt everything anyone in power tells you.”32 

Leigh Star encouraged her students to ask who benefi ts from this fram-

ing.33 Generalizing, you should doubt the offi  cial defi nitions of the order of 

things, since those accounts speak precisely to the dilemmas and tensions 

felt by those with the most power to shape the social world’s defi nition— 

even if they may not profi t from it, such defi nitions are grounded in only 

some persons’ experiences, and your contribution is to reveal who is served 

and what is silenced in that process.

Conclusions

In themselves, tensions are not necessarily theoretically instructive. But 

when you are grasping for a handle on your data, the jokes in the structure 

are o� en analytically provocative.34 � e cases we outlined in this chapter 

are ones in which these tensions ended up constructing the researcher’s 

theoretical and empirical story.

Ge� ing what’s funny about the joke in the structure is a way of ensuring 

that you get a deeper sense of the social world you are studying. A tension 

means that there is a struggle, a clash, an uneasy meeting point between 

diff erent elements within the social worlds we study. In that sense, there is 

something similar between tensions and surprises. � is may look counter-

intuitive. A surprise is a narrative turning point,35 while a tension o� en 

makes us stop in our tracks. And yet, a turning point o� en relies on our 

ability to stop for a while. Surprises and tensions are structural cousins.

Erving Goff man once said that you know you are in the fi eld when “you 

feel you could se� le down, and forget about being a sociologist. . . . You 

should be able to engage in the same body rhythms, rate of movement, tap-

ping of the feet, that sort of thing, as the people around you. � ose are the 

real tests of penetrating a group.”36 We think that this is a low bar. We would 

like to suggest, instead, that you know you are in a fi eld when you start 

fi nding the jokes genuinely funny. When you are ge� ing the tensions and 
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unstated dilemmas that make things funny, you’re in a good place. Explic-

itly a� ending to such tensions and incongruities provides us with be� er 

sketches of the fi eld. And be� er sketches of the fi eld are more interesting to 

compare both to our theoretical maps and to the directions our compasses 

point us to.





8: WRITING IT DOWN, WRITING IT UP

“What does the ethnographer do?”— [s]he writes.

clifford geertz, � e Interpretation of Cultures

� e founders of grounded theory reminded qualitative researchers that 

analysis does not begin when you put your audiorecorder back in a drawer 

and have a pile of data neatly stacked on your desk. Analysis starts the mo-

ment you do your fi rst interview or write up your initial fi eld notes. You 

constantly take stock of what you have, give yourself marching orders for 

additional questions to ask, and code those fi rst data points to stay on top 

of your research— spinning off  analytical memos to work through your 

emerging theoretical thoughts. Even more, you may want to build in 

breaks in data gathering: observe for six months, take a monthlong pause 

to spend time analyzing, then return to the fi eld for an additional round 

of data gathering. As we have argued throughout the book, you constrain 

your analysis and foreclose some of the most important avenues you could 

have otherwise taken if you only start analyzing your observations a� er 

every thing is collected.

Our argument in this chapter is that qualitative analysis also does not 

end when you have refi ned your coding scheme and wri� en memos sum-

marizing how your analytical thoughts intervene in the literature. � e 

abductive research cycle to separate the unpromising from the promising 

theoretical leads is most visible during the process of gathering and coding 

observations. � ere will come a point in a research project, however, when 

you feel that you have the analytical story down. Your data reaches a satu-

ration point: you can pre� y much predict what the next respondent will 

tell you, it’s a slight variation of a story you have heard before. You have al-

ready accounted for it. Data analysis seemingly done, you are ready to pick 

up your coding and memos to write up the study for publication.

While you may think you are ready to wrap up, abductive analysis con-

tinues during the research write- up. It carries over in two ways. First, anal-

ysis resides in the writing itself. Writing is not a mop- up chore at the end 

of a research project. To write is to make countless choices of what pieces of 

evidence to present; what metaphors are most convincing; whose narrative 
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voice to use; whether to develop a scene, a se� ing, a concept, or a theme; 

and what transformations in your main characters will carry a theoretical 

arc. All these choices are analytical; they animate theoretical points. Scien-

tifi c writing is a form of persuasion but, especially in theoretical articles, 

that aspect is o� en glossed over and bracketed as incidental: pure force of 

ideas should carry the day. But as any novelist or poet can tell you, how you 

write is intrinsically constitutive of your message.

Second, exposing your work to your peers during the publication pro-

cess will reveal surprises that you did not know you had and make you real-

ize that some of the surprises you thought you discovered are actually not 

all that surprising or novel. Having someone else look at your data, your 

claims, and your intended theoretical contributions in the context of anon-

ymous peer review may force you to go back and recalibrate your analysis. 

If you were to take a researcher’s data analysis when they felt they were fi n-

ished with coding and ready to write an article and compare that analysis to 

what ends up being published, the diff erence is o� en astounding. � e orig-

inal analysis occasionally off ers a bare- bones outline that was further re-

fi ned and elaborated in the write- up but o� en there is even less continuity: 

the published analysis is completely diff erent. Tremendously important 

analytical work is done during the writing process but it falls outside the 

purview of most methodology books. While authors thank reviewers for 

helpful comments during the review process in their acknowledgments, no 

methods section explains how the dreaded reviewer 2— a moniker for the 

nitpicky anonymous reviewer— actually shaped what was published.

� is chapter examines how the process of writing up research and ac-

tively engaging a community of inquiry throws your research for an ad-

ditional abductive loop by scrapping and refi ning emergent theorizations. 

Fussing with codes at your desk is one thing, but incorporating coding in an 

article that will have to go through the eyes of peer reviewers is a diff erent 

issue. Imagining your colleagues reading your writing tends to sharpen the 

pen. Some theoretical insights, even though they looked great when you 

were alone with your thoughts, will quickly dissolve, while others solidify 

through these encounters.

An abductive write- up

An abductive manuscript provides the opportunity to use the process of 

theory development to organize the write- up. What we are advocating is 

rhetorical abduction:1 the deliberate use of language and rhetorical devices 

to express the data theory surprise, a presentation style that doesn’t jump 
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straight to denouement but takes advantage of the sequencing of theory 

discovery to structure and convey the argument. � is requires you to think 

of abduction not just as a logic of scientifi c inference but also as a narra-

tive structure and set of resources that can be used to organize a qualitative 

research write- up. But, and this is the important part, there is a cognitive 

feedback loop: the narrative organization, in turn, likely will prompt fur-

ther abductive tinkering. While you dra�  your fi ndings to reach and en-

gage an audience, you also develop new analytical insights.

� is leap is in line with Peirce scholars who argue that abductive reason-

ing is not confi ned to science but also structures other kinds of narratives. 

� e most obvious example is the detective story where a Sherlock Holmes, 

Hercule Poirot, or Auguste Dupin abducts from clues le�  behind that the 

person who is the most likely suspect is actually innocent and that another 

character is guilty of the crime.2 Expanding on this literature, James Liszka 

and Genie Babb argued that abductive thinking is inherent to any plot that 

connects events in a way to elicit surprise from readers.3 Abduction works 

as a narrative device to organize a text, both as a construction by the author 

and as a reading experience by an audience. A competent author organizes 

a plot to evoke surprise and encourage an abductive response in the read-

ers, which, if eff ective, provokes modifi cation of knowledge of what the 

reader thought they knew about the world. While not obviously predict-

able to the reader, the plot needs to be comprehensible and plausible.4

Drawing on the work of literary scholar Wolfgang Iser, Liszka and Babb 

stated that author and reader participate in a game of the imagination, 

with the author guiding the reader by the signs of the text to convey critical 

thought. � is means that the text does not completely spell out solutions 

to confl ict but provokes the reader to connect the dots (in rhetoric this is 

called reticence and refers to the device of deliberately breaking off  speech 

to make the reader pause and fi nish the thought).5 � e author introduces 

disruptions, surprises, and anomalies that encourage realizations on the 

reader’s part. Liszka and Babb dealt with fi ction writing, but the narrative 

organization can be extended to qualitative research writing.

Rhetorical abduction can be mobilized as a narrative device to orga-

nize a text. As authors, we begin with what we knew or thought we knew 

about a topic, then introduce the surprise, followed by the new theoriza-

tion. It’s a variation on one of the oldest Aristotelian narrative formats that 

constitutes the foundation of countless movies and books: set- up, confl ict, 

catharsis. Yet qualitative texts rarely emulate the detective story by gradu-

ally introducing clues and aiming for a big reveal at the end of the text. As 

Becker has already pointed out, social science prefers showcasing the plot 
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up front in a text and working with evidence, theory, and insights to com-

pel a reader to change their mind.6 An abstract and introduction usually 

give the plot away. It takes a maverick to breach this ingrained format.

One such maverick is historian Carlo Ginzburg. In a masterful paper, he 

analyzed a story about a harangue during a seventeenth- century uprising 

against Spanish se� lers of the Mariana Islands as typical of the genre of 

the “noble savage,” with its roots going into antiquity. So why would we 

believe that the text is authentic and not a projection of the Jesuit author 

who never even visited the Mariana Islands? A� er showing in detail how 

the author of the text recycled ideas, and even turns of phrase, at the end 

of his essay Ginzburg points out that the text’s author used yearly le� ers 

from Jesuit missionaries to construct the speech. In a footnote in the Je-

suits’ text, the author expresses puzzlement at the reference to Spaniards 

introducing “rats, mice, fl ies, mosquitoes and all those small animals that 

exist only to plague us?” Even though, as Ginzburg reveals in his article’s fi -

nal paragraph, the author ridiculed this belief, ecologists have since shown 

that Spanish colonizers did in fact unknowingly import these pests from 

island to island, with devastating eff ects. Ginzburg wrote as a detective 

puzzle, throwing readers off  with tangents about the history of harangues, 

to reveal that even in such a contrived genre, one can fi nd kernels of his-

torical voices that go against the grain: “Behind the smooth rhetoric,” he 

wrote, “we hear at least a diff erent, dissonant untamed voice: an alien 

voice, coming from a place outside the text.”7

It is thus possible to appropriate the detective narrative, but it may re-

quire textual experimentation more fi � ing to an essay than a journal ar-

ticle. Still, even if the typical journal format works against a denouement in 

the fi nal paragraph, we can take advantage of the narrative form of abduc-

tive surprises, even for journal articles. It is easier in books, where in order 

to sustain a narrative arc spanning several chapters, the author will inevita-

bly need to build in some tension or puzzle that will be resolved later.

How does rhetorical abduction then work in practice? Here we focus on 

the presentation of data and the link between data and theory.

Writing through variation

“One sunny Sunday morning in January of 2007, I walked towards the front 

doors of the City Mosque to begin what would end up being three and a half 

years of fi eldwork in the mosque’s Muslim community. � ough I did not 

know it at the time, I would end up working most intensively with a group 

of young Muslim men whom I here call the ‘Legendz,’ a� er the name of 

their sometimes active hip hop group.”8 � is beginning of John O’Brien’s 
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ethnography of teenage Muslim boys growing up post- 9/11 is what Atkin-

son, drawing from literary theory, refers to as the format of verisimilitude.9 

Qualitative researchers aspire to convince readers of the observed facts: an 

I- was- here textual eff ect.10 � ese eyewitness reports depend on discursive 

conventions to give the impression that the text conforms to an observed 

reality. Qualitative research persuades through a combination of demon-

stration (e.g., excerpts of fi eld notes or interview transcripts) and analyti-

cal commentary.11

� is causes a practical problem in writing up data: how much of the doc-

umentation can you show? One of the a� ractions of qualitative research is 

that you capture more of the complexity of social life: everything seems 

interrelated, empirically and theoretically. You build deep relationships 

with respondents and informants and feel an obligation to do justice to the 

privilege of witnessing their lives. So much data and so many ideas, but so 

li� le space to write. How do you squeeze this complexity into an 8,000- 

word article, which, a� er you take out references, an introduction, conclu-

sion, and methods section, is actually much closer to 5,000 words? How do 

you stay true to all the work you have done and still reach your audience?

Here is the painful truth of qualitative research: ultimately, your loyalty 

is to your readers. It is not going to ma� er if you capture the full complex-

ity of your analysis or the richness of your data if you can only do it in an ar-

ticle of 23,000 words or a book of 600 pages. Almost no journal will review 

your work, acquisition editors will ignore your emails, and few readers will 

make it through your writing. � is means that to get published the readers 

will need to miss out on some of your respondents’ amazing experiences. 

� at’s painful, but in writing less o� en begets more. If your goal is to please 

each one of your respondents with your writing, it’s going to be a painful 

process that will likely end up in paralysis because no text can truly do jus-

tice to the wealth of an even temporarily shared life. What it means instead 

is that you think foremost about writing as an act of communication; a 

means of engaging and persuading an audience. And considering that your 

writing will go through anonymous peer review, you should imagine con-

vincing a skeptical audience. Your writing needs to be one step ahead of 

the skeptics, to anticipate and disarm their objections before they can even 

articulate them while reading your analysis.

OK, but you are still staring at a 746- page pile of transcripts and fi eld 

notes. How to reduce this to the three pages of quotes and excerpts that will 

constitute the empirical basis of your article? We realize that you may feel 

protective of all these carefully curated and coded interview insights, but in 

the end you have to be ruthless and only use the one quote that will move 

the argument forward. If you have two or three that make the same point, 
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you usually just need to let the weaker ones go.12 You proff er the exemplar 

as an iconic representation of a set of observations within the social world 

you studied.

To make rhetorical abduction work, the chapters on open and focused 

coding should inform how to cull the vast amount of data to support an 

argument. A good place to start your write- up is the index case, and then 

you pay a� ention to the internal or comparative variation in your data. You 

want to go for the most evocative, luminous, and striking observations or 

interview stories. And as we noted, the exemplars should be theoretically 

stimulating rather than statistically typical. � e chosen data fragments are 

not representative in any statistical sense, but are theoretically concen-

trated evocations that prepare readers for a subsequent argument.

In abductive analysis, the researcher presents the luminous data excerpt 

as a microcosm of a pa� ern they have found in the social world but then— 

through commentary or additional empirical detail— shows that the data 

also points to something unexplained in the literature. To work with data 

is to construct a theoretical puzzle. Considering your goal of evoking an 

abductive surprise in your readers, you want to arrange data fragments 

to demonstrate a contrast. A common rhetorical device in abductive writ-

ing is juxtaposition. A surprise is surprising in contrast to what is expected. 

So as a writer, you fi rst want to prime your audience’s expectations: what 

other scholars take for granted, what the majority or at least some of your 

respondents think, the usual way of processing in which people solve prob-

lems. In light of that context, something unexpected happens: people don’t 

behave in what seems to be the way they should, the usual course of action 

or proposed solution does not produce the expected results, there is a ten-

sion in the literature that needs explaining. It’s important that you pause at 

the surprise and really work it out empirically without skimping on detail. 

� is will give you the analytical space to develop the abductive inferences 

that explain the surprise and draw out its consequences. You question the 

relationship between the familiar and the new through both the textual ar-

rangement and the data selection. Basically, what it comes down to is re-

constructing what struck you as surprising about your data when you were 

doing the analysis.

Except in most cases it doesn’t really work out that neatly. When you 

review your data to pick that one interview quote or that stellar fi eld note, 

you will realize that the simple act of reducing the empirical material to its 

most telling moments changes the analysis. Your previous rounds of cod-

ing depended on being able to work through many examples and map their 

variations. � e write- up forces you to select only a few exemplars and to 

edit them down to fi t the word limit of a journal article. It requires you to 
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arrange the notes and quotes in a narrative order. It requires you to edit 

down the quote, and in doing so, its meaning changes.13 Here is a warning 

against editing interview quotes for readability: one of Bonilla- Silva’s infl u-

ential theoretical insights of colorblind racism rested on a� ending to col-

lege students’ hesitation, squirming, and fumbling when asked personal 

questions about race.14 With edited transcripts, these pauses and evasive 

answers could have disappeared.

Or the surprise you thought was mind blowing is actually not as surpris-

ing once you turn it into pixels on your computer screen. Writing for an 

imaginary audience likely will show you that what you thought you had 

doesn’t fi t as well. � e image that comes to mind is doing a do- it- yourself 

plumbing job. In your mind, you had thought the project through and then 

you went out and gathered all the parts. But once you squeeze yourself 

under the sink, you see that you miss a key piece of equipment and that 

the ones you have don’t really fi t. So off  you go back to the store. Similarly, 

when you go from what you had planned for an analysis to the actual write-

 up, you realize that it doesn’t really fi t as well. And you have this realization 

because of the writing process. So you have to go back to reading more lit-

erature, more coding, or even returning to the fi eld to fi gure out what it 

is you can claim persuasively. � e act of writing then may prompt another 

abductive analytical cycle.

On terminology

A key writing challenge facing qualitative researchers is to link observa-

tions to pertinent theoretical ideas. Remember the organizing question of 

abductive data analysis: what is the data a theoretical case of? � is requires 

that your observations exemplify theoretically relevant themes. Another 

means of achieving rhetorical abduction is to conceptualize your insights 

in ways that support their innovative theoretical message.

Quite regularly, a reviewer asks an author proposing a conceptual inno-

vation whether we really need another term in social science. � ese disci-

plines are indeed saturated with people who put everyday terms in scare 

quotes and present them as conceptual breakthroughs although they do 

nothing more than contribute to a cornucopia of slight variants. Anselm 

Strauss and his coauthors had an affi  nity for adding nouns as adjectives in 

front of the word “work” so we have a book with chapters about “machine 

work,” “safety work,” “comfort work,” “sentimental work,” and “articula-

tion work” in hospitals to refer to what the staff  did and simply “the work 

of patients” for the other party.15 More recently, we have a proliferation 

of “citizenship,” which includes traumatic, carceral, sexual, political, bio-
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political, liminal, legal, biological, and other forms of citizenship to de-

note the relationship of how people can make claims on the state and are 

legitimately recognized by state actors. A similar conceptual co� age indus-

try exists with the prefi x of “bio- ” as in biomedicalization, biovalue, bio-

sociality, biopolitical, etc. Many of these concepts only move the theoreti-

cal goalposts marginally: they are slight variations on a well- established 

theme, suffi  ciently recognizable to insiders not to ruffl  e any feathers.

A reviewer skeptical of new terms where existing ones do the job has a 

point. In many cases you can make a theoretical contribution without in-

venting new language. If you can stick to the existing vocabulary, this is 

probably be� er for everyone. But there are moments where a term can do 

important work, as the notion of habitus did for Bourdieu’s theory of so-

cial inequality. In the fi rst article where we suggested the term abductive 

analysis, the version that we sent for publication didn’t use abductive anal-

ysis. Instead we fumbled around with a discussion of modifi ed grounded 

theory, even though we were clearly moving farther and farther away from 

grounded theory. We didn’t think that we needed our own label. � e re-

viewers disagreed, and one of them tasked us to fi nd a name for our ap-

proach. An appropriate term makes your idea graspable in one moment. 

Instead of going through an explanation, you have a term. In phenomeno-

logical jargon, what could only be captured in a multistep “polythetical” 

way can now be understood in one “monothetical” go. It thus allows you 

to build off  this packaged insight rather than reconstructing it every time 

it is used. � is in turn makes it easier to develop the theoretical point fur-

ther later on.

If you do think that the process or point you are making merits a new 

term, the onus is on you. Your challenge is to make the case that this ter-

minology captures something or works out a puzzle that has stumped oth-

ers. � is is a high bar to clear, and the new concept or theoretical extension 

needs to merit its reason for existence.

� e best terminology captures what you want it to say without requiring 

additional explanation. � eories are infused by metaphor and synecdoche. 

In synecdoche, parts stand for the whole, such as the gavel for the law, and 

in metaphor we understand one kind of thing in terms of another, through 

comparison or analogy.16 Social science writing is more likely to be innova-

tive with fresh imagery than with worn- down metaphors. You invite being 

ignored if your writing is clichéd. You will also turn off  readers when your 

concept is a grating neologism. You will confuse readers when you adopt 

an everyday concept but give it a diff erent meaning. Every time you use the 

concept, you will need to realign the readers’ more obvious interpretation. 

Be� er to pick a concept that implies its meaning in a more straightforward 
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manner. You also tip your hand semiotically with the metaphors you pick. 

Whether theory, for instance, is viewed as constructed, extended, or discov-

ered implies a diff erent set of processes, agency, modes of inference, and 

relationships to the past. In a study that has withstood the passing of time, 

anthropologist Emily Martin reviewed the metaphors that medical text-

books used to describe the birthing process, noting how mechanical labor 

metaphors prevail: the pregnant woman’s body is discussed as a machine, 

with the uterus producing a baby, labor taking place in stages with assigned 

rates of progress, and the physician representing a mechanic implement-

ing interventions to improve the rate of productivity.17 � ese metaphors 

ma� er in real life for women giving birth because they distribute agency 

and responsibility in the birthing process.18

Strong conceptual innovations not only add a semantic meaning, but 

they may also demonstrate a theoretical shi�  through their vocabulary. 

Ma� hew Desmond argues that relational ethnography requires a rela-

tional language, in the same way that processual sociology requires a 

language eschewing essentialist terms.19 “Many urban ethnographers ac-

cept poverty as a given,” Desmond writes, “as opposed to treating it as an 

active project involving people far removed from the gri� y street corner 

where the fi eldworker has chosen to plant himself or herself. Poverty is not 

a thing; it is a relation. And it is not just a relation between past and pres-

ent, nor only between ‘macro structures’ and ‘micro se� ings’; it is a relation 

between winners and losers, extractors and the extracted, discipliners and 

the disciplined— all bound together in real time.”20

Desmond’s point is that qualitative researchers forfeit their game when 

they talk about poverty as a given rather than as something that some peo-

ple experience and others maintain because it is profi table. Building on in-

sights from ethnomethodology, Desmond asserts that the story lies exactly 

in the collective action, the relationship between, in his case, landlords and 

tenants producing enduring class and race inequities. Jack Katz gives an 

example that anticipates Desmond’s insight: “� us an owner who is said to 

‘have an apartment building’ does not really have any thing; he is benefi t-

ting from being in a mesh of relationships that include the income earn-

ing behavior of tenants, the ongoing processes that sustain the courts that 

will have to enforce his demands for payment, the daily dressing into uni-

forms of the offi  cials who will chase out squa� ers, etc. What the owner has 

is no thing but a benefi cial relationship to others’ doings, doings which in 

their evolving, interactive interrelatings throw off  material rewards to the 

owner.”21 Questioning what it means to be an “owner” opens up a wealth of 

institutional and social relationships that would have been glossed by the 

shorthand of “owner.”
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Your conceptual language then should consistently support the ana-

lytical points you are making. To play it safe, it may be tempting to drown 

your hard- won data in academese. You can squeeze the life out of relational 

thinking, for instance, by reducing the nuances of a tenant- landlord rela-

tionship to social network lingo that emphasizes nodes, edges, ego’s alters, 

alter- alter edges, etc. � is, however, would play against the strength of 

qualitative methods in ge� ing close to social life as it is lived.

� inking through the implications of conceptualizing during the writ-

ing process may lead to revisions of the analysis and engage another round 

of abductive inferencing. Once you write it down and integrate the data, 

the theoretical innovation that you have been pursuing may not come out 

right. Remember the article on the subtle signs of prognosis during neu-

rology consultations that we wrote about in chapter 6? Well, if you check 

the published version,22 you will see that the specifi c trajectories Tanya 

and Stefan used for months to organize their analysis (likely fi xable, pos-

sibly fi xable, and likely unfi xable trajectories) are not in the fi nal version. 

What happened? During the writing process (including the reviewing 

process), it became obvious that there was no way to shake the stigmatiz-

ing connotation of a term like unfi xable. � e term inevitably was morally 

charged, which overshadowed the analytical work the concept needed to 

accomplish. A� er double- fi � ing diff erent concepts, they agreed that fi x-

able best captures the fi rst trajectory, where the child is looking to a med-

ication-  and seizure- free future, while treatable matches the second one, 

where the seizures may be treated if the right combination of medications 

can be found, but for the near future the child would remain medicated. In 

the third trajectory, the issue at stake is whether the seizures would ever 

be managed with medical treatment. � erefore, in the fi nal and published 

version, they refer to fi xable, treatable, and manageable trajectories. � e fi nal 

version thus dropped the term unfi xable, which had anchored the entire 

analytical process. � e renamed categories lost a sense of continuity (being 

located on one conceptual axis), but the concepts also capture something 

aspirational for each trajectory, which is in line with the optimistic tenor 

of the indirect prognostic discussion. � ese are fundamental changes: the 

main concepts have been changed and consequently the link between the 

concepts is modifi ed.

Peer review as abductive engagement

An abductive write- up of research calls for an intertwining of content and 

style: an explicit analysis supported by an implicit analysis embedded in 

the text, both at the level of data presentation and at the level of theoriz-
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ing, forged by clear and tight writing. But it still depends on readers be-

ing persuaded by what you’ve wri� en. A theory always remains tentative, 

but it is somewhat safer when a community of peers has reached an agree-

ment to its utility. As Peirce beautifully put it, “Science is not standing upon 

the bedrock of fact. It is walking upon a bog, and can only say, this ground 

seems to hold for the present. Here I will stay till it begins to give way.”23 

Whether you will be able to hold your ground or sink quickly into the bog 

depends on how your peers evaluate your writing and whether you can 

overcome their skepticism. In contemporary science, one of the main ways 

the community of inquiry expresses itself is through the peer- reviewed 

publishing process.

In this section, we show that the review process may launch new abduc-

tive thinking. To reach your coveted audience, you have to sneak past a 

gatekeeper: anonymous reviewer 2.

Reviewers for a journal anticipate the review’s reading by an editor mak-

ing a publishing decision. It’s a purposeful evaluative communicative prac-

tice with its own loose norms of length, detail, and appropriate targets. It is 

also linked to very practical concerns. Book and journal editors are usually 

under constant pressure to reject manuscripts— they get dozens to hun-

dreds of submissions and can only publish a small fraction of them. Review-

ers are, to put it counterintuitively, the editors’ fi rst line of defense against 

prospective authors. Authors and reviewers negotiate relationships in the 

triangle of published work, editorial decision making, and the review.

In spite of their critical role, we know surprisingly li� le about how re-

viewers review. One rare glance of this gatekeeping in action is a study by 

Stefan Hirschauer of editorial decision making at a generalist German soci-

ology journal when he was one of the editors. � is journal was unique be-

cause it held regular editorial board meetings where the fi ve editors made 

joint decisions based on reviews. Hirschauer, with permission, took notes 

of the evaluation process and had access to the reviews and votes from 

the journal archive. Asking someone to review a manuscript is an imposi-

tion, and reviewers hope for a pleasant experience but remain wary that 

they may be disappointed. Hirschauer was struck by reviewers’ transfer of 

their joy or suff ering when reading a manuscript to the evaluation of the 

manuscript.24 Bodily language seeps into the review: reading was fun/tor-

turous/infuriating/a joy/palatable. � is refl ects not just the intellectual 

insights gained from reading but the experience of working through an 

overwrought or easily fl owing manuscript. � is is another reason not only 

to keep content and writing style consistent but to make it an engaging ex-

perience. And, if there was ever any doubt, to forgo smothering writing 

in academese.
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You intend your text as a unifi ed set of allies supporting your argu-

ment, but Hirschauer observed that it was easy for reviewers to poke 

holes in the lineup. Anything in your text can be used against you and the 

 entire argument, even if it is just a small slip into bombastic language or 

a grammar mistake. Out of context, it casts suspicion on the entire proj-

ect. Moreover, the criteria for evaluation are not universally agreed upon 

by a community of inquiry. Rather than thinking about criteria as reasons 

for accepting or rejecting work, it is useful to think about them much as 

some ethno methodologically inspired neo  institutionalists view rules— as 

resources that are rhetorically mobilized and become operative argu-

ments to either reject or make the case for a specifi c decision. Everyone 

who has published regularly will grouse about the capriciousness of the 

review process.

And yet, even if criteria are o� en used as modes of justifi cation for deci-

sions made for other reasons, the review process isn’t completely unpre-

dictable. In social science writing, it is theoretical framing and theoretical 

contributions that o� en trip up researchers. In her observations of grant 

panels, Michèle Lamont found that 75 percent of the panelists mentioned 

that the connection between theory and data analysis is an important as-

pect of grant proposals.25 In a study of the role of peer review in published 

quantitative papers, Misha Teplitskiy compared papers presented at the 

American Sociological Association meetings and their publication in two 

major general sociology journals: American Sociological Review and Social 

Forces. He found that the nature of the data analysis was altered relatively 

modestly while the theoretical framing o� en changed substantively. “� is 

fi nding suggests that a chief achievement of peer review may be to provoke 

authors to adjust their theoretical framing while leaving the bulk of the 

data analysis intact.”26 In other words, the theoretical framing for quantita-

tive papers is collectively negotiated during peer review.

What about qualitative research?

Rather than speculating about the general review of qualitative articles, let 

us focus on an example of qualitative work published in one of sociology’s 

two fl agship journals. Publishing a qualitative article in American Sociologi-

cal Review or American Journal of Sociology is challenging. � ese journals 

oscillate on how open the rotating cast of editors is to qualitative research. 

� is makes Kimberly Kay Hoang’s 2018 article in ASR, “Risky Investments: 

How Local and Foreign Investors Finesse Corruption- Rife Emerging Mar-

kets,” a remarkable feat.27 � e theoretical contribution of this article, 

however, changed drastically through the review process to the point that 
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 Hoang told us that it emerged out of a dialogue between her and the re-

viewers. She was kind enough to share with us the originally submi� ed 

manuscript, the reviews she received along the way, and her revisions. Her 

journey, far from unique, shows how the analysis, theoretical framing, and 

contribution to scholarship can be transformed during the review process.

� e basic topic, at least, remained the same: Hoang interviewed diff er-

ent investors in Vietnam’s emerging real estate market and focused on the 

kind of social relationships required to make a deal. In both versions of the 

article she looked at three kinds of commercial real estate investors— local 

developers, foreign East Asian investors, and Western investors— and their 

relationships with local government offi  cials. Already from the beginning, 

her research contained several abductive moments. For instance, consid-

ering the high fi nancial stakes of investing in emerging markets, Hoang 

expected foreign investors to play a major role in the real estate business, 

but foreign investors came in at a later stage: local actors dominated the 

land acquisition and early development stage of the real estate market. � is 

required Hoang to adjust her sampling strategy to capture a more diverse 

group of investors. � e most important impetus for abductive change to 

the analysis, however, came through the review process.

� e fi rst submi� ed version of the article linked social network theory 

to the notion of the relational work of economic transactions. From social 

network theory, Hoang took the notion of brokers who bridge two actors 

with no direct ties to each other and can gain advantage and fi nancial ben-

efi t from controlling information. While network analysis is able to map 

brokers, Hoang argued that this approach does not reveal the substantive 

content of the social ties, how people broker deals, and the broader cultural 

and structural arrangements that aff ect the process of deal brokering. Enter 

relational work. � is concept examines how people manage interpersonal 

economic relations and singles out the social ties between people or groups, 

economic transactions across those ties, various media of exchange, and 

the social moralized meanings associated with these ties as distinguishing 

characteristics.28 Building on her earlier research of relational work among 

Vietnamese sex workers in bars,29 her intended contribution was to build 

out the notion of relational work by specifying the variation in deal bro-

kering strategies in the real estate market and the conditions that produce 

this variation.

To that end, she proposed three ideal types of investors— insiders, out-

siders, and peripheral market actors— and argued that they used diff erent 

deal- brokering styles (direct, mediated, and indirect) that refl ected their 

position in the Vietnamese real estate market. Hoang specifi ed fi ve struc-

tural conditions that infl uenced the possibility of brokering: the global and 
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local legal context, exchange frequency, exchange quantity, length of rela-

tionship, and access to information.

Drawing upon twelve months of ethnography between 2009 and 2016 

and seventy- eight interviews, she compared how local developers, inves-

tors from East Asia, and European- American investors sealed commercial 

real estate deals in Vietnam. She showed how government offi  cials and 

 local developers developed close friendships based on gi� s and favors, in-

cluding bribery. � ey avoided the legal system because the person with 

the best connections to judges would always prevail in confl icts anyway. 

She cited Lainer- Vos’s work30 to support her observation that payoff s were 

spread out over time and presented as expensive purses or tickets that 

could be exchanged for money at a later time in order to blur the line be-

tween gi�  giving and bribery. � en she turned to the Western investors 

and showed how they were bound by their legal systems in Europe or the 

US that rendered bribery illegal. Westerners rarely moved to Vietnam. 

� ey had a short investment timeline dictated by the cycles of the stock 

market to show profi ts quickly. � ey made relatively few deals and almost 

never developed a project in the early phases. � ey created a buff er of local 

intermediaries, such as public relations agencies and lawyers, to connect 

them with local developers and offi  cials for permits and approvals, in eff ect 

outsourcing bribery and corruption.

In between those two groups are the East Asian developers, such as 

South Koreans, who developed direct relationships with central govern-

ment offi  cials: they spoke the language, they married politically connected 

Vietnamese partners, and they participated in the gi�  and favor exchanges. 

� eir timeframe was also more focused on the long term than the West-

erners’: they moved their families to Vietnam and hired locally connected 

individuals— university- educated sons and daughters of the local elite— 

whom they invited to invest in their projects. If these investments would go 

awry, they would take the local offi  cials with them. Hoang concluded that 

the three groups of investors work as brokers but they do so diff erently, and 

the value of her ethnographic work was that it typifi ed the kinds of broker-

ing along fi ve structural dimensions.

Hoang sent the article to ASR, anxiously awaiting the reviewers’ evalua-

tions of her manuscript. � e verdict was mixed. While the reviewers loved 

her close qualitative research and saw tremendous potential in the analy-

sis, they considered the manuscript “misframed.” As the editors put it in 

their le� er, “readers are telling you that you are barking at the wrong con-

ceptual tree.” � e reviewers did not consider “relational work” a theoretical 

framework that leads to propositions and predictions. Hoang’s proposed 
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extension of relational work was then evaluated as not much of a theoreti-

cal contribution.

In a rare unanimous vote, the three reviewers recommended that Hoang 

elaborate the work of Gabriel Rossman and Dan Lainer- Vos, which she had 

minimally engaged in the original version, on the management of disrepu-

table trades through blurring practices. � is would be a change in focus 

from deal brokering to an analysis of bribery and corruption in an emerg-

ing market. In fact, the editor and the reviewers didn’t think that the groups 

that Hoang defi ned as brokers did much brokerage at all and, even worse, 

just pointing out variation in how brokering took place was not a suffi  cient 

warrant for publication. Hoang would need to show how the diff erent deal- 

making strategies explained outcomes, the diff erent real estate deals. � e 

ASR editors issued a revise and resubmit but noted that the paper might not 

make it because it required a radical overhaul of the original submission.31 

� ey warned that if the manuscript spoke just to economic sociology, they 

would reject it: they needed something with crossover appeal.

Few scholars decline an opportunity to revise from ASR and Hoang 

grabbed the chance. She told us that she ended up spending three months 

reading the work of Rossman and Lainer- Vos, mulling over how it could 

apply to her work, and what she could add with her research. Rossman de-

lineated three strategies people use to obfuscate disreputable or illegal ex-

changes: gi�  giving, bundling (mixed reputable and less reputable deals in 

one package), and brokerage (fi nding a third party to accept responsibility 

for the exchange).32 � ese strategies off ered actors plausible deniability if 

a bribe is investigated. It’s a very diff erent, much more focused framework 

on the kind of exchange she discussed, in eff ect turning a minor point in 

her manuscript into its major theoretical and empirical theme. Just read-

ing this new literature was not enough, however. Hoang realized that be-

cause she had not gathered her data with this framework around bribery 

and corruption in mind, she would need to ask her respondents diff erent 

questions. She ended up returning to Vietnam for additional research and 

conducting additional interviews (the published paper is based on a hun-

dred interviews) to query her respondents about why they chose one deal- 

making strategy over another. � is, in turn, required a reanalysis of both 

her old and her new observations.

In the published version of the article (there was a second round of re-

views a� er which the paper was conditionally accepted, but the footprint 

of the published version was set a� er the fi rst round of reviews), Hoang de-

fi ned her contribution as advancing Rossman’s “line of work by addressing 

a novel set of questions, specifi cally when an actor might choose one strat-
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egy of obfuscation over another, and how actors’ relationships with state 

offi  cials might infl uence their diff erent strategies.”33 � e article was about 

the management of risky investments, why diff erent actors might choose 

one deal- making strategy over another in developing countries. Hoang 

argued that the choice of strategy depends on the proximity between the 

investor and the state offi  cials approving investments. She redefi ned the 

structural factors from the earlier version to legal/regulatory context, so-

cial ties, cultural matching, and stage of investment.34 Combining both 

components, she argued that where relationships between investors and 

state offi  cials are close, relational obfuscation takes the form of gi�  giving. 

If relationships are distant, they were more likely to rely on brokerage. If 

investors don’t have direct access to state offi  cials but rely on arm’s- length 

ties through political elites’ family members, then all three obfuscation 

strategies will be used.

We can further observe how the analysis shi� ed by mapping her index 

case (even though that’s not a term she used) in the section on Vietnamese 

real estate developers across dra� s. In the original version, the motivating 

analytical insight was that local developers developed a trust relationship 

with key government offi  cials. Hoang showed that over and over again, 

her Vietnamese respondents explained that their livelihood depended on 

close relationships: “It’s all about who you know in this country.” Trust 

was monetized: the local developers gave monetary gi� s in exchange for 

building permits.

In the published version the index case, and with it the analysis, had 

shi� ed. � e point about establishing trusting personal relationships with 

key offi  cials was a jumping- off  point for an in- depth exploration of how lo-

cal developers needed to bribe a revolving cast of government offi  cials to 

obtain building licenses, pass monthly inspections, and se� le government 

investigations. � e index case was diff erent: a building executive pulls out 

a photograph of his team with local offi  cials holding hands at a signing, 

the fi nal result of countless gi� s along the way. Hoang drew a� ention to 

the fact that the most senior members of the fi rm cemented their relation-

ship symbolically with a handshake in the picture. Hoang marshaled her 

respondents’ explanations of the benefi ts (lower tax rates and permits, 

prevailing in confl icts) and fi nancial opportunities (ge� ing land for cheap) 

of bribing government offi  cials. � e analysis also dwelled on the cultiva-

tion of the right personalized gi� s for specifi c offi  cials (knowing what kind 

of luxury purse a daughter of a government offi  cial desires). � e steady 

trickle of highly coveted gi� s not only covered up outright bribes but per-

sonalized the relationships. Government connections through gi�  giving 

bypassed the legal system to se� le disputes. � is analysis then elaborated 
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Rossman’s and Lainer- Vos’s accounts of blurring practices between gi� s, 

bribes, and market exchange. Hoang showed how gi�  giving establishes 

long- term advantageous business relationships while protecting both par-

ties from reputational risks and jail time.

Comparing the analysis in both versions, there was very li� le overlap: 

only a couple of quotes carried over. � e most telling sign of how much 

the manuscript changed is an unobtrusive measure: the original version 

had 81 references, the published one had 77. Only 16 references (or about 20 

percent) remained the same! It’s a completely diff erent paper engaging dif-

ferent theoretical literatures, pu� ing a diff erent index case at its core, mar-

shaling and analyzing data diff erently, and making a diff erent contribu-

tion. � e review process showed that what Hoang thought was the surprise 

at the center of her analysis actually masked a diff erent surprise in light of 

a literature she only had touched on in passing in the initial version. � e re-

view process then generated a complete overhaul of the analysis, prompt-

ing a new abductive analytical cycle.

We don’t want to give the impression that reviewers are always right 

and that you should cave to them. When reviewers make suggestions for 

additional data analysis or theoretical reframing, they put you in a tough 

spot. � ey are gatekeepers, and ignoring their comments may doom publi-

cation in that journal, but bending over backwards to accommodate them 

may lead to a distorted paper. � e review process seems to insert a level 

of conservativeness in a body of scholarship, especially in tradition- rich 

fi elds. � is may work against the goal of abductive reasoning to stimu-

late theoretically innovative insights. How can you do creative theoretical 

work if you have to sneak past the gatekeepers who may be looking for an 

analysis that corresponds to their expectations? Doesn’t such a system re-

ward incremental change? Indeed, as � omas Kuhn explained, there is an 

essential tension in science: adhering to a research tradition increases the 

probability for publication but forgoes opportunities for originality.35 It’s a 

reliable career path. Taking a higher- risk strategy may lead to higher rejec-

tion rates.

However, that same review process also allows for radical shi� s in a body 

of knowledge. And this is not because such papers manage to fool review-

ers but o� en because the fi ndings and theoretical contributions are truly 

groundbreaking. Rather than holding novelty back, reviewers and editors 

may actually react excitedly when reading something that changes the 

basic assumptions in their fi eld, is methodologically ambitious, or solves 

a recalcitrant puzzle. � ese are the manuscripts where reviewers write 

that they can’t wait to see the paper in print, or where the editor solicits a 

commentary to highlight the originality of the insights. Or alternatively, 
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reviewers give the green light for a publication somewhat reluctantly, but 

a group of readers recognizes that the implications are absolutely stun-

ning and start sharing and promoting the ideas. While we will never know 

how many revolutionary papers never made it to publication, some do. If 

a more creative strategy succeeds, it may also have greater payoff . Innova-

tion is a risky gamble. In a study of 6.5 million abstracts in biomedicine, 

Foster and coauthors found indeed that innovative strategies are rare but 

gather higher career and scientifi c rewards.36

Here, we can see why submi� ing articles for publication may lead to 

an additional abductive loop. Editors and reviewers, as representatives of 

a community of intellectual stakeholders and gatekeepers to publication, 

have a constitutive role in shaping an analysis. As early observer of science 

Ludwik Fleck noted, scientifi c experience is not just individual but collec-

tive.37 Qualitative researchers engage in thought styles detailing what con-

stitutes convincing evidence, causal claims, and the appropriate literature 

to cite. You participate in a disciplinary culture fi lled with tacit, unwri� en 

rules,38 and engagement with gatekeepers marks your work.

Articles and books

Our chapter so far has mostly assumed that you are writing an article rather 

than a book. � ere are some good reasons for this assumption: qualitative 

researchers write many more articles than books, articles take a smaller 

bite out of your data, and writing articles occupies the bulk of most aca-

demic careers. Books are involved projects, and their writing process usu-

ally takes much longer. � is book, for example, took us fi ve years from the 

moment we began to really write until its publication.39

As we write this book, we are both serving as journal editors40 and we 

may publish an interesting article that speaks to a small niche readership. 

Book publishers don’t have that luxury.41 � ey need the book to reach a 

book- buying audience (among the most desired books are those that will 

be adopted in classrooms). When you send them your proposal, they will 

look up the sales fi gures of similar books and gauge whether this is a wor-

thy investment of their time and reputation. You don’t have that many 

shots at book publishing: the sales fi gures of your fi rst book may determine 

whether a publisher will be interested in publishing with you again.

Books are also much more network reliant than are peer- reviewed ar-

ticles. � e reasons for this are mostly practical: it is harder to get reviewers 

to off er detailed comments on a whole manuscript. � is, in turn, means 

that a book editor has to make harder choices about which manuscripts she 

would even send out for review than does a journal editor. While a journal 
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editor may send out a paper even when they are skeptical about its chances 

to pass the trials of a review, book editors usually do not. And so although 

book editors read the manuscripts they receive, this means that they have 

to use other heuristics for their decisions. Reputation becomes one; a con-

nection to an author that the editor trusts, who can vouch for the manu-

script, is another. Most academic book publishers are risk averse: even 

though they are inundated with book proposals, they actually have trouble 

fi nding enough books to publish because few manuscripts have the poten-

tial to reach a broad academic audience.42

Lastly, books are more idiosyncratic than articles. Journal articles are a 

well- circumscribed genre. You have a lot of freedom within the confi nes of 

the genre, but you be� er have an introduction, a literature review, a meth-

ods section, two or three fi ndings, and a conclusion. Very few articles break 

this mold. � e creativity of journal article writing is a lot like the creativ-

ity of writing a classical haiku. You know how many lines and syllables are 

going to be there, you know that there needs to be an allusion to the sea-

son, the rest is up to you. Books are more akin to modern poetry. � ere 

are still many conventions you may follow, but the form is easier to break. 

Annemarie Mol’s book � e Body Multiple, for instance, is split into two on 

every page with a more ethnographic top part and a more theoretical en-

gagement at the bo� om of the page.43 More than articles, books live by the 

mo� o “show, don’t tell.”

� at being said, a� er writing a number of books and reviewing many 

others, we can say that there are certain ways in which books can produce 

surprises diff erently than do journal articles. � ere are many books that 

are built like a series of articles. Iddo still remembers that as a new assistant 

professor, he asked a student he worked with to read his dissertation with 

an eye to publication. � e student came back a few weeks later and glee-

fully told Iddo that the only thing holding the chapters together was the 

glue on the cover. He had a point. But this is why qualitative dissertations 

are not yet books (and why it took Iddo six additional years to get from his 

dissertation to the book). A good book has a wide narrative arc. What hap-

pens in chapter three may reverberate in chapter six; what is a minor puzzle 

in chapter four may come to the fore in chapter fi ve. A good book has been 

storyboarded for thematic and narrative development and the author will 

create a reverse outline to make sure that every paragraph, every section, 

and every chapter contributes to the central message.

In that regard, a book provides a writer with more space to defi ne puz-

zles and with the possibility of constructing a more elaborate solution ar-

chitecture. Such theoretical puzzles are one way to draw readers in. � ere is 

the opportunity to relate multiple theoretical puzzles to each other. In that 
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sense, the analytic structure of a book is a li� le like that of a crossword puz-

zle, where solutions to one part of the puzzle set the stage and shape the so-

lution to others.44 A book also allows the abductive writer to have a nested 

structure of puzzles— where the solution to smaller puzzles becomes part 

of the solution of a larger puzzle.

Got readers?

Let’s assume your article or book sees the light of day. What now? In the 

best- case scenario, readers will pick it up and engage with it. In spite of 

your careful negotiation with reviewers, you have even less control over 

how your work will be received.45 You can promote your research on social 

media and in department talks, but eventually your work will be recycled 

into ongoing conversations in ways that you may either like or consider 

unpleasant.

A way to understand this iterative process of how public exposure re-

veals the potential of abductive inferences is to extend Ian Hacking’s loop-

ing theory. Hacking started from the observation that science creates cat-

egories of people.46 When scientists invent new categories, as, for instance, 

when psychiatrists introduce an ADHD diagnosis for fi dgety children, 

we “make up” people. � ere always have been ants- in- their- pants kids in 

schools, but a label of ADHD put these children under medical surveillance 

as a distinct category, introducing common symptoms, treatments, and 

monitoring. � e way these children understand themselves and the way 

others view them changed once the ADHD label became widely applied. In 

that sense, a category constitutes a new human kind with shared charac-

teristics. Scientifi c categories like suicidal people, undocumented immi-

grants, or geniuses help us to defi ne, study, understand, emulate, or con-

trol people, and, also for these reasons, individuals and social movements 

may resist labels, which, as Erving Goff man pointed out, inadvertently 

confi rms these labels as well (because reacting against a label requires ac-

knowledging the existence of that label).47

Such scientifi c categories don’t stick automatically and uniformly: peo-

ple act on them. � ey appropriate and leverage them for their own goals, 

they rally around them, and in the process they change the categories. 

Additionally, a scientifi c investigation changes those people: it involves 

the accu mu la tion of knowledge about kinds of people, a process of sort-

ing them through institutions, the emergence of new experts and forms 

of expertise, and a refi nement of categories. Scientifi c classifi cations are 

thus moving targets, even though a label abstracts specifi c properties. 

Hacking referred to these iterative and recursive eff ects of labels through 
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their application and use as looping eff ects. � e label loops back onto itself, 

changing what we understand the boundaries and characteristics of what 

it means to be a particular human kind.

As Daniel Navon elaborated, looping is not limited to human kinds: 

when geneticists associate a disease with a genetic mutation, the resulting 

research may lead to a radical revision of the nature of the disease.48 � e 

disease category “wanders” and acquires on its journey new properties: it 

changes how people understand themselves and how experts understand 

them, and it changes our understanding of the incidence of disease in a 

population.49

We can take this mode of reasoning one step further: what Hacking’s dy-

namic nominalism highlights is that naming things is consequential; there 

is no knowledge that is independent of its conditions of creation and im-

mune to looping eff ects. Instead, through engagement and use, categories 

change over time.

� e same transformative looping eff ects apply to innovative qualitative 

data analysis. Conceptualizing is an instance of naming, labeling, and ab-

stracting pertinent properties. � eorizing means arranging concepts into 

a narrative argument that explains why and how things are the way they 

are. Such theories, however, are living things; they exist in whether and 

how they are contextualized, how portable they are, how they inform other 

people’s research. � e worst fate for the work of qualitative researchers, 

or any researcher for that ma� er, is being ignored. A theory that does not 

fi nd an audience is a lifeless artifact.

Wrap- up

� e write- up of research is an o� en- overlooked process of qualitative data 

analysis where the author facing a computer screen and keyboard makes 

countless decisions about data selection, presentation, terming, organiza-

tion, structuring, and theoretical engagement. Each of these decisions is 

consequential in the sense that the writing itself may support or obfuscate 

the theoretical contribution. We have argued for rhetorical abduction, an 

organizing of the text that conveys the surprising fi ndings by juxtapos-

ing the surprise against the background of expectations based on earlier 

theoretical work. Writing an argument down and spelling out the theoreti-

cal implications of empirical surprises is a moment of truth for a fl edging 

theoretical innovation. Once wri� en, certain ideas may not be as innova-

tive as they were in your mind, or you may realize that you should shore up 

your argument with a piling of diff erent readings. Maybe you need to go 

back and fi ll in some gaps you assumed in your analysis and fi gure out how 
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your respondents view the events you are writing about. Writing means in-

serting yourself in a community of inquiry and may prompt an additional 

round of abductive analyzing.

When your article or book is sent out for review, another abductive ana-

lytical cycle may be required when reviewers do not buy either your data, 

your surprise, your theoretical framing, or your contribution. Entire data 

sections may demand revision. In some cases, the fi nal version of a theo-

retical argument emerges as a joint accomplishment between author, re-

viewer, and editors.

� e process of writing up research allows you to adjust the theory based 

on what you anticipate your audience will take away in that critical time 

period before you fi nalize a version. Your aspiration is, to put it in semiotic 

terms, to have a transparent sign: one that conveys its meaning with li� le 

extra information and independent of its empirical origins. Writing things 

up and receiving feedback shows how transparent your work is. Of course, 

signs are always multivocal, but your aim is to limit the interpretative 

range. � e back- and- forth of the publishing process gives you an  inkling 

as to whether your writing will fi nd an audience and allows you to loop 

back.50 So write well.



9: ABDUCTION IN ACTION

Heaven’s Gate was a Christian UFO cult led by a charismatic leader. Its 

members believed that when the comet Hale- Bopp passed Earth, it was fol-

lowed by a space ship. If members le�  their bodies, which they referred to as 

vessels, a UFO would take their souls to an extra- human level of existence, 

leading to their salvation and ascendance into the kingdom of heaven. Five 

months before thirty- nine members took phenobarbital mixed with apple 

sauce in an act of mass suicide in 1987, they purchased alien abduction in-

surance that would cover up to fi � y members and would pay out $10 million 

per person. � e insurance covered abduction, impregnation, and death by 

aliens. Alien abduction insurance is indeed a thing (albeit a gimmick): one 

company sold more than 30,000 policies. It even paid out a claim, yet only 

at $1/year for ten million years.1

� at’s not the kind of abductive insurance that this book can off er. If 

only it were this simple. If insurance is about hedging against the risk of 

loss, in qualitative research the risk is that your research eff orts are all for 

naught— that you spend all this time gathering and analyzing data but 

have li� le to show for it. While no approach can guarantee that you would 

be able to contribute something of value to the disciplinary debates in 

your fi eld, we believe it should be a rare outcome. If you read widely both 

within and beyond your subfi eld, and if you work carefully to bring out 

your data’s surprises in data collection, analysis, and writing, you should 

be able to make a contribution. � is book outlines ways in which you can 

design and conduct your research project to insure yourself against futile 

research eff orts by creating favorable circumstances for the occurrence of 

data- theory surprises.

Our departure points are that we do research to fi nd out things we don’t 

know or aren’t certain about, that an important facet of every research is its 

theoretical contribution, and that we want to play to the methodological 

strengths of qualitative research to aid in theory construction. We cannot 

overemphasize these starting points: if your research goal is to collect some 
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illustrative quotes to prove your favorite theoretician right or to support 

an ideological agenda, we are at cross- purposes. Our research cra�  aims 

to discover something unanticipated. We look for analytical pa� erns in a 

corpus of data in light of existing literatures.

Let’s recall what happens during analysis. � e goal of qualitative data 

analysis is coming up with an answer to the question what is this data a theo-

retical case of? Abductive analysis is a scientifi c logic of inference aimed at 

theory construction that involves a recursive process of moving between 

data and theories. An abductive inference makes a preliminary guess of 

what kind of case you have when surprising or unexpected fi ndings occur. 

As Peirce pointed out, abductive reasoning by itself is insuffi  cient: there 

simply are too many possible inferences you can come up with that may 

account for data surprises. An abductive inference therefore is a hypothesis 

on probation.

As a constitutive part of an iterative research cycle, abductive analysis 

jump- starts both inductive and deductive forms of reasoning. Induction 

looks for generalizations, pa� erns, outliers, and salient themes in the data 

to test the abductive inference, while deduction specifi es the hypotheses to 

gather more data. Induction gives us confi dence in a theory based on the 

accumulation of new observations; deduction tells us what to expect based 

on a theory. � e development of the theory occurs through fi � ing the class 

of empirical phenomena to which the new theory applies and reshaping 

the theoretical scope to make it be� er suited for the cluster of empirical 

phenomena we theoretically lump together. � e result will be a new theo-

retical argument, emerging in abductive analysis through the dialogue be-

tween data and an amalgam of existing and new conceptualizations.

� e recursive and iterative nature of abductive analysis not only gen-

erates but also culls possible theoretical leads. Although some abductive 

inferences are productive, there are many more dead ends and false starts 

than good ideas that culminate in theory construction. You weed out ab-

ductive leads primarily through the process of testing the emergent abduc-

tive hypothesis with new observations to further shape the fi t between the 

theoretical framework developed and the observations explained by your 

account. Researchers deliberately aim to gather negative cases to progres-

sively redefi ne the phenomenon to be explained in order to make it fi t the 

explanatory theoretical factors.

Our approach focuses on moments of abductive inference as the pivot 

point in the inferential seesaw of induction and deduction. We hold that ab-

ductive inference can be cultivated both theoretically and practically. � e 

purpose of this book, and of abductive analysis more generally, has been to 

stack the deck in favor of theory construction by shuffl  ing the cards so that 
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theoretical surprises are more likely to turn up. � eoretical innovations do 

not pop up unexpectedly out of nowhere but need theoretical and method-

ological cultivation. � eoretically, you gather conceptual maps that may 

provide direction for your research, and you try out diff erent theoretical 

compasses to navigate your project— both theories that are specifi c to your 

subfi eld and tell you what to substantively expect, and theories that tell 

you how social life is organized more generally. O� en, you may be more in-

spired by theoretical tracts that at fi rst sight have li� le to do with what you 

are fi nding because they make you wonder about similarities and diff er-

ences. In the data analysis class, we may read a theoretical article on inter-

net communities and then go around to pick out ideas that may be relevant 

for projects that have li� le to do with either a virtual world or community. 

In media training, this is called bridging. Whatever question a reporter 

asks, you segue your answer to the points you want to make. In research 

you don’t have talking points, but you have data that needs to speak up. So 

you look for what may help you get theoretical traction wherever you fi nd 

it, not just within your friendly theory. Evere�  Hughes once pointed out 

that you may learn about prostitutes by studying psychiatrists; both have 

to be careful not to become a� ached to people who come to them with inti-

mate problems, and both are privy to discrediting information about their 

clients.2 � e stronger and deeper the theoretical points in your readings, 

the more likely you’ll be inspired.

Moving from reading to design, we argue that working abductively re-

quires us not only to look at our observations diff erently, but also to collect 

them in novel ways so that surprises are allowed to emerge in the data. If 

we want to organize our work to allow and even encourage surprises, we 

need to think carefully about the interplay between the openness of our 

work— which provides avenues for surprise— and our ability to construct 

meaningful variation later on. Ethnographic observations are fi nely tuned 

to reveal social mechanisms across situations but are o� en too sca� ered 

to provide a coherent narrative. Interviews give insight into personal and 

collective perspectives but become closed off  too quickly, and thus close off  

avenues for surprise.

For ethnographies, then, the challenge is to focus the project because 

there is an endless variation of things to observe, even in one scene, and 

o� en a paralyzing choice of where and with whom to spend time. Focused 

fi eld notes push description as far as it goes, avoiding glossy imputations 

and staying close to the observed interactional sequences. Analytical fi eld 

notes tip us off  to social processes, frictions, and collective actions. Being 

sensitive to the purpose of fi eld notes to move a line of reasoning along 

may require you to focus your observations on particular questions for 
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clarifi cation and elaboration that emerge on a daily basis. You give yourself 

marching orders of what to look for next, pursuing a budding theme. For 

interviews, the challenge is to defocus our interview guide enough to allow 

for surprises, and to take care that we defocus our interview guide in simi-

lar ways across interviews, so that we are not stuck with evocative excerpts 

that we cannot evaluate since we realize too late that we asked the wrong 

questions. A surprising research fi nding without variation is analytically 

frustrating— without a sense of the theme’s saliency our analysis is stifl ed.

Coding techniques are what most people associate with data analysis in 

qualitative research, but coding only makes sense if you are well equipped 

with theories and have stellar observations. Coding is mired in mysticism: 

while there are as many ways to code as there are qualitative data analysis 

books, they all promise analytical enlightenment.3 � at should signal that 

there is not one invariably correct way of coding data fragments. Moreover, 

it suggests that coding is insuffi  cient to constitute data analysis. You need 

a strong theoretical foundation, luminous data, and a sense of direction. 

Coding, though, helps you to situate yourself on various theoretical maps. 

In essence, coding is nothing more than a systematic process of slow read-

ing and refl ecting on what you have in your observations and how they 

 allow you to make larger arguments.

We outlined two ways of coding that may make sense for diff erent proj-

ects or for the same project at diff erent stages of analysis. � e fi rst one, our 

pragmatist- inspired version of open coding, is a process of interrogating 

your observations with “who does what, when, where, and with what con-

sequences” that allows you to trace the relevant actors, processes, outcomes, 

and actions. Such traces allow you to discover pa� erns and search out vari-

ation in your data. It’s a good way to fi gure out what you have in your data, 

as well as allowing you to test the strengths of your interviews and observa-

tions. Such coding alternates with more developed focused coding, which 

happens when you develop a good sense of a promising theme in your data. 

� en you single out an index case that captures that theme and go system-

atically through your observations to fi nd related cases.

In either coding process, showing variation in a phenomenon, develop-

ing a taxonomy of manifestations, or slicing data into ever fi ner bits does 

not make a theory. As Kieran Healy noted, adding small variations to an 

existing theory is o� en counterproductive because the point of theorizing 

is to abstract the details from a variety of diff erent things or events to create 

an explanatory generalization.4 � eorizing goes across cases and it places 

a bet on what ma� ers; adding more variables or details hedges the theory 

with particulars. A good theory is o� en simple: it cannot capture every-
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thing to everyone. In fact, if it tries to do that, it slowly turns into descrip-

tion. Some of the most enduring ideas of classic social theorists are not 

their nuanced discussions but their account of elementary social processes 

or recurring tensions.

In order to deepen your understanding of the social world you study and 

as a way to unearth possible surprises, one promising avenue is to seek out 

tensions among people, situations, or processes. Building on the notion 

of the principle of engagement— that we need to take the concerns of the 

people we study seriously— we argue that such tensions are places where 

incongruities among moments, situations, actors, or institutions come to 

the fore. Focusing on such tensions helps us see how power is yielded and 

where biographical dilemmas emerge as pa� erns of social life. A� ending 

to tensions gives you insight into the specifi cs of the social fi elds we study: 

how people generate and respond to problems.

Chapter 8 may be the most unexpected. We argued that writing an 

analysis up for publication is itself an analytical act. � e choice of narra-

tive voice, decisions of which data fragments to foreground, how to build 

up a character a reader may care about, how you decide to respond to re-

viewers, what audience you aim to engage: all this does analytical work. 

Your words are the li� le dots of a pointillist painting that create an analyti-

cal image. Each word, sentence, paragraph guides the reader to a diff erent 

analytical impression. It ma� ers, for instance, to talk about tensions rather 

than control. � ese metaphors invoke diff erent associations and have dif-

ferent theoretical aff ordances. Exposing your work to readers is, as Latour 

pointed out, a trial of analytical strength.5 � is metaphor fi ts in the sense 

that exposing your writing to reviewers and general readers culls ideas and 

theories. Some will spread through citations across disciplines, others will 

fl ourish in specialized circles, and still others will wither away in digital 

libraries.

Abductive analysis implodes the diff erence between theory discovery 

and justifi cation in social research. Above all, this means that you need to 

do research diff erently. Our position implies that your observations are not 

fully contained by the theories you know. Observations bump up against 

your conceptual apparatus and in this friction lies the opportunity for sur-

prise. Another consequence is that research requires both forethought and 

fl exibility: in an overly fl exible method like ethnography, you may need to 

build in some constraints to avoid a sca� erplot of unrelated observations, 

while for an interviewing study, you may want to push more on fl exibil-

ity and not lock in questions once you sense a promising theme. In other 

words, you need to design your research diff erently, carefully alternating 
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between moments of focusing and defocusing; you need to think diff er-

ently about where you build observational variation. You may, we suggest, 

even have to read and write diff erently.

What surprise? What theory?

If social science is a kind of conversation, this book is in the genre of how 

to become a be� er conversation partner. Except, of course, that the answer is 

much harder than such guides would make it look. It takes years of ded-

ication— of reading, of researching, of working with data, of writing and 

rewriting— to be able to enter a theoretical conversation and recount more 

than a fading echo of somebody else’s tale.

Surprises are theoretical conversation starters, but they are insuffi  cient 

to become an engaging conversationalist. You may still end up with fl uff y 

small talk, squandering a catchy opening line. Surprises provide you with a 

space to broach a topic and ideally open up the dialogue for others to listen 

to what you are about to say. � e conversation fl ows from how you build 

upon the surprise. � eorizing makes the diff erence between chit- chat, 

wi� y banter, and a rousing, life- changing speech. � ere are limits to how 

conversation books can teach you how to be a be� er conversationalist. � is 

book has been mum about what will normalize your surprising observa-

tion. We told you about how to talk more persuasively, but we didn’t give 

you surefi re scripts that will work every time to enliven a conversation. 

In other words, we did not tell you what your theory should look like. In 

part this is because diff erent people theorize diff erently. Some theories are 

strictly middle- range theories within specifi c fi elds, opening your subfi eld 

up somewhat guardedly and feeling more comfortable talking to peers. 

Others will theorize in broader strokes, fl i� ing from subfi eld to subfi eld, 

but perhaps arriving at their destination ba� ered by engaging a wide array 

of interlocutors.

A fi nal thought. While we don’t give you a checklist of what a good the-

ory should look like, we advocate for theories that open up the research of 

others to surprises rather than shushing them down. If a theory propels 

you to simply redescribe everything that you see in its terms, then your 

theory may be a good narrative device, but it is not good theory to research 

with. Indeed, the history of sociology is strewn with theories that have be-

come ossifi ed into grand narratives— that have become so general or vague 

that they have produced co� age industries of exemplifi cations, but pre-

cious few surprises. � eories are always a work in progress. You’ll never 

have the fi nal word.



a p p e n d i x :  f r o m  q ua l i t a t i v e  t o 
c o m p u t a t i o n a l  a b d u c t i v e  a n a ly s i s

Is abductive analysis purely a qualitative approach? We hope not. While 

we conduct qualitative research, and the approach we have developed is 

geared towards the kind of work we know best, we hope that this approach 

can also help other researchers make sense of their data. We would there-

fore like to sketch the possible value of abductive analysis for quantitative 

research, and especially branches of quantitative analysis that currently 

fall under the general umbrella of computational social science.1 We want 

to shine some light on the topic in the hope that others will carry this torch 

forward.2 � e point is this: there is nothing in abductive inference that 

makes it uniquely compatible with qualitative research. While we have 

been thinking about diff erent ways to work through qualitative methods, 

at its core abductive analysis off ers a novel theorization for a surprising re-

search fi nding. Surprises occur in qualitative and quantitative research and 

theorizations may fl ow from all kinds of methods.

And yet it is not mysterious that much quantitative research is still un-

der the spell of a deductive model of inference, even if reality o� en strays 

from deduction. Survey research in particular constrains many research 

possibilities. While there are crucial pilot stages to any good survey where 

plenty of abduction can happen, there really is a separation between the 

context of discovery and the context of justifi cation in much survey- based 

research. � is is not primarily an epistemological choice, but a practical 

one. � ere is simply li� le room for experimentation with “defocusing” 

questions to see what happens when the practicalities of running a survey 

are so foreboding. Moreover, survey research is one place where multiple 

researchers use the same generic database. � is means that most research-

ers cannot change anything about the survey they use. Diff erent people col-

lected the data, and the questions they ask and their theoretical sensitivi-

ties are likely diff erent from your own.
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Yet survey- based research is only one mode of conducting quantitative 

work. Over the past decade or so there has been an explosion of computa-

tional methods, with techniques as diff erent as topic modeling, sentiment 

analysis, and other natural language processing approaches developed to 

analyze the deluge of digital data.3 � ese data (e.g., points of sale, geolo-

cation data, social media scrapings, CCTV recordings) are not explicitly 

created for social science research and as such present new challenges and 

opportunities. � ere are a few things about this computational turn that 

drives researchers away from deduction. First, since the logic of most of this 

research is that of population studies rather than sampling and statistical 

inference, there is no practical impetus to think deductively. Indeed, when 

you are dealing with the population, a seductive thought is to imagine that 

you can be a pure inductive researcher and put your hope in “seeing what 

emerges from the data.” � is is related to a second part of the allure of these 

new computational methods: that we let the algorithms that we employ at 

least partially defi ne our analytical categories and sets.4 � e technique re-

lies on the notion that a computer can generate collections of text based on 

the cooccurrence of words within specifi c documents. While what we do 

with these sets (and, crucially, their number) is le�  for interpretation, such 

methods do not mesh comfortably with strong deductive approaches.

How should these data and method opportunities be analyzed? Some 

scholars in computational sociology, Laura Nelson in particular, have ad-

vocated for adapting grounded theory to computational sociology. She 

proposes a three- step procedure: � e fi rst, pa� ern detection, involves in-

ductive computational exploration of text, using techniques such as unsu-

pervised machine learning and word scores to help researchers see novel 

pa� erns in their data. � e second, pa� ern refi nement, returns to an in-

terpretive engagement with the data through qualitative deep reading. � e 

third, pa� ern confi rmation, assesses the inductively identifi ed pa� erns 

using further computational and natural language processing techniques.5 

While this mode of inference allows researchers to examine whether a 

signal exists in their data, it does not tell them whether the signal is theo-

retically worth pursuing. � erefore, an abductive approach, where the un-

supervised machine learning is focused on a theoretically possibly interest-

ing topic and the deep reading occurs in light of the literature, will likely be 

more productive and help researchers appreciate the data they have.

Indeed, other computational sociologists have gravitated towards ab-

duction. Some of the questions facing computational sociologists are very 

similar to those we posed in this book: how can we stack machine learning 

and pa� ern recognition in favor of theoretically relevant data surprises? 
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And much as with the relation between abductive analysis and grounded 

theory, the idea that categories emerge from the data through some sort 

of immaculate conception is quickly dispelled when you work with com-

putational data. To take a simple example— the question of how many cat-

egories to allow in a topic- modeling study is a deeply theoretical and in-

terpretive question. Not to mention that the fl exibility of computational 

methods allows people to shi�  registers and methods as diff erent surprises 

emerge within their work.6

We have been talking so far about the value of abductive inference, rather 

than the value of abductive analysis. Karell and Freedman develop an ab-

ductive computational approach that defamiliarizes the concepts under 

study to expose their puzzling aspects. Resolving these puzzles through 

an iterative movement between a widening body of empirical material and 

further analyses paves the way for novel theory construction. � ey provide 

an example. In their study of political radicalism, Karell and Freedman 

noted that the existing literature agrees that radicalism entails opposi-

tion to sociopolitical systems and powerful organizations or institutions. 

� is can take the form of championing vanishing traditions, justifying 

violence against innocents, or pursuing nonviolent extra- institutional ac-

tion. Studying over two decades of radical discourse in Afghanistan, they 

found, consistent with the literature, a rhetoric of subversion that evoked 

a historical fi ght against powerful external enemies. � ey also discovered, 

however, a second body of discursive radicalism that did not fi t the litera-

ture. � e rhetoric of reversion drew upon the notions of everyday morality 

to uproot undesirable developments in the personal and local contexts.7

� is surprising fi nding relied not only on a comprehensive corpus of 

materials produced by Afghani mujahideen organizations between 1979 

and 2001, but also on the adaptation of topic modeling to defamiliarize ex-

isting theoretical concepts8 and generate new observations that a coding 

strategy modeled on existing theories and literature would have missed. 

Five of the ten topics consisted of words around war and international con-

fl icts, consistent with the familiar rhetoric of subversion. Two of the re-

maining topics comprised words that are associated with local economic is-

sues and private life.9 To make sense of these results, Karell and Freedman 

took a closer look at documents that are associated with these words and 

consulted additional social scientifi c theories about the ability of social dis-

courses to foster social relationships. � is led them to interpret the topics 

as “a sociotemporally intimate gaze, stitching together concepts of moral-

ity, the everyday, and the personal and local to challenge members of radi-

cals’ own groups and communities, as well as the radicals themselves.”10
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� is novel work is exciting but only the beginning of how an abductive 

scientifi c logic may travel within computational sociology. In an emerging 

fi eld that is marked by an explosion of new measurement techniques, algo-

rithms, and data sources, creative theorization could redraw not only re-

search practice but the boundaries of traditional social science disciplines.
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Chapter 2

1. Grounded theory was built on an inductive model where researchers were en-

couraged to ignore what others had wri� en or thought and instead let theory 

emerge from observations through a process of coding and memo writing. 

While the methodological steps have been proven useful, holding on to induc-

tion remains a barrier to theory development. � e truth is that precious li� le 

theory came out of grounded theory research. Indeed, induction provides more 

facts but li� le extra theory.

� e extended case method as interpreted in sociology, in contrast, is overly 

commi� ed to a singular theoretical project and does not provide much method-

ological guidance on working with observations. � e goal of the extended case 

method is to build upon an existing theory, working much closer to a deductive 

form of reasoning where the researcher views observations through the lenses 

of a strong theoretical framework— usually a variation of a Marxist theme. In 

particular, the reliance on a deus ex machina, the god who would restore order 

at the end of Greek plays, in the form of structural factors as the fi nal explana-

tion of any study, is deeply problematic. Burawoy is adamant that these struc-

tural factors are not directly observable during fi eldwork but can be postulated 

on theoretical grounds. Like grounded theory’s assumption that data begets 

theory, structuralism as imperceptible fi nal causes constitutes another form of 

magical thinking inserted in qualitative data analysis. See chapter 1 of Tavory 

and Timmermans 2014.

2. � e researcher likely misunderstands in vivo codes; 141 is an amazingly high 

number.

3. Tavory and Timmermans 2019, 532.

4. Burawoy 2019, 51.

5. Hartshorne, Weiss, and Burks 1931– 1958, 5.117. � is collection is hereina� er re-

ferred to as CP.

6. CP 7.219.

7. See our appendix. However, if you are reading this endnote, you’ve already gone 

beyond the appendix and you might well have seen that we address it there. � is 

is a self- defeating endnote. But without the endnote, you might not have seen 

the appendix. So the endnote is necessary a� er all. Aagh.

8. Peirce off ered some criteria for a good abductive inference: it is testable, should 
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explain the puzzling observations, and is economical, meaning that among all the 

countless possible hypotheses, it is worth pursuing. � ese criteria are quite ge-

neric and not specifi c to qualitative research.

9. Small 2009.

10. Katz 1997.

11. Pescosolido et al. 2008; � oits 2011; Link and Phelan 2001, 2014.

12. Abrutyn and Mueller 2016.

13. Mears 2017.

14. For a diff erent understanding of focused coding consistent with the grounded 

theory tradition, see Charmaz 2014.

15. Tavory and Timmermans 2013.

16. Abend, Petre, and Sauder 2013.

17. Jeopardy question in the Apples category of July 10, 2007, available at h� p:// 

www .j -    archive .com/ showgame .php ?game _id = 1951.

18. Portes and Zhou 1993.

19. Jiménez and Horowitz 2013.

20. Portes and Rumbaut 2001.

21. Bonilla- Silva 2003; Omi and Winant 2015.

22. Alba and Nee 1997.

23. Katz 2001, 2002a.

24. Katz 2002a, 73.

25. Robertson 2002; Reyes 2020.

26. CP 8.343.

27. For our own examples of using Peirce’s semiotics, see Tavory and Timmermans 

2021; Timmermans and Stivers 2017; Timmermans and Tavory 2020.

� e semiotic process is also useful as a way to think about doing research. As 

a researcher, you signify a set of observations for an audience. � e observations, 

in turn, will limit the kinds of inferences you can draw. You don’t know what 

kind of eff ect you will produce for those readers, but you imagine your inter-

locutors having certain understandings and interests in your topic. You antici-

pate what they may think. It’s an unusual kind of signifi cation act in the sense 

that you will not have much feedback on what you did until a� er the article or 

book has been published. And, of course, you have to get the writing past some 

gatekeepers such as editors and reviewers. At the same time, while writing and 

deciding whom to engage, your project itself interprets the work of others. It 

helps to think about doing qualitative research as a process of communicating 

where it ma� ers that you know as much about the interpreters and range of 

likely interpretants as about your research site.

28. Becker 1973.

29. Venkatesh 2000; Bourgois 1996.

30. Willis 1977.

31. Merton 1968.

32. Mancillas 2017.
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Chapter 3

1. Latour 1987, 33.

2. Davis 1971.

3. Abend 2008.

4. And yes, we know no map is like any other map. Cartography is a fi eld rife with 

new technical and theoretical developments. Peirce, for instance, worked at the 

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and developed a new quincuncial projection of 

the globe. Peirce 1879.

5. Tavory and Timmermans 2009.

6. Strauss 1969, 10; Schoenberg 1997.

7. Henwood and Pidgeon 2003.

8. Timmermans and Tavory 2020.

9. Katz 2015.

10. Meyers 2014.

11. Brubaker and Cooper 2000.

12. Clarke and Star 2008.

13. Menjívar 2000.

14. Jerolmack and Walker 2018.

15. Becker 1982.

16. In fact, the infl uence between Star and Latour (who pioneered actor- network 

theory) was mutual, with Star introducing Latour to pragmatist ideas. Bowker 

et al. 2015.

17. Star and Griesemer 1989, 393.

18. Brand and Jax 2007.

19. Swedberg 2012.

Chapter 4

1. Pasteur 1939, 131.

2. � ere is some common sense: if you do a project about the pregnancy experience 

and only interview six couples, many readers will wonder why such a low num-

ber since pregnant women are not hard to come by. If, instead, you interview six 

European ministers of justice, this could be a tremendous accomplishment since 

every country only has one such minister. A study of how to become a lawyer 

could require you to follow a cohort of law school students through three years 

of education and their fi rst jobs. Other phenomena have a short lifespan or touch 

upon many diff use and dispersed sites: trying to get a sense of the whole phe-

nomenon will require quick visits and cold- calling a lot of people. Adding more 

analytical variation to your study will likely increase the time spent interview-

ing or observing. � ere are no hard- and- fast rules. See also Lareau 2021.

3. Jerolmack and Khan 2014; Lamont and Swidler 2014; Pugh 2013; Vaisey 2014; 

Gerson and Damaske 2020.
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4. Rinaldo and Guhin 2019; Tavory 2020.

5. Krause 2021.

6. Charles Bosk shared our sense that there was no real defi nitive average number 

of interviews to strive for. However, he told his students that an even number 

such as forty would be a bit too neat and recommended that they always stop 

at an uneven number. Forty- one would suggest that you just found an extra re-

spondent but aimed to stop at forty. Of course, thirty- nine may suggest that you 

fell one respondent short of your aim of forty.

7. Small 2009.

8. Geertz 1973, 30.

9. Winder 2015.

10. Nelson 2021.

11. Hooker 1957.

12. We thank one of the reviewers for pointing us to this example.

13. Small 2009. See also the literature on theoretical sampling in grounded theory, 

e.g., Glaser and Strauss 1967; Charmaz 2014.

14. We work the idea of sequential comparison out in Tavory and Timmermans 

2020.

15. Ragin and Becker 1992.

16. Bearman 2005, 263.

17. Gerson and Damaske 2020; Lamont and Swidler 2014.

18. Swedberg 2014.

19. Tavory and Poulin 2012.

20. � is section complements Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 2011.

21. Glaser and Strauss 1967.

22. Katz 1975.

23. Bosk 2008.

24. Jerolmack and Murphy 2017.

25. Duneier 2011.

26. Nippert- Eng 2015.

27. Stuart 2016.

28. Schutz and Luckmann 1973.

29. Katz 2001.

30. Timmermans and Tavory 2012.

31. Robertson 2002; Reyes 2020.

32. Hunter et al. 2016.

33. Hunter and Robinson 2018.

34. Duneier 2004, 100.

35. Timmermans and Tavory 2020.

36. Speaking of data- sharing websites, when did you last back up your data? It 

would be a real bummer if you lost it all.

37. Lareau 2012.
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Chapter 5

1. Glaser 1965.

2. E.g., Saldaña 2015.

3. Pena- Alves 2019; Simmel 1994.

4. Abbo�  2004, 104– 106; Burke 1925.

5. Silver 2011.

6. Tavory and Timmermans 2013; Gross 2009; Lichterman and Reed 2014.

7. Burke 1945.

8. Sco�  and Lyman 1968; Mills 1963.

9. Katz 2001, 2002a.

10. Katz 2002b.

11. Tavory and Timmermans 2017.

12. All names of researchers refer to real participants. We recorded the coding 

sessions. Everyone in the classroom was aware of the recordings and that they 

could be used for this book. If we used a recorded session, we gave the text to the 

researcher and gave them the opportunity to respond or request that the session 

not be included in the book. � e names of the people in the fi eld notes are pseud-

onyms picked by the students who wrote the fi eld notes.

13. Mishler 1984.

14. Anspach 1993.

15. Roth 1972; Timmermans 1999.

16. Heimer and Staff en 1998.

17. Shim 2010.

18. Lopez and Espiritu 1990; Okamoto and Mora 2014.

19. Eliasoph 2013.

20. Fine 2012.

21. Mauss 1954.

22. Green 2008.

23. Swidler 1986; Wagner- Pacifi ci 2017.

24. Latour 1999, 34.

25. Latour 1999, 38.

26. Latour 1999, 55.

27. Latour 1999, 70– 71.

Chapter 6

1. When Norm moved to communication studies, the sociology department asked 

Stefan to teach fi eldwork methods. Ten minutes into the very fi rst lecture, a 

student stood up, apologized, and said that she had misinterpreted the course 

title. She was expecting a course about working in fi elds, an agricultural sociol-

ogy course. Since then, Stefan has been partial to the term “ethnography” over 

“fi eldwork methods,” even though the la� er term is more popular among some 

Chicago sociologists.
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2. Norm, it turns out, knew exactly what he was talking about. See Timmermans 

1994.

3. Deterding and Waters 2018.

4. Lakatos 1978.

5. Strauss 1993.

6. Christakis 1999.

7. Mische 2009.

8. Mische 2009, 694.

9. Sonia was emerging as an interview methodologist and was interested in how 

people think about worth in her work on small business entrepreneurs in Argen-

tina; Shelly conducted both interviews and ethnographic fi eldwork in the sex toy 

industry in the USA, and was deeply immersed in theoretical work about how peo-

ple think about the worth of what they do, particularly in a stigmatized industry.

10. Ba� ilana and Dorado 2010.

11. Clarke, Friese, and Washburn 2018.

12.  Tavory, Prelat, and Ronen 2022.

Chapter 7

1. Zerubavel 2018.

2. Douglas 1968, 366.

3. Merton and Barber 1963.

4. Stonequist 1937.

5. Hughes 1971.

6. Du Bois 1994.

7. Bearman 2005, 4.

8. � e anchor is a� ending to tensions but, of course, tensions are not the only such 

route. We could have wri� en a chapter about strengthening your theoretical 

muscles with an exploration of unintended consequences, for instance.

9. Tavory and Fine 2020.

10. Tavory 2019.

11. Swidler and Watkins 2017.

12. And of course, Humble would later promote his “miracle mineral” as a cure for 

COVID- 19 as well: h� ps:// www .fda .gov/ inspections -    compliance -    enforcement 

-    and -    criminal -    investigations/ warning -    letters/ genesis -    2 -    church -    606459 

-    04082020.

13. Epstein 2007.

14. Swidler and Watkins 2017, 231.

15. Brown and Patrick 2018.

16. Brown and Patrick 2018, 968.

17. Lee 2016, 65.

18. Although we realize that time and situations are inextricably linked, we fi nd it 

useful to distinguish between them for heuristic purposes.

19. Trouille and Tavory 2019.
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20. Tavory 2016.

21. Trouille and Tavory 2019; Trouille 2021.

22. Trouille 2021, 128.

23. Gerson 2010; Gerson and Damaske 2020.

24. Gerson 2010, 126.

25. Bandini 2020.

26. � is also underscores our point in chapter 4 of asking defocusing questions. 

 Julia could have asked specifi cally about the decision to withhold treatment, but 

by asking broader questions of how relatives refl ected back on the time in the 

ICU, she  allowed them to tell her what was truly salient.

27. Straus 1957.

28. Anspach 1993.

29. Chambliss 1996.

30. Kaufman 2005.

31. Goff man 1952.

32. Becker 1998, 91.

33. Star 1991.

34. To use diff erent language, we are not interested here in forwarding a “herme-

neutics of suspicion.” Ricoeur 1971.

35. Tobin 2018.

36. Goff man 1989.

Chapter 8

1. We are inspired by Edmondson 1984.

2. Sebeok and Umiker- Sebeok 1983.

3. Liszka and Babb 2019.

4. Or, as we put it in the last chapter of Abductive Analysis, the argument of a quali-

tative article needs to convey a fi t between theory and data, plausibility of the 

fi ndings, and theoretical relevance (an answer to the so what? question).

5. Edmondson 1984, 26.

6. Becker 1986.

7. Ginzburg 1999, 83.

8. O’Brien 2017, xi.

9. Atkinson 1990.

10. Geertz 1988.

11. Atkinson 1990.

12. Lofl and 1974. If it helps, you can hum the annoying Frozen song as you do so: 

“Let it go, let it go. . . .”

13. Lareau 2012.

14. Bonilla- Silva and Forman 2000.

15. Strauss et al. 1985.

16. Lakoff  and Johnson 1980.

17. Martin 1987.
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18. A� er writing this passage, Stefan went to buy persimmons and caulifl ower at 

a farmer’s market in Santa Monica. A man wandered around the stalls with a 

 T- shirt that said “Metaphors be with you.” A rare moment of convergence be-

tween work and nonwork life.

19. Desmond 2014.

20. Desmond 2014, 568.

21. Katz 2012, 130.

22. Timmermans and Stivers 2018.

23. CP 5.589.

24. Hirschauer 2010. For more on gatekeeping, see Clayman and Reisner 1998.

25. Lamont 2009, 182.

26. Teplitskiy 2015, 266.

27. Hoang 2018.

28. Bandelj 2012; Zelizer 2005.

29. Hoang 2015.

30. Lainer- Vos 2013.

31. We wish editors would stop telling authors that their papers may not make it. It’s 

demoralizing advice that doesn’t help the author.

32. Rossman 2014. See also Schilke and Rossman 2018.

33. Hoang 2018, 658.

34. Hoang also engages the sociology of development literature in the revision, but 

here we focus on the major theme.

35. Kuhn 1962.

36. Foster, Rzhetsky, and Evans 2015.

As an aside, here is a bit of career advice: your goal should not be to have 

a manuscript accepted a� er the fi rst round of reviews. Your goal should be to 

write a manuscript that is good enough for a revise and resubmit. You would 

use the reviewer’s comments to fi nalize the analysis. Aiming for an immediate 

acceptance likely means that you were overwriting the analysis.

Learning to handle rejection is part of the game. Most graduate students are 

terrifi ed of ge� ing a rejection but the good news about a rejection is that at least 

you have a paper you can resubmit.

37. Fleck 1979 [1935].

38. Knorr- Cetina 1999.

39. When colleagues tell us they want to write a book, we tell them that books are 

extremely time consuming and there is an opportunity cost: while you write a 

book, there are many other things you will not be doing. First- time book authors 

also are not guaranteed that they will fi nd a publisher. � e bar should therefore 

be very high before you embark on a book- writing journey.

40. Stefan of Social Science and Medicine; Iddo of Sociological � eory.

41. Publishers have some ways to lower their risks. In some instances, even aca-

demic presses (and not just predatory presses) will ask authors to off set some of 

the cost of publishing by subsidizing the publication process.

42. Some publishers, even some academic ones, will publish pre� y much anything 
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but price the book super expensive. � ey make their money by selling a few cop-

ies to libraries across the world. It’s frustrating because your book will be out of 

reach for most readers and the cost will make classroom adoption prohibitively 

expensive.

43. Mol 2002.

44. Haack 1997.

45. Except that throughout the writing process you have selected readers, and then 

a� er publication they choose you. You probably have already been imagining 

them all this time as an army of invisible buddies reading over your shoulder, 

when you read the literature, when you zoomed in on themes, when you devel-

oped theorizations that are portable to other research projects. Try to imagine 

what will resonate with them. If you want to write something that will be used in 

classrooms, you need to engage not just the professor but also relate your topic 

to the concerns of undergraduates: what will animate them out of their social 

media slumber and stir up debate? If you write for the experts in your fi eld, the 

task is diff erent: there you insert yourself into an ongoing dialogue that shows 

familiarity with theoretical nuances of interest to that community. For a general 

sociology audience, you need to address something that crosses subareas and 

speaks to broadly shared concerns. Each audience is diff erent. Don’t just write 

in the hope of fi nding an audience. You need to consciously decide who you are 

writing for and then write for them. Academics make a living from writing, sort 

of. We have safety nets; even if we didn’t write or no one read our work, we o� en 

are still fi ne. To get you focused, imagine that the safety nets are gone and your 

livelihood depends on your ability to write things that fi nd an audience.

46. Hacking 1991, 2007a, 2007b.

47. Goff man 1963.

48. Navon 2011.

49. Hacking 1998; Paul 1997.

50. One take- home message of this chapter is that you should seek out the opinions 

of others before you send your text into the world: do some test runs by asking 

peers and friends to read your material, ask advisers and mentors for feedback 

when you get stuck or have doubts about what you are writing, and take reviews 

seriously even if you feel that the reader completely misread the paper. � at a 

misreading is possible shows that, at a minimum, you should try to make your 

argument clearer. Since everyone looks for readers of their work, you should 

be part of a set of exchange relationships: start a writing group, organize a 

workshop on your book manuscript, and then pay it forward to the next group 

of scholars by commenting on their work. � e key is to fi nd the right kind of 

reader, one who can appreciate a messy dra�  for the li� le hidden gems and give 

you the encouragement and direction to polish those.
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Chapter 9

1. https:// www .canadianunderwriter .ca/ citb/ alien -    abduction -    insurance -    costs 

-    just -    9 -    99/.

2. Hughes 1971 [1945].

3. Saldaña 2015.

4. Healy 2017.

5. Latour 1987. But wait a minute. “Trial of strength” sounds a bit intense. Where 

does this metaphor come from? Trials of strength were popular in ancient Sparta, 

where Plutarch reported that young men from the age of infants were exposed 

to elements, meat, and darkness to cultivate their spirit. (� is fi ts the theme that 

you should know where your metaphors— such as trials of strength— originate 

and what meaning they carry. In fact, Plutarch writes about “trials of strength 

and wit” because the Spartans also valued a quick mind.)

Appendix

1. Bail 2014; Salganik 2018.

2. Brandt and Timmermans 2021.

3. Salganik 2018.

4. Mohr et al. 2020.

5. Nelson 2017.

6. Mohr et al. 2020.

7. Karell and Freedman 2019.

8. Karell and Freedman 2019, 722.

9. Karell and Freedman 2019, 733.

10. Karell and Freedman 2019, 734.
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